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Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

A very warm welcome to the 2021 edition of the Marlborough College Summer School brochure.

I am delighted that almost every course which had been planned for Summer School 2020 will run in 
2021 and that we have been able to add a few new courses to our brochure, including the History of 
the Motor Car, Basic Bike Maintenance and Inside the Mind of a Murderer. 

There are also some exciting new courses for our younger guests including Crime Scene Detectives, 
Learn to Play Polo and Building Resilience to Thrive in Life.

We are grateful to all our Gala acts who have agreed to carry their performances over to 2021.  
You can enjoy choral maestros Only Men Aloud to Rocketman: A Tribute to Sir Elton John and  
from An Evening with Janet Street-Porter to The ELO Experience and much, much more.

So, whether you are coming to Marlborough College for the first time or have joined us before, a  
long-overdue and heartfelt welcome to you all. I hope you will enjoy the wonderful cuisine on offer,  
the excellent standards of customer service and end your visit feeling enriched. 

It is important you know that, if required, our Summer School will be operating in line with Government 
guidelines in place at the time to ensure the wellbeing of all of our guests and colleagues.

With very best wishes,

Louise Moelwyn-Hughes 
Master, Marlborough College

The Masters

Welcome
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Book online at summerschool.co.uk or complete 
the form on page 133 of this brochure
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If you are looking for a solo adventure, time with friends or a family holiday, Summer School is your ideal destination. 

Whether you wish to learn a new skill or enjoy a favourite pastime, we have it covered. Choose from an amazing array of 
courses suitable for all ages, abilities and interests during the day and then indulge in our eclectic evening entertainment.

JOIN US EACH DAY OR RELAX AND STAY
You can attend Summer School from Monday to Friday as a day student or make your experience truly immersive and stay 
with us throughout. Full board accommodation is available from Sunday afternoon until the following Saturday morning. 

All courses take place over five days. Some courses run for five full days, but most run over five half days, either in the 
mornings or afternoons. This gives you the opportunity to enjoy up to two different courses each week. 

Accommodation 6
Food and Drink 8
Gala Performances 10
Out and About 14
How to Find Us 17

ADULT COURSES
Arts and Crafts 18
Landscape and Architecture 38
Literature and Creative Writing 44
History, Art History and Culture 50
Music, Dance, Theatre and Film 60
Science, Computing and Photography 70
Body and Mind 74
Life Skills, Hobbies, Country Pursuits and Sport 80

YOUNG PEOPLE’S COURSES
Teenagers (ages 13 to 17) 92
Young Adventurers (ages 9 to 12) 102
Children’s Activities (ages 6 to 9) 112
Junior Troopers (ages 3 to 6) 116
At a Glance Course Guide 120
Summer School Customer Charter 127
Summer School Terms and Conditions 128

BOOKING FORMS 
Parental Approval Form 131
Courses and Accommodation Booking Form 133
Gala Performance Booking Form 135

Rest assured that we will operate in line with government guidelines around 
social distancing and safety to ensure the wellbeing of all our guests and staff. 
Should Covid-19 restrictions remain in July and August 2021, please be aware 
that some operational procedures may be subject to change.

SUMMER SCHOOL DATES 2021

Week Residents Arrive Courses Start Courses Finish Residents Depart

1 Sunday 11 July Monday 12 July Friday 16 July Saturday 17 July 
2 Sunday 18 July Monday 19 July Friday 23 July Saturday 24 July
3 Sunday 25 July Monday 26 July Friday 30 July Saturday 31 July
4 Sunday 1 August Monday 2 August Friday 6 August Saturday 7 August

4 5

Please refer to summerschool.co.uk or your Guest Handbook for registration and course timings. 

ContentsA unique experience for all
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Take advantage of our accommodation with all your 
meals and entertainment included, as well as use of 
the College’s excellent sports and leisure facilities. 

YOUR ROOM OPTIONS
Whatever your needs, we have comfortable 
accommodation to suit you.

Our boarding houses are contemporary and  
purpose-built or recently refurbished with:

•  kitchenettes (including tea and coffee  
making facilities) 

• TV/games rooms and meeting areas

• free Wi-Fi

• easy access to the College (within a short walk)

•  free use of the College’s sports facilities, including  
a state-of-the-art gym and an indoor swimming pool

The residential week runs for six nights from Sunday 
afternoon to the following Saturday morning – giving 
you the chance to settle in and meet your fellow  
guests before courses begin. 

2021 ROOM PRICES
Prices are per person, per week and include FULL BOARD and ENTERTAINMENT.

Room Description Price Room Category

Standard single (1 person) £425 SR

Single with wash basin £475 SRS

Single with en suite £615 SRES

Standard twin (2 people, single beds) £425 TR

Twin with wash basin (2 people, single beds) £475 TRS

Twin with en suite (2 people, single beds) £615 TRES

Standard family room (3+ people, single beds): adult price £425 FA

Standard family room (3+ people, single beds): child price £290 FC

Family room with wash basin: adult price £475 FAS

Family room with wash basin: child price £300 FCS

Family room with en suite: adult price £615 FAES

Family room with en suite: child price £395 FCES

A surcharge of £100 per person per week applies for residents who only take a course in the mornings or  
afternoons. For details about course prices, please see the course section from page 19 onwards.
We make every effort to place our guests in their preferred accommodation, but it cannot be guaranteed.  
All rooms are subject to availability. 
We cannot accommodate young people under the age of 18 without an accompanying parent or guardian (except  
teenagers participating in the Marlborough College School of English and Culture – see page 100 for details).
Please note that you must book your Gala entertainment before 1 March 2021 to guarantee your place.

BOOKING
Book your accommodation online at summerschool.co.uk

Alternatively, please complete and return the booking form on page 133.

You can book your room at the same time as your course or, availability 
permitting, any time before the start of Summer School. 

We will notify you by post of your allocated room from June.

RESIDENTS WITH DISABILITIES
Wherever possible, we arrange ground floor or accessible 
accommodation for residents with disabilities. Please provide full details 
about your mobility needs at the time of booking so we can consider 
whether reasonable adjustments can be made.
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Accommodation

If you stay in College 
you get meals and all the 
extra entertainment included
which is amazing

STAYING OUTSIDE THE 
COLLEGE
If you prefer, you can find other 
local accommodation online at: 
visitwiltshire.co.uk

Week 1 12-16 July  |  Week 2 19-23 July  |  Week 3 26-30 July  |  Week 4 2-6 August
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Food and Drink
Our talented chefs serve a wide selection of delicious, freshly cooked meals  
and light bites to tantalise your taste buds during Summer School.

Full board is included in the accommodation costs for residents. So, you  
can enjoy a hearty breakfast, leisurely lunch and five-course evening meal. 

If you are not staying with us, you can buy meal tickets at very competitive  
prices on a daily or weekly basis:

Meal Cost Per Day Cost Per Week

Breakfast £7 £32
Lunch £12 £52
Dinner £25 £110

Meals for non-resident children under 13 are charged at half price and 13 to 17 year olds are full price. 

OUR YOUNGER GUESTS 
Lunch is included free of charge for children attending a full day of activities.  
An afternoon snack is provided for resident and non-resident children  
attending the 5 O’Clock Club (see page 99). 

CAFÉ IN THE COURT 
Alongside our formal dining, you can buy a variety of hot and cold food at our café. 
Choose from tasty sandwiches, paninis, jacket potatoes and snacks.

THE MARQUEE BAR
Relax and enjoy a drink in our bar, which regularly hosts live music and our  
popular quiz night every Thursday. The bar opens at 12 noon each day.

MORNING COFFEE AND AFTERNOON TEA
Free tea, coffee, cakes and pastries are available during the morning  
and afternoon breaks for everyone attending courses.

SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS
We cater for a wide range of dietary needs, including halal, kosher,  
vegetarian and vegan diets and allergies, including gluten, nut and dairy  
intolerance. Although every care is taken regarding allergies,  
we cannot guarantee that our food is totally allergen free.

8 9Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

The catering was superb 
Very tasty with a huge 
selection available
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Gala Performances

Week 1: Tuesday 13 July, 8pm, £20

ONLY MEN ALOUD
Only Men Aloud have been delighting audiences 
around the world for nearly 20 years. They formed in 
the year 2000 with the hope they could inject some 
new life and blood into the Welsh Male Choir tradition. 
The men are now well known for their strong vocals 
and their varied and eclectic repertoire. Their Gala 
performance will feature many different styles of music, 
from Welsh hymns and folksongs, opera and musical 
theatre all the way to swing and pop music.

We are delighted to present our showcase entertainment  
line-up for each Tuesday and Friday of Summer School.

The full Entertainment Programme for Summer School, 
including the full range of lectures and recitals, will be  
sent in June to all those who have booked courses. 

Week 1 12-16 July  |  Week 2 19-23 July  |  Week 3 26-30 July  |  Week 4 2-6 August Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

Week 1: Friday 16 July, 8pm, £25

THE LOCRIAN ENSEMBLE:  
LAST NIGHT OF THE 
MARLBOROUGH PROMS
Bringing together some of the most prominent 
string soloists in London, The Locrian Ensemble, 
was formed in 1995 and immediately established 
an enviable reputation for its recordings, 
broadcasts and live performances. In 2016, they 
topped the British Classical Music Chart with their 
recording of Debbie Wiseman’s score to the BBC’s 
Wolf Hall. The Locrian Ensemble are undoubtedly, 
one of the most dynamic groups working in the 
field of classical music today.

Week 2: Tuesday 20 July, 8pm, £20 

AN EVENING WITH  
JANET STREET-PORTER
Janet Street-Porter is a writer, broadcaster and 
former editor of The Independent on Sunday. She 
originally studied architecture, before starting her 
journalistic career in her early twenties and then 
moving into television and radio as a presenter and 
a senior executive. Janet has won numerous awards 
including Columnist of the Year, the Prix Italia for arts 
programming and a BAFTA for originality. She appears 
regularly on ITV’s Loose Women and has presented 
television series on subjects as diverse as contemporary 
British art, walking, cooking and architecture.

Week 2: Friday 23 July , 8pm, £25

ANDY ABRAHAM’S NAT KING  
COLE SHOW
Andy Abraham has come from humble beginnings 
working as a refuse collector and bus driver before 
finding fame. He came to prominence in ITV’s X Factor 
in 2005, where he wowed the judges with his rendition 
of Greatest Love of All in the first round. After this 
experience, Andy continued his musical quest releasing 
his debut album in 2006, titled The Impossible Dream, 
which reached number two in the UK Album Chart. Last 
year, Andy embarked on a nationwide tour in celebration 
of the legend Nat King Cole with his new show that sees 
him perform hits from Nat’s long career.

The Locrian Ensemble

Andy Abraham



Week 3: Tuesday 27 July, 7.30pm, £20  
(under 18s go free)

ILLYRIA’S PRODUCTION OF  
DR DOLITTLE PART 2
Following the phenomenal success of 2018’s tour of 
The Adventures of Doctor Dolittle, Illyria are delving 
back into Hugh Lofting’s amazing stories to bring you a 
brand-new musical adaptation of the Doctor’s further 
adventures with Jip the Dog, Dab Dab the Duck, Gub 
Gub the Pig and Polynesia the Parrot. Where in the 
world will they go? Will they even stay on this world? 
Which new animals will they help along the way? Is 
Gub Gub still dreaming about cake? Doctor Dolittle 
2 features a fully orchestrated score, amazing puppets 
and a plethora of catchy songs.

Week 3: Friday 30 July, 8pm, £25

THE ELO EXPERIENCE
The ELO Experience has been developing its theatre 
show for over 12 years and selling out venues up and 
down the country. Performing the greatest hits from 
the Electric Light Orchestra, with the odd album track 
thrown in for good measure, you are guaranteed a trip 
down memory lane and an uplifting night of singing and 
clapping to some of the greatest songs ever written.

Week 4: Tuesday 3 August, 8pm, £20

AN EVENING WITH  
KATE ADIE
Kate Adie became a familiar figure through her work 
as BBC Chief News Correspondent. Considered to 
be among the most reliable reporters, she is one 
of the first British women to send despatches from 
danger zones around the world. Her memorable 
assignments include both Gulf Wars, four years of war 
in the Balkans, the final NATO intervention in Kosovo 
and elections in 2000, the Herald of Free Enterprise 
disaster, the Tiananmen Square protest in Beijing in 
1989 and numerous assignments in Northern Ireland 
throughout The Troubles. In 2018, Kate received a 
BAFTA Fellowship and a CBE in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honours list.

Gala Performances
continued

Week 4: Friday 6 August, 8pm, £25

THE ROCKET MAN: A TRIBUTE  
TO SIR ELTON JOHN
Get ready for take-off as we bring you the premier 
tribute to one of the greatest musicians of all time,  
Sir Elton John. Starring world renowned tribute artist, 
Jimmy Love, no one else recreates the flamboyant 
megastar with as much vigour and brilliance. Join Jimmy 
and his amazing live band as they take you down the 
Yellow Brick Road with two hours of glorious Elton hits 
from Crocodile Rock to Philadelphia Freedom and the 
beautiful Your Song to I Guess That’s Why They Call It 
The Blues. With dazzling costumes, stunning vocals and 
sensational piano solos, this show has it all! 

The ELO Experience

The Rocket Man
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St Peter’s Church, Marlborough

Savernake Forest

MARLBOROUGH TOWN
•  Located just a short walk from the College, the town  

centre is steeped in history, with many characterful  
old buildings. Visit the 17th century Merchant’s 
House, which features nationally acclaimed wall 
paintings and decorative features.

•  You’ll be spoilt for choice with fabulous eateries  
and cafés. Sample the delights of The Food Gallery 
or enjoy a cuppa at St Peter’s Church.

•  Marlborough is a shopaholic’s delight, with 
high street brands, designer boutiques, quirky 
independent stores and a twice -weekly market.

Marlborough is a picturesque, quintessentially English market town situated  
in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. 

During your stay, you can discover historic buildings, take a stroll on the 
Marlborough Downs or enjoy some retail therapy along the bustling High Street.

15Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

THE LOCAL WILTSHIRE AREA  
(WITHIN 2 TO 10 MILES)

•  Just outside the town is ancient Savernake Forest, 
home to many veteran trees, including the famous 
Big Belly Oak.

•  The spectacular World Heritage site at Avebury 
features one of the largest prehistoric stone circles 
in the world. Nearby, you can explore the West 
Kennet Long Barrow, one of the UK’s most 
impressive Neolithic chambered tombs.

•  The Kennet and Avon Canal passes through 
the stunning Wiltshire countryside. Enjoy boating, 
walking or cycling along this beautiful waterway.

Please turn the page for more places to visit...
Marlborough Downs

Hughenden Yard, Marlborough

Avebury stone circle



How to Find us

BY CAR
Marlborough is well-connected by major roads in all  
directions. The College itself is in the heart of the town. 

You can park in the College’s Water Meadows  
car park free of charge while you are at Summer  
School. Limited disabled parking spaces are available  
close to each residence. To reserve a space, please  
send in your Blue Badge details, car registration  
number and booking reference once confirmed.

BY COACH OR TRAIN
Weekly transfers are available to and from London  
Victoria Coach Station and Swindon Railway Station. 

You can book transfers online or when you  
complete the form on page 134 of this brochure. 

Further details and prices are available at:  
summerschool.co.uk/coach-transfer.

FURTHER AFIELD (20+ MILES)

•  Stonehenge is a World Heritage Site that attracts 
visitors from across the globe. After a walk around 
the iconic stone circle, step inside a Neolithic house 
and come face to face with a 5,500-year-old man.

•  You may not have heard of Lacock but you will 
have undoubtedly seen its historic streets and 
glorious Abbey on screen, especially if you are a 
Harry Potter or Downton Abbey fan.

•  Longleat is England’s original drive-through safari 
park. You can meet lions, giraffes, koalas and  
some very cheeky monkeys. 

•  The beautiful cities of Bath and Oxford are 
approximately 40 miles from Marlborough. 

Discover more about the local area as well as  
the new 125 mile Great West Way touring  
route from London to Marlborough to Bristol  
at visitwiltshire.co.uk. 
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Stonehenge

Lacock Abbey

Longleat Safari Park
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BEGINNERS’ ART
TUTOR Maureen Bond

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

1 1 ü £505

This is a course for anyone who has wondered if they might 
be able to paint or draw, if only they knew how. Starting from 
the very beginning, you will be guided gently through the basics 
of drawing and painting in acrylic, watercolour and pastel. The 
tutor will spend each morning introducing you to techniques 
and in the afternoons you will have time for exploration, 
consolidation and development. The course will be relaxed, 
fun and supportive as well as a rare opportunity to sample 
a variety of techniques and materials in just one week. All 
materials will be provided.

NEW BREAKING THE RULES IN 
WATERCOLOUR 
TUTOR Kevin Scully

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

3 1 ü £480

Here is a chance for you to use watercolours in a loose, dynamic 
and expressive way. You will be encouraged to abandon many of 
the preconceived notions regarding the medium’s limitations and 
will be given the opportunity to create paintings that are colourful, 
vibrant and on the wilder side of traditional watercolours. After all, 
rules are there to be broken! This course is suitable for all levels 
of experience in watercolours, including beginners. All art and 
reference materials will be provided.

NEW HOW TO CREATE A WINNING 
WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Claire Warner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

4 1 ü £245

This is a complete foundation course, which starts from the 
very beginning of watercolour painting. The tutor will explain all 
relevant art materials and the key techniques used, providing you 
with plenty of demonstrations, support and individual attention 
along the way. You will gain plenty of practice in the basic 
techniques required to grasp the most important watercolour 
painting skills. By the end of the week, you will have finished a 
number of paintings. This course is suitable for beginners and 
those wishing to take a refresher. All art and reference materials 
will be supplied. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Jonathan Newey

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

5 2 ü £465

This is a course for beginners who want to paint with watercolour. 
No previous experience in drawing or painting is necessary as the 
tutor will be demonstrating and guiding you through each exercise 
in a relaxed and friendly manner. Using the photographs supplied, 
you will learn how to paint skies, trees, buildings and landscapes. 
Included in the course is step by step guidance on techniques such 
as washes, brush marks, shape filling and colour mixing. The course 
is classroom based and all tools and materials will be provided.

NEW EXPERIMENTING WITH 
WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Claire Warner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

6 2 ü £495

This course offers an exciting week of watercolour, with a variety 
of additives to achieve a range of different and impressive effects. 
Covering a range of subjects including landscape, water scenes and 
flowers, you will explore new mediums and techniques for the 
experienced watercolourist. A solid knowledge of watercolour 
techniques and drawing skills is required to keep up with the pace 
of this course. Therefore, it is suitable only for intermediate and 
advanced artists and not recommended for beginners or those 
struggling with watercolours. All reference and art materials will 
be provided.

Arts
andCrafts

Something sketched, something stitched, something printed. 
Something painted, something sculpted, something beaded. 
Something for everyone.

Maureen has kick started 
my passion for painting 
Thank you so much
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NEW CAPTURING LIGHT IN 
WATERCOLOUR 
TUTOR Kevin Scully

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

7 2 ü £480

Watercolour is the ideal medium for capturing the effects of 
light in a scene, which is one of the essential elements needed 
to establish mood and atmosphere. During the week, you will 
examine the ways in which you can convey the quality of light 
in a variety of subject matters, including landscapes, seascapes, 
still life and interiors. There will be plenty of demonstrations and 
sympathetic one-to-one tuition to help you create some exciting, 
light-filled paintings. This course is for all levels of experience. All 
art and reference materials will be supplied.

WATERCOLOUR FOR THE POSITIVELY 
TERRIFIED 
TUTOR Susanna Bailey BFA (Hons) MA Slade Higher 
Diploma

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

8 2 ü £255

This course is suitable for beginners and for those who feel 
that they have not had a good enough grounding in the very 
basics of painting with watercolours. Easy landscape, simple 
still life, colour mixing workshops and composition are all 
bound into proving that this deceptively tricky medium can 
be conquered. Most of all, you will have fun. It is designed to 
help you really understand the medium, the paints and the 
making of colour. Every aspect is carefully demonstrated and 
you will be able to return home feeling that you have achieved 
something really rather special. All materials will be provided.

BOTANICAL PAINTING FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Kate Bennett

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

9 3 ü £470

This introduction to botanical painting for absolute beginners will 
help develop your understanding, observation and study of plants, 
flowers and fruit. Starting with drawing exercises, techniques and 
colour theory, you will then pursue your own approach and style 
to create personal and individual work, while always focussing 
on the detail and intricate study of the subject. You will be 
encouraged to be a little adventurous and flexible, which will help 
you to portray as much information about the subject matter as 
possible. All tools and materials will be supplied, together with a 
selection of plants, flowers and fruit to study.

NEW AN ADVENTURE IN 
WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Claire Warner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

10 3 ü £495

The aim of this course is to tease out your creative potential 
and provide an opportunity to develop your individual 
picture design and painting application. While using traditional 
watercolour methods, you will be encouraged to stretch your 
thinking and move outside your comfort zone to reach a new 
level of achievement. You will encounter a range of subjects 
and try out a variety of techniques to achieve various effects 
in watercolour. This course is suitable for intermediate and 
advanced artists with sufficient ability, skills and experience 
in drawing and watercolour to take on this course with 
confidence. It is not suitable for beginners. All materials will  
be provided.

NEW SEAS THE DAY: PAINTING 
SEASCAPES IN WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Jessica Rose

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

11 3 ü £490

Would you like to learn how to develop dramatic paintings of 
crashing breakers, jagged rocks and sandy shores? During this 
course, the tutor will teach you how to paint water convincingly, 
whether it is glittering open ocean or surf gently lapping on the 
sand. You will be guided with step by step demonstrations on how 
to paint waves, boats, cliffs, rocks and much more. You  
will also work with a range of unusual materials, including salt, cling 
film, texture paste and masking tape in order to bring exciting and 
interesting effects to your paintings. All materials will be supplied.

NEW PAINTING SKIES IN 
WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Susanna Bailey BFA (Hons) MA Slade  
Higher Diploma

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

12 3 ü £255

Skies can be ‘just’ a background, convey the atmosphere of a 
scene and portray the mood of the painter. As Marcel Proust said, 
‘a change in the weather is sufficient to recreate the world and 
ourselves’. This course is about painting weather in all its mercurial 
ways. You will study the qualities of light and colour during the 
day. You will paint the dawn and sunset, a blue sky, a skyscape 
burdened with rain, a rainbow, the moon in owl light and many 
others that simply happen because of the way the paint works. 
There are also seasons to consider and how they reflect tone and 
colour. This course is for beginners as well as painters with some 
experience. All materials will be provided. 

ART ON THE MOVE
TUTOR Maureen Bond

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

13 3 ü £265

This course is designed to inspire anyone who would like to paint 
and draw as part of their travels. Equipped with a kit that you can 
carry in a small bag, you will be producing sketches in watercolour 
and ink. Some of the week will be studio based and you will also 
spend time outdoors. You will need to be comfortable walking 
over rough ground and sitting for a while on a portable artist’s 
stool. You will cover the basics of watercolour painting and 
drawing, so this course will be accessible to those with little or no 
experience of art. All materials will be provided.

RADIANT WATERCOLOURS
TUTOR Susanna Bailey BFA (Hons) MA Slade Higher 
Diploma

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

14 4 ü £480

Watercolour has attracted the greatest of our painters, yet 
also the worst press. The tutor will guide you through all the 
characteristics of this unique medium and past the pitfalls, with 
careful demonstrations and workshops structured to both 
fascinate and thrill. Radiant Watercolours springs to life on the  
first day by helping you understand the processes and concludes 
with you leaving with an accomplished portfolio of paintings and  
a real sense of confidence. Composition, colour and texture are 
the goals of this course, but fun is also guaranteed. This course is 
for beginners as well as painters with some experience. The tutor 
will supply you with carefully selected materials to ensure the  
best results.

NEXT STEPS IN BOTANICAL PAINTING
TUTOR Kate Bennett

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

15 4 ü £470

This course is designed for students with some experience 
of botanical painting, who wish to develop their own work 
and experiment with a variety of approaches to portray the 
subjects provided. Along with some group exercises, you will be 
encouraged to work individually and to experiment with size, 
scale, texture and composition, enabling you to depict as much 
detailed and intricate information about the subject as possible. 
All students will benefit from some one-to-one time with the 
tutor and group discussion. All tools and materials will be supplied, 
together with some plants, flowers, fruit and vegetables to study.

NEW INK AND WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Claire Warner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

16 4 ü £245

During this course, you will discover how a variety of pens and 
inks can be used to describe tone and form in our drawings along 
with watercolour paints. You will also explore the use of free 
watercolour painting and how to enhance your paintings with 
pen work to finish a different style of picture. This is set to be a 
relaxing yet productive week, suited to students with a knowledge 
of watercolour techniques and a good level of drawing skills. All art 
and reference materials will be supplied.

ARCHITECTURAL SKETCHBOOK
TUTOR Colin Palmer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

17 1 ü £275

This course aims to inspire people who enjoy sketching and 
painting buildings and architectural features. You will learn the 
secrets of sketching buildings in a loose and lively style and how 
light and shade can be used to achieve solidity and form.  
Teaching will also include the importance of shadows to give 
depth, the theory of perspective, how to simplify complex 
buildings and so much more. You will draw and paint outdoors, 
weather permitting, taking in the wealth of architectural detail  
in the College grounds and Marlborough High Street. The tutor 
will demonstrate techniques at every stage and provide one-to-
one tuition. All materials, including a quality sketchbook, will  
be supplied.

   It was a pleasure to 

spend the week painting 

with Kate We didn t 

want it to end
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OIL PAINTING: BIRDS, BUTTERFLIES AND 
OTHER CREATURES
TUTOR Lynne Windsor

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

25 2 ü £265

Whether you wish to paint a portrait of your favourite bird or 
butterfly, dragonfly or beetle, or a combination, your tutor will 
help you achieve this with detailed instruction. You do not need to 
know how to paint because with a limited palette of colours, you 
will see how to lay out your painting and colour mix to create a 
beautiful single portrait or world of flying creatures. Your tutor will 
supply an array of photographs and specimens to work from, but if 
you have your own favourites, you are most welcome to bring  
them along.

NEW FLORAL INSPIRATION  
WITH ACRYLICS
TUTOR Lynne Windsor

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

26 2 ü £265

Do you love flowers and wish you could create beautiful images 
inspired by their vibrancy and shapes? On this course, your tutor 
will provide flowers to paint from in the form of a central still life. 
You will be encouraged to express yourself, interpreting what 
you see in a more abstract manner and freeing yourself from the 
bounds of too much detail. You will learn how to mix colours 
and play with opaque and transparent paint, to create depth and 
richness using watercolour washes and thicker layers of acrylic 
paint to create texture. Beginners are welcome. All materials will 
be provided.

LOOSEN UP WITH ACRYLICS
TUTOR Stuart Roper

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

27 1 ü £255

Have you previously painted with acrylics and now wish to 
experiment further with this versatile medium? This course will 
take you out of your comfort zone through different techniques 
and methods, mark making using a variety of implements from 
palette knives to corrugated cardboard and incorporating other 
materials to create collages and mixed media pieces. You will also 
consider the work of a variety of artists, in particular abstract 
painters, to help inform and inspire you to develop your own style 
of exciting and expressive paintings. You will be provided with 
various substrates, paints and other materials such as cardboard, 
fabric and newspapers. Any extra materials, for example lace and 
netting that you wish to incorporate into your work are welcome. 

NEW COLOUR, LIGHT AND THE 
LANDSCAPE: PAINTING IN ACRYLICS
TUTOR Stuart Roper

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

612 1 ü £255

If you have enjoyed some landscape painting and are looking to 
develop your unique style, this course is designed for you. David 
Hockney is always telling us to look for the colours in nature, 
but sometimes it’s hard to see past the greens and browns 
of the English countryside. You will be looking at how artists 
have shown the brilliant colours of nature through Turner, the 
Impressionists and the Fauves and what you can learn from them. 
From an image you have taken yourself, you will create a painting 
incorporating the discussion from the beginning of the session. 
However, the emphasis will be on exaggerating the colours and 
placing unexpected hues next to one another to create a vibrant 
and exciting piece. The tutor will also discuss how he achieves the 
colours and effects in his own work, examples of which will be 
brought into the studio for in-depth analysis.

NEW ABSTRACT PAINTING
TUTOR Michael White

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

28 3 ü £250

29 4 ü £250

Immerse yourself in the wonderful, mysterious and unreal 
world of abstract painting and be free of the constraints 
of reality. Abstraction gives you a chance to explore a 
world where nothing is what it seems, presenting visual and 
intellectual puzzles that keep you captivated forever. The tutor 
will endeavour to transport you seamlessly into this world 
while employing the skills you already have, such as colour, line 
and composition and then applying them on a different level. 
Within abstraction, there is the possibility to practise as an 
expressionist, a formalist, a colourist or as whomever you wish 
to invent yourself. All materials will be provided.

NEW DRAMATIC SEA, SKY AND 
LANDSCAPES IN PASTEL
TUTOR Kim Vines

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

30 1 ü £480

This pastel course is for all abilities, including complete beginners. 
Using your own selection of printed A4 sized images of dramatic 
seascapes, skyscapes and urban or rural landscapes, you will go 
through a unique and exciting process in easy, well-defined stages. 
Alongside demonstrations in the unusual use of art materials, 
these stages will include tuition in the principles of observational 
drawing, composition and choice of colour palette in order to add 
depth and vitality to your pictures. Working at your own pace, 
sympathetic one-to-one attention will maximise your learning 
experience while encouraging you to develop your own individual 
style. Your tutor can arrange for artwork to be professionally 
mounted ready for you to take home.

THE BEAUTY OF WINDOWS AND DOORS
TUTOR Colin Palmer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

18 2 ü £270

Have you ever wanted to capture the bright red geraniums in 
the window box beneath the weathered blue shutters or the 
interesting creeper surrounding the ageing door? These subjects 
make wonderful and vibrant paintings. During the week, your 
tutor will reveal the secrets of painting attractive doorways 
and windows as he guides you through demonstrations and set 
exercises. This course is structured for beginners and those with 
little experience and is guaranteed to be fun and informative. All 
materials will be supplied, including reference photos taken by the 
tutor during his travels in the UK and overseas.

NEW PAINTING AND DRAWING 
BUILDINGS FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Colin Palmer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

19 3 ü £485

This is a new course specifically to teach beginner level 
techniques. The tutor will guide first-time painters through 
the process of painting in watercolour and encourage those 
who may have tentatively tried their hand before. He will 
take you through a number of set exercises, explaining and 
demonstrating each step along the way. You will also receive 
plenty of one-to-one tuition and gain many tips, perfected 
over the tutor’s years as a professional architectural illustrator. 
He will cover perspective, skies and trees, the importance of 
shadows, colour mixing and much more. Towards the end of 
the week, there will be a chance to paint a building of your 
choice so please bring a photo.

NEW PAINTING BUILDINGS IN A 
RELAXED STYLE FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Colin Palmer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

20 4 ü £485

This course is designed for beginners and those with a little 
experience but in need of constructive direction. With clear and 
caring supervision, you will be able to draw and paint interesting 
buildings in a loose and free style. During the week, the tutor will 
guide you through structured demonstrations and set exercises, 
from colourful Mediterranean buildings to quintessential English 
cottages. In this way, you will discover the secrets of producing 
simple but effective paintings in a fun and informative manner. All 
art and reference pictures will be supplied, including mounts to fit 
your work, which will be displayed at the end of week exhibition. 

OIL PAINTING: AN INTRODUCTION
TUTOR Paul Minter, Head of Art at Pinewood School 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

21 1 ü £485

Painting in oils is not as difficult or as complicated as it may seem, 
yet you are unlikely to discover many of the basic techniques by 
accident. On this course, the tutor will teach you everything that 
he wishes he was shown 30 years ago. He will show you how the 
Old Masters painted and how they achieved their effects. Step by 
step, the tutor will demonstrate a range of techniques to enable 
you to make and take home three or four ambitious finished oil 
paintings. He will cover landscape, still life and portrait painting. 
This course is suitable for complete novices and more experienced 
painters alike. All materials and equipment will be supplied.

I loved the course Melanie 
was friendly supportive 
helpful and flexible

NEW LUMINOSITY IN OIL PAINTING
TUTOR Paul Minter, Head of Art at Pinewood School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

22 2 ü £485

How do artists make paintings that seem to glow? On this 
course, the tutor will show you how to create the illusion of light 
emanating from an oil painting. You will copy the work of great 
painters to understand their methods and make five ambitious 
paintings using a range of techniques. This is an intensive course 
and you will be amazed by the progress that you make. The tutor 
has designed this course to be an excellent next step for anyone 
who has studied with him before, but it is also suitable  
for beginners. All materials will be provided.

OILS: FAST AND LOOSE
TUTOR Melanie Cambridge

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

23 3 ü £460

24 4 ü £460

Learn to paint ‘alla prima’ and loosen up! With plenty of 
demonstrations and one-to-one support, you will complete each 
painting in just one session. In the studio, you start by learning 
specific techniques to help you work quickly, including how to layer 
paint wet on wet, mix colours with confidence and paint using 
a variety of brushstrokes for different effects. You will then try 
the 30 Minute Challenge, a fun way to get those brushes moving. 
This course is suitable for artists of all levels wishing to build their 
confidence at painting quickly in a loose, expressive style. Please 
see course notes for items to bring. 
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NEW CAPTURING THE LANDSCAPE IN 
PASTEL AND WATERCOLOUR
TUTOR Maureen Bond

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

33 4 ü £535

During this course, you will investigate and develop your own 
interpretation of landscape. Mornings will focus on sketching in 
both the College grounds and the beautiful ancient landscape 
around Avebury and the Vale of Pewsey. In the afternoons, 
you will develop these sketches into finished paintings using 
watercolour and pastel. You will be encouraged to work in a way 
that is personal to you, finding your own style, be it measured or 
messy. Some experience of art will be helpful, but more important 
is a sense of exploration and an openness to experimentation. All 
materials will be supplied. 

EXPLORING TREE TEXTURES, COLOUR 
AND CONTEXT
TUTOR Fiona McIntyre

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

34 1 ü £480

This exciting course, from a highly experienced arboreal artist, 
will improve your observational skills and help you to develop 
an expressive approach to drawing and colour. Using a variety of 
graphite, charcoal, acrylic ink and gouache, you will create works 
on paper inspired by the organic and man-made differences within 
a garden environment. Your focus will be representing the texture, 
pattern, movement and tonal contrast of trees as opposed to the 
hard edge structures. Through foundational colour theory and 
learning how to colour mix with a basic palette of pigments, you 
will explore useful methods for describing the notoriously difficult 
varieties of green. All materials will be provided.

PEOPLE OR ANIMAL PORTRAITS IN 
SEPIA, CHARCOAL OR PASTEL 
TUTOR Kim Vines

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

31 2 ü £485

This portraiture course is for all levels of ability, including complete 
beginners. Using your own selection of printed A4 sized ‘head 
shot’ photos of people, pets or wild animals, you will go through 
a unique and exciting process in easy well-defined stages. Tuition 
will include the principles of traditional drawing techniques 
needed to recreate a convincing and pleasing likeness, through to 
the use of colour in order to add depth and vitality. Working at 
your own pace, sympathetic one-to-one attention will maximise 
your learning experience while encouraging you to develop your 
own individual style. Your tutor can arrange for artwork to be 
professionally mounted ready for you to take home.

NEW ATMOSPHERIC LANDSCAPES AND 
SEASCAPES IN PASTEL 
TUTOR Kevin Scully

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

32 3 ü £480

Creating drama and atmosphere can add another dimension 
to your artwork. During this course, you will examine the 
different techniques that enable you to produce some exciting 
and evocative effects. Mood can be established in a variety of 
ways, including lighting, composition, viewpoint, contrast and by 
organising a suitable colour scheme. Using soft pastels, you will 
be depicting different seasons and weather conditions in your 
landscapes and seascapes. You will also examine the various 
brands of pastels and pastel papers available. This course is 
suitable for all levels of experience. All art and reference materials 
will be provided.

NEW PAINTING GARDENS IN 
WATERCOLOUR AND ACRYLIC
TUTOR Susanna Bailey BFA (Hons) MA Slade 
Higher Diploma 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

35 1 ü £480

Some of the greatest pleasures in life occur in a garden. 
This course will help you to understand why gardens are so 
important, both historically and artistically. You will paint the 
overall design features, the light and shadows, the details, 
the many greens and natural complementaries and all the 
wonderful colour. As well as enjoying a little bit of art history, 
you will have the opportunity to paint in the most ancient 
garden in England and a ‘garden within a garden’. This course 
will be full of ideas for portraying gardens and will enhance  
the whole idea of making a garden as much out of paint as  
one could with a handful of green fingers. All materials will  
be provided.

NEW PAINTING PANORAMAS
TUTOR Caro Woods MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

36 2 ü £460

Expand your thinking outside the usual ‘landscape-shaped’ box. 
Learn to draw and paint in a panoramic format using extensive 
vistas both near and far, either as your subject matter or simply 
as a means to create an extended visual journal. You will learn 
how to make your own portable concertina sketchbooks and 
expand your repertoire of mark making as the tutor helps you to 
experiment with materials and investigate different ways of seeing 
the same subject. Perhaps you will even find a new focus for your 
art practice. This course includes an outing to the White Horse at 
Uffington, high on the escarpment of the Berkshire Downs, with 
far reaching views across the Vale of White Horse and beyond. 
Please see course notes for items to bring.
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NEW GLORIOUS GOTHIC 
CALLIGRAPHY
TUTOR Mark L’Argent

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

46 3 ü £240

Glorious Gothic, also called Old English or Black Letter, was 
originally developed in the 11th century and is still a widely 
popular style today. This course takes you on a fun, historic trip 
from learning the basic early gothic style, to a more elaborate 
variety developed later in the 14th century. To begin with, you 
will be using calligraphy marker pens, before moving on to the 
traditional pen and ink techniques with metal dip pens and 
bottles of ink used by many calligraphers.

PRINTING FOR BEGINNERS: LINOPRINTS 
AND WOODCUTS
TUTOR Karen Carter

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

47 1 ü £240

Adventure into the exciting craft of printing using lino and 
woodblocks. You will look at a number of techniques for creating 
both coloured and monochrome prints, which you can easily 
repeat at home with a minimum of specialist equipment. There 
will be step by step demonstrations for every stage of the process. 
Then, once you have learnt the basics, time to experiment, 
combine and play with these techniques. This is a fun and informal 
course suitable for complete beginners or those wishing to refresh 
their skills.

NEW PRINTING FOR BEGINNERS: 
DRYPOINT, COLLAGRAPH AND GUM
TUTOR Karen Carter

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

48 1 ü £240

Discover the creative potential of printing using dry point etching, 
collagraph and Gum Arabic transfer techniques. Most of the 
methods you will be learning on this course are easy to repeat at 
home with a minimum of specialist equipment. There will be step 
by step demonstrations for every stage of the process then, once 
you have learnt the basics, time to experiment, combine and play 
with the techniques. This is a fun and informal course suitable for 
complete beginners or those wishing to refresh their skills.

COLLAGE, PAINT AND PRINT
TUTOR Karen Carter

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

49 2 ü £240

Enjoy experimenting with a variety of media and different ways to 
combine paper, paint and print to produce lively and interesting 
images. You will explore techniques for creating collaged and 
layered surfaces, together with simple printing methods using Gelli 
plates, foam, polystyrene and found objects. You will spatter, drip, 
glue, print and much more. No experience is necessary for this fun 
and informal course. The emphasis will be on making experimental 
samples to develop into an artist’s book and individual pieces of 
work to use, perhaps, as cards. 

PRINT, LAYER AND STITCH
TUTOR Karen Carter

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

50 2 ü £240

Explore the wonderful world of printing on fabric using lino, foam, 
polystyrene and mono printing. You will produce prints suitable 
for a range of decorative fabric items, such as wall hangings, 
bunting, cushions and greetings cards, which you can embellish 
with stitch, beads, buttons and dimensional paints. All of this is 
achievable using materials and techniques that you can easily 
repeat at home. This is a fun and informal course suitable for 
complete beginners. There will be plenty of individual help, step 
by step demonstrations and time to develop your own projects 
throughout the week.

WOODBLOCK PRINTING WITH 
WATERCOLOURS 
TUTOR Shiho Wadabayashi

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

51 3 ü £460

From Hokusai to Kuniyoshi, discover the exciting art of Ukiyo-e 
woodblock printmaking in this friendly and informative course. 
You will make your own unique prints with multiple woodblocks 
while expanding your knowledge of the medium and developing 
your technical skills. Each session will include a special feature of 
Ukiyo-e printmaking. All materials are natural and chemical free 
and there is no machinery involved, making it an enjoyable and safe 
experience. Step by step support and individual guidance will be 
provided. This course is designed for beginners. However, more 
experienced printmakers are also very welcome.

DRAWING AND PAINTING ON THE IPAD 
FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Diana Seidl 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

42 3 ü £220

This course is for absolute beginners in iPad drawing and painting. 
It aims to get you familiar with the technical details of the iPad, 
leaving you free to be highly creative and imaginative with this 
exciting artistic tool. A lack of any good art manuals has made it 
difficult for artists to get started. Aimed primarily at those already 
using traditional tools in mainstream art, this course will encourage 
you to incorporate this piece of modern technology into your 
everyday hobby. Please bring your own iPad, charger and stylus 
and download the apps Zen Brush 2, ArtRage and Brushes Redux 
prior to the course.

NEW TRAVEL SKETCHING FOR 
EVERYONE
TUTOR Erin Hill 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

43 4 ü £275

Based on the philosophy, ‘anyone can sketch’, the tutor has 
developed a unique system of teaching students how to create 
an impression of what they see. Each day, you will discover 
some simple techniques for how to see your subjects and apply 
colour. You will be sketching from your very first lesson and will 
add to your skills every day using a minimal sketch kit, perfect 
for travelling and keeping with you at all times. The focus of this 
course will be firmly on fun and enjoying your personal creative 
expression. All materials will be provided.

NEW TRAVEL SKETCHING YOUR 
JOURNEY
TUTOR Erin Hill 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

600 3 ü £275

44 4 ü £275

The key to the tutor’s method of travel sketching is to simplify 
what one sees through observation. During this course, she will 
teach you exactly how to do this and you will soon be sketching 
whatever is around you. The joy of these sketches is that they are 
purely for yourself and your own pleasure, to make a moment 
in time unforgettable by recording it in your sketch journal. This 
process is enjoyable, meditative, relaxing and rewarding. Moreover, 
anybody can do it; from the new sketcher to the experienced 
artist. All materials will be provided.

CALLIGRAPHY FOR ALL
TUTOR Gwyneth Hibbett

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

45 1 ü £435

Take pleasure in learning to create beautiful writing for all sorts of 
uses. You will start with the basics of learning or refining a script 
of your choice and progress through using colour and design to 
develop your own projects. There will be the opportunity to 
try a new script, play with decorative techniques, develop layout 
ideas to show off your writing to its best advantage and sample 
calligraphy skills, such as using gold and metallic inks, embossing 
and making simple books. The CLAS accredited tutor will help you 
work towards achieving your own calligraphy goals. This course is 
suitable for both complete beginners and improvers with some 
calligraphy experience.

NEW DRAWING ANIMALS WITH 
GRAPHITE PENCIL 
TUTOR Jonathan Newey

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

37 1 ü £450

38 3 ü £450

This course will show you how to draw domestic and wild animal 
portraits with the easy and versatile medium of graphite lead 
pencil on paper. No previous drawing experience is necessary 
as the tutor will be demonstrating and guiding you through each 
exercise in a relaxed and friendly manner. Using the photographs 
supplied, you will learn how to draw animals such as dogs, cats, 
birds and elephants and there will be an opportunity to draw 
your own pet. Techniques covered will include tracing, shading, 
blending, smudging and rubbing out. By the end of the week, you 
will produce five different drawings. The course is classroom based 
and all tools and materials are supplied.

LIFE STUDY
TUTOR Stephen Pierce-Smith

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

40 1 ü £275

41 2 ü £275

This course will cover an in-depth study of the human form 
while standing, sitting, reclining and moving. You will use a range 
of materials, including pencil, charcoal and chalk and study 
highlights, tonal values and mass, gaining accuracy through use 
of verticals, horizontals, proportions, measurements, planes and 
negative space. Your examination of anatomy will lead you to 
the clothed figure and all its complexities. Above all, the tutor 
hopes to create a relaxed atmosphere where everyone can 
have fun and learn about the beauty of the human body and its 
representation. All materials will be supplied.
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NEW WOODBLOCK PRINTING WITH 
WATERCOLOURS FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Shiho Wadabayashi

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

52 4 ü £235

This course is designed to encourage anyone who would like to 
try woodblock printing with watercolours. All materials are natural 
and chemical free and there is no machinery involved, making it 
an enjoyable and safe experience. You will make your own unique 
prints with a single woodblock while expanding your knowledge 
of the medium and developing your technical skills. You will be 
supported each step of the way with your printing, ensuring this 
course is accessible to absolute beginners.

NEW TEXTILES: SCREEN PRINTING A 
HAND QUILTED THROW
TUTOR Nicola Cliffe

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

53 2 ü £485

The outcome of this course will be your very own beautiful linen 
throw that has been screen printed with your individual design 
and hand quilted using Kantha stitching. The tutor will talk about 
past and present print designers that have inspired her, the history 
and chemistry of the plant dyes she loves and reveal the simple 
stencil making techniques for screen printing. You will also have the 
opportunity to use some of the plant dyes to colour hemp silk for 
the quilt binding. 

KILN FORMED GLASS FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Jeannette Therrien BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

54 1 ü £275

On this course, you will learn the fundamentals of glass fusing. The 
tutor will discuss design ideas to create your first piece. You will 
learn how to cut the glass and to apply colours and other media to 
the glass prior to fusing. There will be a talk on glass compatibility 
and discussion of the different firing programmes for the kiln. 
You will also get the opportunity to try out the microwave kiln 
technique for jewellery.

NEW MOSAIC MAGIC
TUTOR Karen Wones

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

55 1 ü £265

Are you inspired by colour and design, but somewhat terrified 
of art? In this introductory mosaic course, you will choose an 
image and learn how to design and make it into a beautiful 
piece of art for your home. Various images and example 
mosaics will be available to inspire you. The tutor will also 
provide all tools and materials, including beautiful glass and 
ceramic tiles. You will be amazed at what you can produce. 
However, be warned, mosaic making can be addictive! 

STAINED GLASS PANEL
TUTOR Jeannette Therrien BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

56 2 ü £505

In this introductory course, you will make a stained glass panel 
to take home. The tutor will explore topics with you relating to 
cutting glass and making a pattern, stretching and shaping lead 
came, soldering techniques, cementing and polishing. The tools 
and equipment required for leaded light work are also covered 
and you will learn how to recognise the characteristics of different 
types of glass.

Shiho was so inspirational 
and passionate about  
her subject
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NEW CREATE WITH CLAY
TUTOR Mary Thorne

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

64 4 ü £265

This course is suitable for all abilities and offers a taster in a variety 
of pottery techniques as well as a great opportunity to be creative 
with clay in a fun and relaxing environment. You will work on the 
potter’s wheel, use slabs and coils and do some hand building. The 
tutor will guide you with demonstrations, examples and ideas. All 
materials will be provided and you will have the opportunity to 
glaze finished items to take home with you.

NEW PICTURE FRAMING
TUTOR Colin Macintyre

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

65 1 ü £230

This course provides an introduction for anyone wishing to 
learn picture framing as a hobby or as a gateway to a home 
based business. Please bring along a small picture, ideally no 
bigger than A4, that you would like to frame. By the end of 
the course, you will have framed your picture in a wooden 
frame with a bevel edged mount and glass, having safely and 
accurately cut all the component parts. Topics covered will 
include picture frame design, cutting and joining frames and 
cutting mounts and glass.

BEYOND THE SPOON: LOVE SPOONS, 
KUKSA AND MORE
TUTOR Richard Janes

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

66 1 ü £255

This course is about making. Using a range of hand tools and some 
simple power tools, you will learn all the skills you need to make 
beautiful handcrafted vessels and utensils, which could include love 
spoons and Kuksa: the traditional Lapland wooden cup. The tutor 
will cover the safe use of carving tools and you will experience 
working with different timbers and discover why some are 
better than others. You will also learn about realising your ideas, 
ergonomics and functionality of design and finishing techniques. 
Previous experience of carving is not required, but the course will 
also suit those looking to develop existing skills. 

Richard is a first rate 
knowledgeable teacher

SPOON CARVING: HOW TO MAKE 
UNIQUE UTENSILS
TUTOR Richard Janes

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

67 1 ü £255

Using traditional hand tools, you will learn all the skills you  
need to make beautiful handcrafted spoons, including love  
spoons, spatulas and spurtles. The tutor will cover the safe  
use of carving tools, the working of different timbers and 
why some are better than others, how to realise your ideas, 
ergonomics and functionality of design and finishing techniques.  
By the end of the course, you will have made some unique  
kitchen implements to make cooking and eating even more 
of a pleasure. The course is suitable for those with no carving 
experience.

NEW EXPLORING THE THIRD 
DIMENSION: INTRODUCTION TO 
SCULPTURE
TUTOR Richard Janes

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

68 2 ü £480

Learn and explore the techniques and skills involved with  
creating sculpture, the most fundamental art form. This is a full  
day introductory course, which will investigate clay modelling, 
working with plaster, block carving and metal construction.  
Each day, you will cover a different skill and explore how to  
make a new sculpture, in a new material. While this is a largely 
practical course, you will also look at the rich history of sculpture. 
It is advisable to wear clothing that you do not mind getting messy. 

GARDEN HARVESTING BASKET
TUTOR Jane Welsh

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

69 2 ü £235

On this course, you will make a very useful broad, shallow garden 
basket that is ideal for throwing your runner beans into from a 
distance and has enough space to display your harvested veg. You 
will use traditional weaves in attractive rings of naturally coloured 
willow, all grown on the Somerset Levels. You can make a round 
or oval basket either with finger holes or with roped willow 
handles. This course is suitable for both beginners and those with 
some experience.

NEW AN INTRODUCTION TO HAND 
BUILDING WITH CLAY
TUTOR Jacqui Melhuish BA (Hons) Illustration

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

57 2 ü £250

Clay is a unique material allowing many possibilities for personal 
expression. This course focusses on learning how to master 
essential hand building techniques while also incorporating exciting 
explorations in surface pattern, colour and texture. The tutor will 
give demonstrations throughout and provide you with technical 
handouts. Over your five sessions, she will enable you to complete 
several pottery projects and learn new skills to take away and 
develop further. There is no need for any previous experience. 
All materials and equipment will be provided along with plenty of 
inspiration.

MOSAIC ART
TUTOR Anna Burzec

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

58 2 ü £255

59 4 ü £255

During this course, you will discover the art of creating bespoke 
mosaics. You will cover the design, processing of materials and 
make a mosaic to take home. There will be examples of the tutor’s 
work on display to inspire you and a choice of materials to allow 
you to make something special for your home. In particular, you 
will be working with materials such as vintage crockery, shiny 
glass, millefiori and jewellery. You are welcome to bring plates or 
jewellery for example, which inspire you or that you would like  
to incorporate into your mosaic. There will also be a chance to 
create mosaic jewellery, such as pendants, rings or brooches, in 
different shapes. 

KILN FORMED GLASS FOR 
INTERMEDIATES
TUTOR Jeannette Therrien BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

60 3 ü £540

This course is for students who have some previous experience in 
working with kiln formed or stained glass. There will be a talk on 
glass compatibility, discussion on the different firing programmes 
for the kiln and observation of how the glass behaves during the 
firing cycle. You will be fusing and then slumping glass into a mould 
to make a plate, and kiln carving using fibre paper and blanket to 
make a panel. There will be an opportunity to try the pâte de 
verre technique and drape fused glass over a mould to make a 
vase, in addition to the microwave kiln technique for jewellery.

NEW MOSAIC WILDLIFE: FEATHERS  
OR FUR
TUTOR Emma Abel

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

61 3 ü £245

Stir up your inner artist and get snapping! Try your hand at creating 
a mosaic of your favourite wild creature, focussing on either a 
full body, or a head portrait where more detail can be achieved. 
At beginner or intermediate level, you will be taken through the 
mosaic process of design, colour, cut, shape, place, fix and grout. 
Working on a board, you will select your style from the seven 
types of Andamento or direction and flow of tiles. Using best 
practice techniques, you will shape specific characteristics like eyes, 
beaks and tails using various cutting tools. You will also learn how 
to blend colours and texture to create personality and movement 
and then start to see your mosaic masterpiece take shape. 

NEW THE MAGIC OF POLYMER CLAY: 
FABULOUS FABRIC INSPIRATIONS
TUTOR Sally Boehme

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

62 4 ü £240

Polymer clay is a malleable, mixable material available in a 
rainbow of colours and glittery, metallic inclusions that can  
be combined with other media and hardened in a domestic 
oven. This course will take inspiration from knitted and stitched 
fabrics as well as stripes and marbling patterns for projects to 
create jewellery and other decorative items. You will learn how 
to use these wonderful patterns to produce buttons and beads 
in a variety of shapes and sizes before assembling them into 
necklaces, bracelets, earrings, pendants and brooches to  
wear home.

NEW ENJOY THE POTTER’S WHEEL
TUTOR Mary Thorne

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

63 4 ü £265

This course is for anyone with a keen interest in learning or 
improving their skills on the potter’s wheel. You will learn how 
to throw, make, turn and finish pots using the wheel. The tutor 
will guide you through making various forms and teach you new 
techniques and short cuts in a fun and relaxing environment. You 
will have use of your own potter’s wheel for the duration of the 
course. All materials are included and you will be able to take your 
finished fired and unfired items home.

Jeannette is a brilliant tutor  
She does her utmost to get 
the best out of every course 
participant
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CASTING IN BRONZE: THE EASY WAY
TUTOR Jane Renwick BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

73 3 ü £500

Resin metal casting is a method of mixing pure metal powders 
with resin to produce a medium that you can cast to create 
beautiful objects that look and feel like solid metal. This process  
is far easier, more versatile and less expensive than hot metal 
casting. During this course, you will use a selection of techniques, 
including body casting to make moulds of objects or sculptures  
you have created in class or have brought in from home. You will 
then use your moulds to recreate the objects in a selection of 
metal finishes. Please note that the materials used are inherently 
smelly and dusty. People sensitive to these conditions are advised 
not to enrol. 

NEW GLASS AND WIRE SCULPTURE
TUTOR Alison Bowyer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

605 2 ü £265

74 4 ü £265

This course is a week of two halves. During the first part of 
the week, you will create glass fish and birds while in the latter 
half, you will be shown how to add a third dimension using wire 
modelling techniques. You will receive pre-cut clear glass shapes, 
which you will bring to life through careful application of finely 
ground coloured glass, known as glass frits, to their lightly glued 
surface. These will be fired in a kiln before you finish them with 
wire feet, wings or fins. This course does not require experience 
of kiln formed glass as there is no glass cutting involved, but you 
do need a steady hand. You should return home with at least two 
finished pieces.

DABBLING WITH WOOD
TUTOR Petina Simner, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

75 4 ü £250

Discover the satisfaction of working with wood and a number 
of other materials in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere. There will 
be opportunities to design and then use a range of machines, 
tools and techniques to create a variety of items, such as a small 
footstool, a jigsaw puzzle, a jewellery box and a candle holder. 
Aimed at beginners, you will be supported by demonstrations, 
step by step instructions alongside one-to-one assistance and 
encouraged to work at your own pace to produce well-finished 
items. Come and try. No previous experience is required.

NEW WEAVING CHAIR SEATS: 
DESIGNS AND TECHNIQUES
TUTOR Daniel Lizarralde

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

76 3 ü £240

An introduction to handwoven chair seats, this course reveals 
how to weave three different patterns with three different 
materials. Reed core, Danish cord or seagrass may be woven 
in chequerboard, right angle and under-over patterns. While it 
is possible to learn these patterns and the various techniques 
needed from books or the internet, the most important 
knowledge you will take away from this course is how to 
manipulate the material. At this point, the knowledge of a 
master weaver becomes essential. This course is workshop 
based and all tools and materials will be supplied.

NEW RUSH HAT MAKING
TUTOR Jane Welsh

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

70 2 ü £235

This course will introduce you to working with rush, a 
beautifully soft and aromatic material cut from the Somerset 
Levels. You will start with a small project to learn the basics and 
then turn to making hats. You can make your hat with a round 
or a flat top and with a narrow or broad brim. If time permits, 
you may also have opportunity to make a small rush basket.

NEW WILLOW ANIMAL SCULPTURE
TUTOR Linda Rees

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

71 3 ü £285

72 4 ü £500

This course will guide you through the process of creating a 
three dimensional willow silhouette frame of your chosen animal 
followed by the fun, different techniques required to make the 
finishing features. Each sculpture is a unique celebration in willow 
of your individual personality and artistic choices. You can opt 
to make a deer, hare, pig or owl; any of which will give you the 
confidence to continue to design animals of your own.
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ADVENTURES IN RESIN METAL
TUTOR Jane Renwick BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

86 4 ü £265

Resin metal sculpture is a method of mixing pure metal powders 
with resin to produce a medium that can be cast or hand applied 
to create beautiful objects that look and feel like solid metal. 
This process is far easier, more versatile and less expensive than 
hot metal casting. A selection of projects will enable you to 
experiment with mould-making and hand application techniques 
to create a variety of decorative surfaces and objects in different 
metals, including bronze, copper and white metals. Please note 
that the materials used are inherently smelly and dusty. Although 
face masks are provided, people sensitive to these conditions are 
advised not to enrol.

NEW RAG RUGGING
TUTOR Caroline Marriott

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

87 1 ü £235

Traditionally a technique used to transform worn out clothing into 
rugs to keep the house warm, rag rugging is a lovely way of turning 
used fabrics into attractive and useful items. On this course, you 
will learn how to transform recycled materials into rugs, cushions, 
mats and bags. You will also take a contemporary approach to 
the craft and make flowers and items of jewellery. The tutor will 
start by introducing both the hooky and proggy techniques of rag 
rugging. You will also explore design, discuss materials and consider 
finishing solutions. By the end of the week, you will have made one 
small item and either a cushion, bag or wall hanging. 

INTRODUCTION TO HAND SPINNING
TUTOR Kathy Davis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

88 1 ü £215

Wiltshire’s history with the woollen industry stretches back 
to medieval times and this course provides an opportunity to 
connect with the heritage craft of hand spinning. From the first 
session, you will learn to spin wool fibre into yarn using a spinning 
wheel. Subsequent sessions will cover preparing fibre for spinning, 
plying the yarn, sorting fibre from a whole sheep’s fleece, spinning 
alpaca wool and calculating fibre for projects. Guided by a local 
spinning tutor, you will finish the week with a skein of yarn and the 
skills to produce many more. This course is suitable for beginners 
and all equipment is provided. 

NEW MAKE AFRICAN BEADWORK 
JEWELLERY
TUTOR Nora Nartey

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

84 3 ü £255

Learn how to make vibrant African beaded jewellery, including 
a necklace, earrings and a bracelet. The tutor will teach you a 
number of techniques using a selection of small, colourful seed 
beads before showing you how to give your pieces a beautiful 
finish using African beads. All materials and tools will be supplied. 

EXPLORING THE CREATIVE WORLD OF 
CAST RESIN JEWELLERY
TUTOR Clare John BA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

85 4 ü £265

On this course, you will discover how to use shiny silicone moulds 
to make unique and beautiful cast resin bangles, pendants and 
earrings. You will use various pigments and mica powders to 
colour clear resin. The tutor will show you the best moulds to use, 
how to finish resin castings and attach jewellery fittings. You will 
have the opportunity to make at least eight pieces of silver-plated 
resin jewellery over the week. You can be confident with the resin 
supplied as it is very low odour and has no dangerous solvents. 
This is a great course for both beginners and improvers.

Kathy was very enthusiastic 
about her subject  patient and 
thorough in her preparation

NEW HAND CANING FOR CHAIRS: THE 
SEVEN-STEP METHOD
TUTOR Daniel Lizarralde

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

77 3 ü £240

An octagonal pattern has been used in many cane seats over 
the past 200 years. You may have no idea what the Thonet 
No. 14 Chair is, but you have probably sat on a few! During this 
course, you will learn about the rattan palm and the Seven-Step 
Method used to weave this iconic octagonal pattern. One of the 
fundamental tasks you will accomplish during the week will be how 
to manipulate the cane and not break it. The course is workshop 
based and all tools and materials will be supplied.

NEW RECYCLED PAPER FURNITURE
TUTOR Jo Mosesson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

78 1 ü £275

Create your own paper furniture by employing a technique 
that uses recycled cardboard and other everyday waste 
materials, such as used flour bags and tights. You will discover 
how to construct your ‘board’ and then the tutor will guide 
you through assembling a step stool to establish the principles 
of making. Your stool will be useful, strong and beautiful and 
you can choose to decorate it with collage, acrylics, stencilling 
or varnish to a fine finish. The tutor will provide samples and 
pictures for inspiration. She will also provide the basic tools 
you need in class and will have some items available for you to 
purchase so you can continue developing this fun, practical and 
creative skill at home. 

NEW SILVER JEWELLERY 
TUTOR Fiona Dowling

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

79 1 ü £275

Learn how to saw, solder, hand-stamp, file and finish your own 
silver jewellery. On each of the first four days, you will create a 
piece of silver jewellery to take home, under the expert guidance 
of your qualified tutor. These will include a personalised hand-
stamped silver ring, a silver bangle, a pair of earrings and a pendant 
with a bezel stone setting. On the final day, you will have the 
opportunity to finish any pieces needing further work. This course 
is suitable for both beginners and those with a little experience of 
silversmithing.

JEWELLERY MAKING FOR BEGINNERS 
AND IMPROVERS 
TUTOR Rachel Smith

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

80 1 ü £265

81 2 ü £265

Are you interested in designing and making your own jewellery? 
On this course, you will enjoy creating your own unique pieces 
for yourself, as a gift or for a special occasion. You will discover 
a variety of techniques in the art of jewellery making and will 
complete projects each day to take home, including a single strand 
necklace, earrings, a Kumihimo bracelet and a wire wrapped 
crystal or button ring. All levels are welcome and no previous 
experience is required.

FANTASTIC, FUN AND COLOURFUL 
RESIN JEWELLERY
TUTOR Clare John BA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

82 2 ü £255

This course is an introduction to the craft of resin jewellery. 
Find out how to make a wonderful range of jewellery using 
inexpensive tools and materials. Resin can be coloured with 
gorgeous pigments, mica powders and glitter so that it sparkles 
and shimmers. You will make at least 15 pieces of silver-plated 
jewellery to take home, including colourful abstract designs and 
a version of cloisonné jewellery. You will also incorporate photos 
and pictures into memory and collage jewellery. The resin used 
will be low odour and solvent free. This course is suitable for both 
beginners and improvers.

NEW BEGINNERS HOMEWARE IN 
JESMONITE
TUTOR Clare John BA 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

83 3 ü £265

Halfway between resin and concrete, Jesmonite is the versatile 
non-toxic material loved by modern homeware and interior 
designers and soon to be loved by you! During this course,  
you will learn how to measure and mix Jesmonite and add 
colour pigment to create striking effects. You will embed a 
range of textured additions to make Terrazzo effect coaster 
tiles, cast 3D geometric tea light holders using a range of 
inventive techniques, and design and create unique Jesmonite 
hanging decorations. 
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NEW CONTEMPORARY BOOKBINDING: 
BESPOKE ALBUMS
TUTOR Lori Sauer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

98 2 ü £225

99 3 ü £225

As well as providing a means for mounting photographs, albums 
are very useful for displaying postcards, two-dimensional artwork 
or ephemera. Unlike binding a printed text, an album must be able 
to accommodate the thickness of what you attach to its pages, so 
requires special attention to the construction of the spine. The 
tutor, who specialises in book structures, has devised a special 
spine that fulfils this requirement and is both unusual and very 
attractive. During this course, you will create an album unlike any 
other that will leave store bought albums a thing of the past.

NEW BOOKBINDING FOR ALL: FOUR 
MORE HANDMADE BOOKS
TUTOR Janina Maher

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

100 4 ü £235

On this course, you will cut, glue, fold and sew your way to four 
blank handmade books in different styles. These blank books make 
ideal notebooks, sketchbooks, journals or gifts for special people. 
This course is carefully structured to include both short and simple 
tasks and longer projects in order to develop skills and build 
confidence. All techniques will be fully demonstrated with tips for 
easy and accurate measuring, cutting, gluing and sewing. You will 
also have plenty of time to work on your own books. Suitable for 
all levels of experience, this is a parallel course to Bookbinding for 
All: Creative Handmade Books. You will make different books on 
each course and may attend either of them in any order.

AN INTRODUCTION TO FLORAL DESIGN 
FOR THE HOME
TUTOR Sue Scott, Pink and Rose

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

101 1 ü £315

This relaxed and fun course will introduce the principles and 
elements of British floral design and give you the confidence to 
use a range of techniques and materials when making beautiful 
floral arrangements. Each session will have a different focus, such 
as colour or form, and will be hands-on as you make stylish designs 
to take home. Be inspired by beautiful flowers and leave at the end 
of the week with the knowledge and confidence to create stunning 
floral arrangements for your home.

NEW NEXT STEPS IN FLORAL DESIGN 
FOR THE HOME
TUTOR Sue Scott, Pink and Rose

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

102 2 ü £315

Following her introductory course, the tutor has developed a 
second course that builds on the principles previously covered, yet 
is still relaxed and lots of fun. Each session will consider different 
elements of floristry, such as colour and proportion, and the tutor 
will demonstrate a new design, building on the methods used in 
the introductory course. You will create your own arrangements 
each day to take home and, hopefully, be inspired to use the 
techniques and ideas again and again. 

NEW JACOBEAN CREWELWORK WITH 
GOLD: ELIZABETHAN AUTUMN LEAF
TUTOR Chrissie Juno Mann, Royal School of 
Needlework

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

96 4 ü £250

Join your expert tutor for a week of heritage embroidery stitching. 
You will be creating a florid leaf design, inspired by the colours of 
autumn and incorporating Jacobean Crewelwork with a selection 
of Goldwork stitches. The delicate Goldwork stitches you will 
learn were used in Elizabethan times and work wonderfully when 
combined with traditional crewelwork stitches of the same period. 
This course is suitable for a confident beginner and all other levels. 

BOOKBINDING FOR ALL:  
CREATIVE HANDMADE BOOKS
TUTOR Janina Maher

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

97 1 ü £235

If you love paper then you will enjoy this course, which gives you 
the opportunity to explore and make several different types of 
books. You will produce at least four blank hardbacked and soft 
cover books, which are great for notebooks or sketchbooks and 
perfect as gifts. This course is carefully structured to include 
both short and simple tasks and longer projects in order to 
develop skills and build confidence. All techniques will be fully 
demonstrated with tips for easy and accurate measuring, cutting, 
gluing and sewing as well as plenty of time for you to work on your 
own books. Suitable for all levels of experience, this is a parallel 
course to Bookbinding for All: Four More Handmade Books. You 
will make different books on each course and may attend either of 
them in any order.

Janina was a first class 
tutor and I produced 
some great results

NEW EARTH PIGMENTS: ANCIENT AND 
MODERN USES
TUTOR Helen Leaf

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

89 2 ü £225

Earth pigments include ochres, naturally coloured clays and rocks, 
which have been providing colour since prehistoric times. They are 
strong, lightfast, permanent and hugely versatile in how they can 
be utilised. As well as explaining the background and ancient uses 
for these pigments, this course will be hands-on. You will use earth 
pigments as your prehistoric ancestors did and then look at the 
many ways you can continue to employ them in your own home 
and life. 

NEW PAINTING WITH FIBRES
TUTOR Kathie Barrs

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

90 2 ü £230

This course offers a taste of the traditional craft of wet felt 
making. Using fibres of merino wool in a wonderful range of 
colours, you will create felted fabric landscapes and skyscapes 
with just your hands and warm soapy water. There will be 
three different projects introducing the techniques of nuno 
felting, where silk fabric is incorporated into the wool felt, as 
well as pre-felt cut out and free fibre layout. You do not need 
to be artistic. Felt making is a simple process and with friendly, 
supportive tuition and structured projects, everyone will take 
home three pieces of woolly art. 

NEW TRADITIONAL SCANDINAVIAN 
CRAFTS
TUTORS Peter and Jacqui Codd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

91 3 ü £235

92 4 ü £235

This course is about making a range of items to take home. Using 
hand tools, including a knife and axe, you will learn all the skills 
you need to make a range of traditional Scandinavian handcrafted 
items, such as a wooden storage box known as a shrink pot, a 
butter knife, a pre-shaped dala horse or a birch bark basket. The 
tutors will cover material selection, the safe use of tools and the 
techniques required to perform the many different tasks. All tools 
and materials are supplied.

NEW INTRODUCTION TO WET FELT 
MAKING
TUTOR Kathie Barrs

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

93 3 ü £235

The ancient craft of wet felt making is simple to learn and offers 
myriad creative possibilities. You will begin by mastering the basic 
principles, laying out layers of wool fibres and felting them into a 
piece of non-woven fabric using only your hands and warm, soapy 
water. Resist work offers the opportunity to create seamless, 
hollow 3D objects and you will use this technique to create a 
simple pot in felt before applying these skills to your main project, 
which might be a hat, a bag, a cushion cover or a pair of slippers.

NEW MACRAMÉ
TUTOR Karen Brown

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

94 4 ü £240

Macramé, a form of textile made using knotting techniques, has 
seen a resurgence in popularity in recent years. Join this course 
to create your own handmade necklace and stylish home 
decorations, including a plant hanger and wall hanging. You will 
practise a range of knots to craft beautifully finished products 
and add embellishments to personalise your creations.

HAVE A STAB AT NEEDLE FELTING: 
COUNTRYSIDE CREATURES
TUTOR Erica Hemming

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

95 4 ü £245

Bring countryside creatures to life in your hands. Projects you 
may like to work on during this course can include hares, foxes, 
badgers, squirrels or mice. You are encouraged to bring your 
own reference images. Needle felting wool is a rewarding activity, 
described by participants as relaxing and absorbing. By learning to 
wind and then stab the wool into shapes with a specialised barbed 
needle, you can achieve an unlimited variety of 3D sculptures. The 
techniques taught are based on the tutor’s own design kits and she 
aims to inspire you to develop your own style.
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NEW HIDDEN LANDSCAPES  
HIDDEN TREASURES: OLD AND  
NEW DESTINATIONS
TUTOR Mike Hope MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

103 1 ü £595

Back for 2021, this course will mix some favourite haunts with 
fascinating new destinations. As before, you will head off the 
beaten track to areas defined by, or possessing, a unique set 
of characteristics and evidence of human occupation over 
the past 5,000 years. Each day, you will learn about events, 
buildings, people, geology and topography, which combine to 
make these places so individual. You will explore churches for 
their monuments, stained glass, architecture and incomparable 
settings, and visit gardens and historic houses with great 
collections of paintings and furniture. The varied destinations, 
many of which will be unknown to you beforehand, will also 
encompass prehistoric sites, castles, villages and even the seaside. 

WILTSHIRE WALKS
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher at 
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

104 1 ü £240

105 2 ü £240

106 3 ü £240

107 4 ü £240

During the week, you will enjoy five different walks across the 
beautiful Wiltshire countryside around Marlborough. From the 
chalk grassland of the highest parts of the Wiltshire Downs to 
the lush valley of the River Kennet and through the ancient oak 
forest of Savernake, the scenery is varied and stunning. Along the 
way, you will pass a number of ancient sites and paths, such as 
Avebury, Silbury Hill and the Ridgeway. This course will enable 
you to meet new friends, improve your fitness by walking five 
miles each day and learn about the varied wildlife of Wiltshire.

NEW GARDENS WITH STYLE
TUTOR Patricia Rowell BSc MPhil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

108 1 ü £300

Explore a new selection of gardens in the Marlborough area 
for ideas and inspiration. The gardens your tutor has chosen 
to view are all privately owned and, in most cases, you will 
have the opportunity to meet with the owners to discover 
their thoughts behind the planting and design scheme first-
hand. You will discuss their choice of plants in relation to the 
soil type and growing conditions as well as aspects of the 
design that have worked well. The gardens display a range 
of styles ensuring there is bound to be at least one that 
will appeal and provide inspiration for your own plot. 

ANOTHER SELECTION OF CHURCHES 
GREAT AND SMALL
TUTOR John Osborne MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

109 1 ü £245

The medieval parish churches of England are easy to visit and 
study. Most of the churches around Marlborough are not grand, 
but have a lot of charm and much historical and architectural 
interest. You will acquaint yourself with the chief features of these 
buildings and their different architectural styles. This course will 
particularly interest anyone who has already enjoyed looking 
at churches in this area. However, no previous knowledge of 
church architecture or preliminary reading is required. By the 
end of the week, you will feel confident recognising the features 
and the historical development of any church you visit. 

WHITE HORSES, HILL FORTS AND 
RIDGEWAY WALKS
TUTOR Isobel Geddes BSc MSc Blue Badge Guide

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

110 1 ü £240

111 4 ü £240

Explore hilltop prehistoric sites on ancient trackways with 
magnificent views, including hill forts dating from the Iron Age 
and nine white horse hill figures. Discover their history amid 
stunning scenery and summer wildflowers, with hopefully the 
bonus of catching a glimpse of some wildlife too. Travel will 
be by minibus, followed by a walk of between one and four 
miles. Be prepared for walking up hills, some rough ground and 
maybe a stile or two. Bring waterproof clothing, just in case.

VISITING WILTSHIRE NATURE RESERVES
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher at 
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

112 1 ü £240

You will visit five different nature reserves in Wiltshire that 
display the extensive range of habitats in the county. All are 
classified as Sites of Special Scientific Interest and some are 
European Special Areas of Conservation. You will learn how 
they are managed for both wildlife and people and see some 
of the special flora and fauna that live there. The Reserves 
Section of the Wiltshire Wildlife Trust will coordinate 
the visits, all of which will be guided by a staff member or 
volunteer from the Trust with expert knowledge of the site.

Something great, something small, something grand.
Something hidden, something ancient, something glorious. 
Something for everyone.

Landscape
Architectureand
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MISERICORDS: THE BEST-KEPT SECRET IN 
ENGLISH CATHEDRALS AND CHURCHES
TUTOR Matt Gow, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

113 1 ü £255

Misericords are the hidden wooden seats designed to ease 
the suffering of those standing at prayer for hours on end, 
found mainly, but not exclusively, in cathedrals up and down 
the land. They are a modern day phenomena that survived the 
Reformation, the English Civil War and misguided 20th century 
modernisation programmes. They portray intriguing images that 
range in scope from mythical creatures to Biblical scenes and 
everyday depictions of domestic medieval life. This course will 
explain their origins and the messages they were intended to 
send. You will go on field trips to Tewkesbury, Gloucester and 
Fairford to see some spectacular examples and learn more about 
these fascinating and enduring pieces of medieval art. Please note 
that three days of this course will involve trips in a minibus.

MORE GLORIOUS GARDENS
TUTOR Patricia Rowell BSc MPhil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

114 2 ü £595

The Wiltshire area boasts some of the finest gardens in 
the country. On this course, you will visit a selection of 
these Glorious Gardens, some open to the public, others 
private, but all with wonderful design and planting. On the 
way, you will be driven through the beautiful countryside of 
the Marlborough Downs, South Oxfordshire and then into 
the Cotswolds. From 17th century Dyrham Park to a 21st 
century garden at Hanham Court created by Julian and Isabel 
Bannerman, garden designers best known for their work at 
Highgrove, there will be a garden to appeal to everyone.

NEW ARCHITECTURAL MAVERICKS OF 
THE 20TH CENTURY
TUTOR Mike Hope MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

115 2 ü £215

The 20th century is, architecturally speaking, without doubt the 
most dynamic and constantly evolving century yet. The sheer 
pace of change in terms of style, materials and methods has 
given rise to new styles, new architectural languages and new 
generations of inspired architects. All of this change has also 
allowed true genius to flower. Each day, this course will introduce 
some key names whose work still inspires and evokes a range 
of responses. The architects and practices under scrutiny will 
include Peter Behrens, Henry van de Velde, Sir Clough Williams-
Ellis, Frank Lloyd Wright, Harry Glück, Cedric Price, Foreign 
Office Architects, Harry Seidler, Zaha Hadid and Shigeru Ban.

NEW ARCHAEOLOGY OF  
PREHISTORIC BRITAIN
TUTOR Gillian Hovell BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

116 2 ü £215

This richly illustrated course will bring Britain’s prehistory alive 
and provide you with a comprehensive view from the earliest 
Palaeolithic Age, through to the nomadic Mesolithic, the Neolithic 
first farmers, the innovative Bronze Age and the Iron Age. You 
will learn from an archaeologist who has excavated every Age and 
discover where to go and what to look for. In addition to how to 
recognise the sites and artefacts, you will discover what happened 
when and what life was like in each era. You will also explore 
some of the latest discoveries and discuss how understanding of 
the ancient past of our islands has transformed in recent years. 

NEW WILTSHIRE WILDLIFE
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher at 
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

117 2 ü £225

Enjoy learning to identify the most common species of 
wildlife in the beautiful Wiltshire countryside. You will 
spend an introductory afternoon in the classroom, looking 
at the main groups of organisms and focussing on common 
animals, particularly birds. You will then spend the rest of the 
course mostly outdoors. One afternoon will be devoted to 
birds and another to trees, including the majestic oaks and 
beeches of nearby Savernake Forest. You will also follow the 
Marlborough College Nature Trail around the College grounds 
and investigate the diversity of life in the River Kennet.

Gillian is an inspiring 
lecturer Knowledgeable 
and enthusiastic
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MORE DIGGING UP THE PAST: 
ARCHAEOLOGY OUT AND ABOUT
TUTOR Melanie Pomeroy-Kellinger

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

124 3 ü £235

This exciting course will give archaeology enthusiasts a chance to 
explore a range of historically significant places and landscapes 
guided by a local expert. The first day of the course is classroom 
based and will introduce the main chronological themes that you 
will explore for the rest of the week: prehistoric symbols of power, 
prehistoric ceremony and ritual, Iron Age settlement and defences, 
castles and fortifications of The Middle Ages and the Civil War 
battle of Roundway Down. Taking advantage of the setting of 
Marlborough in an archaeologically rich area, from Tuesday to 
Friday the course will continue out and about by minibus and on 
foot. You will explore a different landscape and set of monuments 
each day, with the highlight being a visit to Stonehenge. 

ART ON THE EDGE
TUTOR Avis Lloyd MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

125 4 ü £215

If you enjoy visiting churches and want to know more about 
their architecture and art, then this is the course for you. 
During the week, you will explore the art and architecture 
that marks the divisions of time and space. You will cover the 
elaborate portals of the 12th century Renaissance, medieval 
ideas about Earth, the edge of space and the cosmos, angels 
in art, the Green Man and art at the end of the medieval 
concept of time. Moving between periods, you will be looking 
at sculptures, illuminated manuscripts, medieval world maps 
and other art forms from England and the continent.

GETTING TO KNOW THE NORTH 
WESSEX DOWNS
TUTOR Ted Hiscocks

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

126 4 ü £270

Marlborough is at the heart of the North Wessex Downs, a 
nationally designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and, 
in part, a World Heritage Site. Yet what makes the area so 
special? Is it the landscape or humankind’s impact on it over the 
past 5,000 years? With talks, videos, drives and short walks, 
this course seeks to provide some answers while illustrating 
the wide variety of natural qualities to be found in the region. 

NEW ARCHAEOLOGY OF  
ROMAN BRITAIN
TUTOR Gillian Hovell BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

127 4 ü £215

Discover from an archaeologist how to see the Roman sites 
of Britain for yourself. By the end of the course, you will 
understand what happened when, what to look for and how 
to see the remains through an archaeologist’s eyes. You will 
learn how to see the human story, including the aspirations 
behind the art, artefacts and sites that survive. You will also 
read what the Romans themselves wrote about the islands 
and people of Britain. Join the tutor and find out how to get 
the most from your days out to Roman forts, villas, towns 
and even museums. They will never look the same again.

Avis delivers her course with 
a light touch while sharing a 
wealth of knowledge 

DIGGING UP THE PAST:  
AN INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAEOLOGY
TUTOR Melanie Pomeroy-Kellinger

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

119 2 ü £225

This stimulating course will give beginners to archaeology a 
broad overview of the subject, blending talks and presentations 
with practical sessions and site visits. Topics covered include 
methods and techniques of discovery and investigation, dating 
and chronology, landscape archaeology, archaeological science 
and artefact handling. Taking advantage of the setting of 
Marlborough in an archaeologically rich area, the course includes 
a talk and tour of the archaeological remains in and around the 
College, a focus on the prehistoric landscapes of Avebury and 
Stonehenge and a visit to a local archaeological excavation.

NEW TEN MORE ARTISTS, ARCHITECTS, 
DESIGNERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS YOU 
SHOULD HAVE HEARD OF
TUTOR Mike Hope MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

120 2 ü £215

This course pushes to the fore another ten little-known individuals, 
who are, at the very least, outstanding exponents in their field 
and, at best, examples of true genius. Each session explores 
and contextualises the work of two creatives working during 
the late 19th and early 20th century, including José Benlliure y 
Gil, Winifred Knights, Auguste Perret, Janis Rozentāls, George 
Herbert Tyson Smith, Albert Braitou-Sala, Douglas Strachan, 
Romans Suta, Sidney Herbert Sime and Gertrude Alice Meredith 
Williams. Their work often overlaps and expresses the cultural 
and political changes taking place during this tumultuous period. 
So, if you feel intrigued by the world encapsulated by these 
figures and the notion of creative genius, join this course. 

NEW CATHEDRALS AND MAJOR 
CHURCHES CLOSE UP AND IN DETAIL
TUTOR Mike Hope MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

121 3 ü £595

Visit cathedrals and churches across the region with a view 
to gaining, through comprehensive and detailed tours of 
each site, their monuments, stained glass, libraries and 
related buildings, a complete overview of the architectural, 
artistic and stylistic developments of the past 1,100 years. 
Discover how fan vaulting, a West Country speciality, 
developed and spread as well as viewing a large range of 
stained glass from all periods, including the work of Tom 
Denny, arguably the most influential and creative stained 
glass artist currently at work in this country. Meanwhile, you 
will discover the important role these spectacular buildings 
continue to play in the life of the region and the nation at large. 
Destinations may include Gloucester Cathedral, Tewkesbury 
Abbey, Worcester Cathedral, Hereford Cathedral, Great 
Malvern Priory, Pershore Abbey and Bristol Cathedral.

THE ENGLISH VILLAGE:  
WALKS THROUGH A DOZEN  
WILTSHIRE VILLAGES
TUTOR Adrian Woodford

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

122 3 ü £240

By the 8th century, the village had become the principal settlement 
type in southern England. Hilltop forts, hamlets, isolated farms 
and Great Halls were slowly abandoned. The great Roman 
towns and cities struggled to reclaim their dominant position 
in the geography of southern England. Instead, the village, 
surrounded by open fields and equipped with a blacksmith, 
an inn, a so-called ‘Big House’ and a church with its ever-
expanding vicarage, came to define the pattern of life in much of 
lowland Britain. Five walks will explore a handful of Wiltshire’s 
villages. Each walk will be between three and four miles.

WALKING WANSDYKE
TUTOR Adrian Woodford 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

123 3 ü £255

In the largely undocumented days between the departure of 
the Romans and the settlement of England by Saxons, Angles 
and Jutes, a dyke, with its ditch facing north, was constructed 
across the Wiltshire Downs. Long stretches of the eastern 
bank of this wall, named by the Saxons ‘Woden’s Dyke’ or 
‘Wansdyke’ survive, running across the open expanses of 
the Marlborough Downs. During the week, you will walk 
alongside, and occasionally on, Wansdyke, at times veering 
away from the dyke to visit other Saxon sites, such as Alton 
Barnes and Adam’s Grave. The terrain on the walk is hilly and 
occasionally overgrown, but generally good underfoot. The 
walks will vary in length from between three and five miles.
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CREATIVE WRITING: WHO DO YOU 
THINK YOU ARE?
TUTOR Geraldine Gent

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

128 1 ü £215

This course is suitable for previous attendees and newcomers 
alike. As a continuation from last year, the tutor will present 
further poems by William Butler Yeats and Seamus Heaney 
while introducing you to a selection of writing from Roddy 
Doyle and Paula Meehan. This, together with back copies of The 
Sunday Times Magazine’s, ‘A Life in the Day’ interview will form a 
springboard to lively discussion and inspiration for your personal 
creativity. You will explore your own ideas through a mix of poetry 
and prose, enabling you to consider your identity, who you are and 
where you would like to be. Your writing may be factual or take 
the shape of short stories, poetry or even the start of a novel.

NEW LARKIN ABOUT WITH HARDY 
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

129 1 ü £220

Thomas Hardy and Philip Larkin, two of the best-loved poets 
in English literature, complement each other beautifully. For 
many years, revered as a novelist only, Hardy’s poetry is now 
highly regarded. His present reputation owes much to Larkin’s 
advocacy. Both writers were melancholic, even misogynistic 
and yet produced some of the most heart-stopping love 
poetry of all time. They were both extremely prolific, which 
makes selecting an anthology difficult. However, you will 
study the two poets’ verses on relationships, nature, war, 
loss, religious suffering, death and everything in between. 

NEW HOW TO WRITE FOR MAGAZINES 
AND NEWSPAPERS
TUTOR Tony Padman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

130 1 ü £215

Have you read articles in newspapers, magazines or newsletters 
and wished that you could not only write like that but get 
paid to do so? On this practical course for beginners, you will 
discover the basic skills needed to write news and features 
from a professional Fleet Street journalist. You will explore 
how these stories begin and finally end up on the printed page. 
The tutor will cover everything from ideas to interviewing and 
writing and selling your stories. If you have always wanted to 
write about your favourite subject, work or hobby and make 
money from doing so, then this course will show you how.

MUCH ADO ABOUT SHAKESPEARE: 
LOVE, COMEDY AND THE MEANING  
OF LIFE
TUTOR Lauraine Klugman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

131 1 ü £215

On this course, play reading may lead to role playing, maybe 
hesitantly, maybe with panache! Your backdrop is Shakespeare’s 
universal portrayals of love and doubt, joy and foolishness, 
friendship and gulling, jealousy, rivalry, hatred, cruelty and 
murderous envy. Extracts are provided from Much Ado 
About Nothing, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, A Winter’s 
Tale and Romeo and Juliet. Offstage and uninvited, Hamlet 
may wait in the wings. Philosophers’ comments may add 
to the reading, action and discussion, enriched by one or 
two video clips of acclaimed film or TV productions.

NEW THE PRELUDE:  
GROWTH OF A POET’S MIND BY  
WILLIAM WORDSWORTH
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

132 1 ü £230

A sublime poem by the great Romantic, The Prelude is an 
autobiographical work, which evolves from Wordsworth’s 
metaphor that life is a journey whose end is ‘to arrive where 
we started’. The epic blank verse has universal themes, 
including love, joy, fear, ‘spots of time’ and how childhood 
shapes the way we perceive the world. The poet moves 
from his depression at the failure of the French Revolution 
towards the recovery of the imagination and a faith that 
there is something better for man. Those who enjoyed the 
tutor’s course on Paradise Lost will relish the equally beautiful, 
but more familiar language of The Prelude, as will all.

NEW THE LANGUAGE OF DREAMS
TUTOR Tessa Strickland

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

133 1 ü £215

‘We are such stuff as dreams are made on’, writes 
Shakespeare in The Tempest. For centuries, societies the 
world over have paid respectful attention to dreams. Join 
the tutor, a psychotherapist, to explore dreams in art and 
literature, from ancient times to the present day and within 
the healing arts. In a safe, supportive and confidential 
space, you will look at the ways in which dreams speak 
to you through the language of symbols and at their 
relevance to your own life. This course will take you on 
a great journey into the land of dreams and out again.

Something classical, something magical, something comical.
Something stirring, something inspiring, something timeless. 
Something for everyone.

Literature 
CreativeWriting
and
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CLASSICAL LITERATURE: MEETING THE 
ANCIENT AUTHORS
TUTOR Gillian Hovell BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

140 2 ü £215

This course is a celebration of classical writers, from Homer 
and Hesiod, through to the earliest historians, dramatic 
playwrights and philosophical geniuses and into the Golden 
Age of imperial Roman poets, writers and historians. The 
Silver Age and beyond will take you to the Classical authors’ 
impact on Christian and Renaissance writings. The tutor 
will share the exciting narrative of ancient literature and its 
contexts, connections and even its legacies in later centuries, 
making classical literature accessible and relevant to you.

NEW WRITING BIOGRAPHY  
AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY
TUTOR Marc Blake BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

141 3 ü £215

Creating a narrative from real life experience is a challenging, 
therapeutic and fulfilling project. Whether you wish to curate your 
own life experiences or those of others into a comprehensive 
whole, this course will help you to select, dramatise and develop 
your ideas. You will look at theme, dialogue, shape, structure, 
editing and the route to publishing, examining examples of 
working ghostwriters and biographers to see how they market 
their work. You will complete exercises to sharpen your writing 
style and create exciting, readable prose. During the course, 
you will aim to produce a first chapter and a synopsis. 

NEW POETRY APPRECIATION:  
THE NATION’S FAVOURITE
TUTOR Julia Pritchard

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

142 3 ü £215

Following the success of recent years’ poetry taster sessions, 
the tutor is revisiting The Nation’s Favourite Poems with a 
whole course dedicated to reading this popular anthology 
of 100 verses chosen by the British public. If you are new to 
poetry and wish to enjoy some well-known poems, or simply 
revisit the poems of your youth, then this is the course for 
you. Poems often have multiple interpretations and mean 
different things to different people. The tutor aims to create 
a relaxed atmosphere in which you will feel free to offer your 
own suggestions and interpretations. She will use DVDs, CDs 
and the internet to illustrate the poems and their poets.

NEW CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY AND 
OVID’S METAMORPHOSES: LANDS OF 
MYTHS AND LEGENDS
TUTOR Gillian Hovell BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

143 3 ü £215

The telling of colourful stories from Classical Mythology 
continues today across many media. However, mythology 
has always been so much more than just stories. With this in 
mind, this course asks what mythology is, how do we define 
it and what were its vital and varied roles in ancient times? 
You will learn to identify the roguish Greek and Roman gods 
and discover their surprising legacy in our modern world. 
You will then spend three sessions exploring Ovid’s epic 
work of Metamorphoses in translation. There will be some 
snippets of Latin. However, no experience is required. Ovid’s 
stunning storytelling simultaneously thrills, touches and 
shocks. Yet, it also reveals ancient truths about mythology. 

WRITING THE NOVEL
TUTOR Marc Blake BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

144 3 ü £215

Everyone has a story inside and this course intends to bring yours 
out. You will cover the tenets of theme, characterisation, plotting, 
dialogue, genre and narrative. Exercises during the course will 
be practical, inclusive and designed to build on your creativity, 
helping you to move towards producing a saleable manuscript 
for the current market. Drawing on the tutor’s own experience 
as the author of five novels and several non-fiction books on 
writing, you will look at publishers, online markets and agents. 

NEW A DEEP DIVE INTO THE ROOTS OF 
THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
TUTOR Dr Susan Brockman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

145 3 ü £230

This course title is completely Germanic until the last word, 
language. Here, Latin lingua (tongue) enters. Tongue, however, is 
Germanic, but polyglot is a Greek word for a multilingual person 
or someone who speaks many tongues. How did this all get to be 
so complicated, or ‘much folded’ in Latin? On this course, you will 
study the Germanic roots and Latin origins of all sorts of English 
words. Find out why your recalcitrant friend keeps digging in her 
heels (from calcar, the Latin for heel) or why you are ‘full of care’ 
(cura) if you are curious. Moreover, the tutor certainly hopes that 
the course will be ludicrous, which once meant simply ‘full of fun’. 

NEW CREATIVE WRITING:  
QUICK FICTION
TUTOR Geraldine Gent

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

134 2 ü £215

Quick Fiction, sometimes known as Flash Fiction, is a very 
short piece of writing of around 300 words. It could just be 
a written image, a memory or perhaps a thought that has 
been on your mind for a while. As a starting point for writing 
your own Quick Fiction, you will be turning to your favourite 
literary characters for inspiration. After all, one can certainly 
feel that fictional characters are as alive to us as our real 
friends are. Charles Dickens, for instance, reputedly received 
an angry stream of letters blaming him for the death of Little 
Nell in The Old Curiosity Shop. Please bring along your 
favourite extracts from literature to share with the group.

NEW POETRY APPRECIATION:  
A NATIONAL POETRY DAY ANTHOLOGY
TUTOR Julia Pritchard

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

135 2 ü £215

On this course, you will be delving into Tell Me the Truth About 
Life, the official collection to celebrate the 25th anniversary of 
National Poetry Day. One of the strengths of this anthology is that 
there is something for everybody, whether you are experienced or 
new to poetry. Selected by a wide range of famous and unknown 
people and curated by Cerys Matthews, the poems demonstrate 
an excellent mix of classic and contemporary verse. Poems 
often have multiple interpretations and mean different things to 
different people. The tutor aims to create a relaxed atmosphere 
in which you will feel free to offer your own suggestions. She 
will use DVDs, CDs and the internet to illustrate the poems 
and their poets. Please bring a copy of the book with you.

NEW HOMER’S ODYSSEY: MORE THAN 
MEN, MONSTERS, WITCHES AND GODS
TUTOR Dr Susan Brockman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

136 2 ü £230

The Odyssey is a work of Western literature that almost 
everyone knows something about but few have actually 
read. Odysseus’ escape from the Cyclops, his surviving the 
deadly call of the Sirens and Penelope’s tricking of her suitors 
have become part of our common culture. The Odyssey is a 
foundational work. Yet, what does it have to say to the modern 
reader? In your odyssey through The Odyssey, you will study 
the complexity of its characters, their self-awareness and their 
joy in blurring the lines of truth and fiction. Powerful men, 
women and gods weave their tales and cloth, spin webs of 
identity and mystery and re-knit the fabric of their world.

NEW HOW TO WRITE POEMS  
THAT MATTER
TUTOR Dr Rosie Jackson BA (Hons), D.Phil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

137 2 ü £215

As Mayou Angelou once said, ‘Poetry can tell us what 
human beings are. It can tell us why we stumble and fall 
and how, miraculously, we can stand up’. Through inspiring 
examples and exciting exercises, this course will give you a 
taste of the best and most uplifting contemporary poetry 
and help you develop your own writing voice and practice. 
You will explore different forms, styles, techniques and 
influences, cover tips and pitfalls, but the overall aim is to 
free your imagination, creating poems that speak from the 
heart and soul, with the potential to make a difference.

WRITING YOUR OWN MEMOIR
TUTOR Dr Rosie Jackson BA (Hons), D.Phil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

138 2 ü £215

In the words of T.S. Eliot, ‘We had the experience, but missed 
the meaning.’ Writing your own story is a wonderfully healing and 
fulfilling process. Whether it is for your family, publication or just 
for yourself, a memoir can help make sense of your experience 
and provide an opportunity to reflect on the deeper meaning 
of your life. On this safe, supportive course, you will learn ways 
to make your memoir the best it can be, reflecting on audience, 
purpose and inspiration. You will study issues of structure, shape, 
voice and tense, practise dialogue and humour, consider spiritual 
and ethical issues and look at some contemporary memoirs.

NEW SECOND TIME AROUND:  
THREE PLAYS ABOUT MARRIAGE
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

139 2 ü £245

Comedy, tragedy and tragicomedy. Who could ask for anything 
more? During this course, you will read together as a group, 
August Strindberg’s Creditors as translated by Howard Brenton, 
Noël Coward’s Private Lives and After the Dance by Terence 
Rattigan. These plays, written between 1888 and 1939, are a 
classical portrayal of secrets, lies, seduction, power and passion. 
To enrich your reading, you will watch some enthralling and 
varied screenings of key scenes as well as documentaries 
about the playwrights. This will generate comparison and 
discussion of social mores, man’s folly, the role of women 
and the enduring institution of marriage, which has been the 
mainstay of theatre from Greek Drama to the present day. 

Rosie is an excellent engaging 
tutor and I came away 
feeling very inspired
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NEW ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

146 3 ü £225

First published in 1623, All’s Well That Ends Well is, undeservedly, 
one of Shakespeare’s lesser-known plays. Listed as a comedy, 
it is a problem play. It poses complex ethical dilemmas, for 
example a woman’s love for an unlovable man, without the 
traditional simple solutions. Based on a tale from Boccaccio’s 
The Decameron, it is an unorthodox mixture of fairy tale logic, 
gender role reversals and cynical realism. As always, you will 
enjoy a close reading of the text with requisite gender swapping, 
accompanied by screenings of scenes taken from a heady mixture 
of productions and various scholarly insights. This is bound to lead 
to a good deal of lively discussion, so come prepared to join in. 

NEW THINKING OUTSIDE THE BOX
TUTOR Susan Grossman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

148 4 ü £225

In this fast-moving world, this fun course will help you to 
get your voice heard, challenge your mindset and unlock 
your creativity. Be prepared to draw (no ability needed) 
and develop your writing skills. You will learn how to blog, 
write an opinion column for a newspaper, develop ideas and 
engage with others on social media. Your tutor will provide 
a safe space in which to debate and play, as well as the tools 
and techniques to help you move forward with confidence.

CREATIVE WRITING: POETRY
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

149 4 ü £220

Whether you are a complete beginner or a life-long poet, this 
course centres on the enjoyment of creating your own poems. 
As well as writing poetry, you will be reading and analysing many 
well-known and more obscure examples of great poems, both in 
order to recognise form and take inspiration from the masters. 
You will try different forms such as haikus, odes, sonnets, limericks 
and free verse, from which you will develop skills in drafting 
and editing and will enjoy presenting and sharing your work, 
creating a varied portfolio at the end of the week. ’Twill be fun.

NEW DISCOVERING SHAKESPEARE: 
KING LEAR
TUTOR Julia Pritchard

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

150 4 ü £215

It is the ambition of many a mature actor to play King Lear. What 
a character! The play is a wonderful psychological study of a very 
complex personality and has an enthralling sub-plot too. The 
ancient Greeks found tragedies to be cathartic. No matter how 
dysfunctional one’s family might be, nothing compares with Lear’s. 
Shakespeare was at the height of his powers when he wrote this 
play. His insight is remarkable and explains his popularity over the 
centuries. Come and learn about Shakespeare’s life and times and 
explore this fascinating play in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere. 
You will read and interpret the play and compare contrasting DVD 
performances to enhance your enjoyment and understanding.

THE ENGLISH COUNTRY HOUSE  
IN LITERATURE
TUTOR Dr Anna Clarke 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

151 4 ü £215

This course will explore the recurrent trope of an English country 
house in 19th and 20th century novels. You will focus on Jane 
Austen’s Mansfield Park, Pride and Prejudice and Persuasion, 
Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre, E. M. Forster’s Howards End and 
Kazuo Ishiguro’s The Remains of the Day. Through study of 
the novels, you will explore the representation of the English 
country house, consider what it stands for and question how 
its representation changes across the centuries in these diverse 
and iconic texts. Exploring the social contexts of the novels, 
you will discuss the themes of Englishness, home, identity, 
nostalgia and social change. The course is open to all. However, 
students should have read all the novels prior to attending. 

MORE FUN WITH CREATIVE WRITING
TUTOR Fleur Lloyd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

152 4 ü £220

This course was devised in response to those of you who 
have attended at least one of the tutor’s other creative 
writing courses, enjoyed it and asked for more. This time, 
there will be new and challenging exercises and some repeats 
with a different slant using a range of stimuli to inspire you 
to write poetry, drama, short stories and autobiographical 
pieces. If you have never done any creative writing before, 
do not be daunted. The emphasis of this course is on having 
fun and newcomers and returnees alike are welcome.

NEW BECOMING MODERN: 
LITERATURE OF FIN DE SIÈCLE  
AND MODERNISM
TUTOR Dr Anna Clarke 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

153 4 ü £215

What does it mean to be ‘modern’? This course will explore 
the literature of 19th century fin de siècle and Modernism in 
the early 20th century. You will consider how, and why, the 
literature of the late 19th century was different from some of 
the more familiar forms of writing in the novels of Dickens, 
Brontë or Austen. You will reflect on how, and why, the early 
20th century Modernist authors consciously attempted to be 
‘modern’ and whether they succeeded. This course will also 
explore the questions involved with studying and discussing 
the use of language, genre and themes in Kate Chopin’s The 
Awakening, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, James Joyce’s Dubliners 
and Virginia Woolf ’s Mrs Dalloway and Kew Gardens. This 
course is open to all. However, it would be helpful if you could 
read the texts beforehand and bring your copies along.

HOW TO WRITE A PICTURE BOOK
TUTOR Tessa Strickland

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

154 4 ü £215

A picture book is a child’s first theatre. It is also a gateway into 
undiscovered worlds and a resource that lasts well beyond 
childhood. Join the tutor, co-founder of Barefoot Books and 
a bestselling author, and learn how to write a picture book 
yourself. You will look at leading examples and there will be many 
opportunities for you to put pen to paper and develop your 
own ideas. The tutor’s teaching style is playful, disciplined and 
imaginative. You will be aiming to have at least one manuscript 
by the end of the course and have a lot of fun along the way.

Fleur is so  
knowledgeable experienced 
and encouraging
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BEFORE THE NORMANS CAME: THE 
WORLD OF ANGLO-SAXON ENGLAND
TUTOR Mark Cottle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

157 1 ü £215

Over a period of nearly six centuries, Anglo-Saxon England grew 
to become one of the richest, best administered and culturally 
dynamic kingdoms of Western Europe. This course will explore 
a fascinating period of English history to try to understand 
how it developed, its achievements and the challenges it faced. 
With reference to contemporary sources and archaeology, 
you will follow this development by looking at major themes, 
such as kingship and kingdoms, conversion to Christianity 
and the growth of the Church, art and literature. This course 
aims to give an interesting, thought-provoking and enjoyable 
journey through a somewhat neglected period of English 
history. No previous knowledge of the period is required.

AFTERMATH, AUSTERITY AND 
AFFLUENCE: POLITICS, CULTURE AND 
SOCIETY IN BRITAIN 1945 TO 1958
TUTOR Peter Street

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

159 1 ü £215

During this period, the challenges faced by Britain in 1945 and 
subsequent post-war austerity gradually gave way to growing 
affluence. This course explores major political, economic and 
imperial and foreign policy issues, together with aspects of daily 
life, leisure, popular culture, education and belief. Topics covered 
include key social and industrial policies, notably the expansion 
of the welfare state and mixed economy, decolonisation and 
the growth of and reaction to multiculturalism. Also considered 
are developments in transport, communications and the Arts as 
well as technology in the home, the beginnings of modern youth 
culture and the 1951 Festival of Britain. Memorabilia welcome.

PHILOSOPHY FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Joanna Wilkinson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

160 1 ü £215

Have you ever wondered what philosophy is and how to do it? 
This course offers you the chance to explore five subjects from 
a philosophical angle and find out how to look at other subjects 
in the same way. The subjects will be art, religion, morality, 
history and identity. The tutor will ask you questions, such as 
what makes a work of art beautiful and can you ever know 
the truth about the past. No specialist knowledge is needed, 
just a desire to discuss some fundamental topics. The course 
will be run in an informal style and everyone is welcome.

POLITICAL LEADERS: FIVE INTIMATE 
PORTRAITS
TUTOR Max Stafford PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

161 1 ü £215

This course examines five leadership case studies and seeks 
to answer the age-old question of what makes a great leader? 
Humans have obsessed over this question for millennia and 
yet the debate rages on. Based in more modern history, 
each day of the course will examine a different leader. It 
then draws upon these examples to seek to answer the 
bigger questions. Are there models for successful leadership? 
Do we selectively ignore the ‘bad bits’ about leaders we 
admire? Does history provide lessons for our leaders today? 
Discussion is encouraged and allcomers are welcome.

Something scholastic, something enlightening, something momentous. 
Something ancient, something philosophical, something romantic. 
Something for everyone.

History
HistoryArt
Cultureand

NEW AN INTRODUCTION TO THE 
ARTS AND CRAFTS MOVEMENT
TUTOR Perry Staker

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

162 1 ü £220

172 2 ü £220

Mention the Arts and Crafts Movement and most people 
automatically think of William Morris, wallpaper and fabric. 
However, it encompassed so much more. From architecture 
to metalwork, furniture to embroidery and stained glass 
to jewellery, this course will take a wide-ranging look at a 
movement that sought to establish a society in which creative 
freedom was the right of all. Alongside a detailed look at many 
aspects of the Arts and Crafts Movement, you will consider the 
motivation and ideology of its leading pioneers, the creation of 
art schools and craft workshops and the revival of rural crafts. 
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TRAGEDY AND TRIUMPH: THE STORY OF 
POLAR EXPLORATION
TUTOR Mark Cottle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

174 1 ü £215

This course will start with the search for the North-West Passage, 
which has captivated the imagination of explorers, merchants 
and adventurers as far back as the journeys of Frobisher and 
Davis in Elizabeth I’s reign. You will then move on to look at the 
discoveries of both the North and South Poles with particular 
reference to the Norwegians, Nansen and Amundsen, and 
the British, Scott and Shackleton. Finally, you will turn to focus 
chiefly on the heroic age of Antarctic exploration. Their stories 
are a series of remarkable sagas, pitting leadership, courage, 
endurance and ingenuity against daunting hardships and threats. 

NEW WHAT DOES THE HISTORY OF THE 
LABOUR PARTY TELL US?
TUTOR Christopher Barder

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

175 1 ü £230

Despite whatever else happens by the time you read this, 
or indeed during the course, it may seem from history 
that the Labour party is not much given to looking back 
with remorse or guilt. The party also seems to espouse 
internationalism not patriotism. It has historical roots in Marx if 
not Marxism, Socialism and the Trade Union movement. It has 
generally chosen to operate within the British parliamentary 
democracy, but does it still? Plans for a Marxist leadership 
with disrespect for private property and earnings may once 
have existed largely within Militant Tendency and the writers 
of the Socialist Worker paper. However, are they nowadays 
becoming more acceptable within the party as a whole?

NEW ART IN THE AGE OF BAROQUE
TUTOR David Evans MA (Cambridge), Former Head 
of History and History of Art at Eton College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

176 1 ü £215

The last years of the 16th and the first half of the 17th 
century constitute one of the greatest creative periods in 
the history of European art. On this course, you will study 
the sculpture and architecture of Bernini and the painting 
of Caravaggio and discuss the impact their work had both 
north and south of the Alps. You will then examine the 
great masters of painting in 17th century Catholic Europe, 
Rubens and Velazquez. Their art is usually labelled as 
baroque and you will consider what is meant by this term.

NEW DISCOVERING MARLBOROUGH’S 
HISTORY
TUTOR Nick Baxter MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

177 2 ü £220

178 4 ü £220

The town of Marlborough, now famous for its gentility, actually 
has an exciting, turbulent and revolting past. The Mound, still 
visible in Marlborough College’s grounds, was the centre of 
an important castle much fought over and in 1267 was the 
place King Henry III and his barons made peace. Local people 
defied the Tudor king, Henry VII, by armed resistance. In 1642, 
they led the English Revolution defending their town from 
Royalist attack. In 1831, support for Parliamentary Reform led 
to a noisy parade around town ending with the burning, in 
effigy, of reactionary Members of Parliament. Join this course 
to discover the fascinating history of this stunning town.

NEW HOW AN OBSCURE MESSIANIC 
SECT BECAME A WORLD RELIGION 
TUTOR Maggie Guillebaud

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

179 2 ü £215

This course examines the extraordinary story of how an obscure 
Jewish Messianic sect became a religion that came to dominate 
the Western known-world in a remarkably short time. You will 
discover how Christianity was aided by the powerful Roman 
Empire once Constantine had proclaimed religious tolerance 
in 313. As the Empire split into East and West and declined, so 
the Church had to define itself against the encroaching chaos. 
Hostility, persecution, bloodthirsty Emperors and heroic self-
sacrifice are all part of the remarkable story of these early years.

NEW SOMETHING IN THE AIR:  
POLITICS, CULTURE AND SOCIETY IN 
BRITAIN 1958 TO 1970
TUTOR Peter Street

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

180 2 ü £215

Focussing on Britain between 1958 and 1970, this course explores 
major political and economic issues, together with aspects of 
daily life, leisure, popular culture, education and belief. Topics 
covered include decolonisation, multiculturalism and key social 
policies, notably legislation underpinning the ‘permissive society’ 
and worries and responses over Britain’s economy, including 
applications to ‘join Europe’. You will consider growing anxiety 
over nuclear weapons and threats to the environment during this 
period, besides consumerism and youth culture. Cultural aspects 
featured include the literary, visual and performing arts, fashion, 
cinema, photography, sport and television. Memorabilia welcome.

NEW YOU THE JURY: A SIXTH 
SELECTION OF CASES
TUTOR Diane Janes, Award Winning Author

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

163 1 ü £235

164 1 ü £235

165 2 ü £235

166 2 ü £235

167 3 ü £235

168 3 ü £235

169 4 ü £235

170 4 ü £235

This popular course returns with fresh cases for your 
consideration. Each day, you will be looking at a real life murder 
or suspected murder that occurred in England between 1900 and 
1975, and you the jury will consider the evidence, reach your own 
verdict and then decide whether justice was well served by the 
historical outcome. The cases have all been selected with an eye 
to the insight they can give us on various aspects of our judicial 
system, or our social history. No advance preparation is required, 
but you will find a pen, a notebook and an open mind invaluable. 

A TASTE OF HISTORY
TUTOR Perry Staker 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

171 1 ü £240

Enjoy a journey through the history of food and dining, focussing 
on five separate periods, Roman, Tudor, Stuart, Georgian and 
Victorian. This course will provide an opportunity to consider the 
food and drink eaten by rich and poor, sources of food available 
and the recipes and cooking methods used. Additionally, there 
will be opportunities to either sample dishes or create items of 
food or beverages relevant to the era being studied. You will 
be given a booklet containing recipes representative of the five 
periods covered, together with a bibliography to aid further study.

NEW A 12TH CENTURY GRAND TOUR
TUTOR Christopher Moule, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

173 1 ü £215

The huge social, cultural, intellectual, political and economic 
changes that swept Europe from around 1101 to 1200 are 
often labelled the 12th Century Renaissance. However, by most 
measures, the resulting society hardly represented a ‘rebirth’ 
so much as a dynamic new world, which has done as much as 
any period to create the civilisation we know today. Many of 
our countries, cities, languages, political and financial systems, 
religious and educational institutions, behavioural tendencies, 
art and architecture and general ‘identities’ have their origin in 
the massive changes of this time. This course will be structured 
as a Grand Tour; a journey through France, Spain, Morocco, 
Italy, Germany and England and will focus on the peculiar and 
distinctive parts of each area in the context of this crucial period. 

A brilliant course by 
Diane So interesting 
and challenging

ADVENTURES IN PHILOSOPHY
TUTOR Joanna Wilkinson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

181 2 ü £215

This course offers a journey of discovery into some big 
philosophical questions. What is freedom? How can I live a 
good life? What is sacred and what makes it so? What can 
we know? You will also look at extracts from famous works 
of literature and identify the philosophical ideas hidden 
within them. Views of major philosophers will be presented, 
with much opportunity for group discussion in an informal 
atmosphere. This course suits both beginners and those with 
some experience of philosophy. You may not solve all the 
questions, but will have an enjoyable time attempting to do so.

THE CULT OF GLORIANA: ART, MUSIC 
AND PERSONALITY AT THE COURT OF 
THE VIRGIN QUEEN
TUTOR Mark Cottle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

182 2 ü £215

Elizabeth I was the most remarkable woman of a remarkable 
age. Her reign marks one of the great creative periods in 
English history. Literature, music, art, architecture and overseas 
exploration all reached unprecedented heights. This course will 
focus on each of these areas in turn, following an introductory 
survey of Elizabeth and her reign. In many respects, the 
Renaissance arrived late in England, but Elizabeth’s reign and a 
range of strikingly able Elizabethans at Court and beyond ensured 
it took root. The aim of this course is to demonstrate great 
levels of achievement, particularly in the arts and to recreate 
something of the energy, spirit and confidence of the Golden Age.
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NEW FROM POST-WAR TO COLD WAR
TUTOR David Evans MA (Cambridge), Former 
Head of History and History of Art at Eton College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

184 2 ü £215

When the Second World War ended in 1945, the arenas of 
conflict, both in Europe and in East Asia, were a wasteland 
where civil government had collapsed, the economy was ruined 
and, often, the material basis of domestic and social life 
destroyed through bombing and other military activity. You will 
study the process by which the chaos of the immediate 
post-war years was ended, but also the price paid for stability, 
the division of both regions into opposing blocs and the start of 
the Cold War.

NEW ART IN 17TH CENTURY EUROPE
TUTOR Hendrika Foster BA (Hons) MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

183 2 ü £215

Two main styles of art coexisted during the 17th century, 
Baroque and Classicism. Possibly developing from the 
Baroque, Mannerism indicated a return to the ideals of High 
Renaissance Classicism. The terms were imposed later. It 
often becomes an elaborate decorative technique exploiting 
dramatic use of light and shade in stage-like settings, which 
accentuate the illusion of what is factitious. The essential 
theatricality of style is intended to closely involve the 
spectator, which increases impact and is intended to appeal 
to the emotions. This proved useful to the Roman Catholic 
Church creating art to express the ideals of the Counter 
Reformation. Classical art was an intellectual style based upon 
examples of the antique, in both practice and in aesthetics.

NEW STATE OF EMERGENCY 
TUTOR Max Stafford PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

606 2 ü £215

On this course, you will form a Cabinet and be presented 
with a series of crisis scenarios. Sessions will be based around 
the idea of learning through doing, in this case, a simulation. 
Following an introduction to Cabinet government and emergency 
protocols at the beginning of the week, you will then work 
through a different crisis each day, including terrorist attacks, 
flooding and a major international incident. This is your chance 
to find out what it is like to be a minister and have to take 
those critical decisions. This course is guided by a tutor who 
previously worked as an advisor to former cabinet ministers.

BRITISH POLITICAL HISTORY:  
1945 TO 2010
TUTOR Max Stafford PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

186 2 ü £215

This course provides an overview, both chronological and 
thematic, of post-war British politics. The period between 1945 
and 2010 saw much upheaval in the political landscape with 
far-reaching social, economic and cultural repercussions. Many 
figures set themselves astride the political stage, only to end 
their careers in failure, ignominy and controversy. From Attlee’s 
austerity to the Cameron-Clegg coalition, a range of historical 
developments and landmarks are chosen for examination. Did 
this period comprise the loss of greatness or the dawning of a 
new era in our political lives? No prior knowledge is needed, 
though group discussion and participation are encouraged.

THE MIDDLE EAST: POLITICS AND 
PROSPECTS
TUTOR Stuart Laing MA MPhil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

185 2 ü £215

This course will cover the background to the conflicts and 
confrontations from which this vital region suffers. You will 
explore the issues that divide the area and the politics whose 
outcomes affect us all. You will look at the personalities of the 
leaders in these vividly contrasting countries, from the wealth 
of the oil producers to the poverty of those stricken by war. 
Finally, you will analyse the prospects for peace and recovery. 
The tutor, a former Ambassador in two Gulf countries, will 
take you through these absorbing and important questions.

CONTROVERSIES AND ISSUES IN UNITED 
STATES POLITICS AND SOCIETY IN THE 
AGE OF TRUMP
TUTOR William Sheward

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

192 3 ü £215

Beginning with an overview of the American polity, this course 
examines a variety of controversial political, social and economic 
issues that have significant societal impacts in the age of the 
Donald J. Trump presidency. These range from domestic 
matters like the social issues forming part of the ‘culture wars’ 
between the liberal and conservative views of America, such 
as abortion, gay rights and gun control, to the impacts of 
immigration and changing demographics, to broader issues in 
foreign and economic policy. In an era of uncertainty, these 
issues have wider import relating to America’s global leadership 
role, not least, debates over whether America is in decline and, 
if so, what consequences this will have at home and abroad.

NEW ART, ARCHITECTURE AND 
ART COLLECTING IN 18TH CENTURY 
ENGLAND 
TUTOR Hendrika Foster BA (Hons) MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

187 2 ü £215

This course will explore the study of art and the architecture 
produced in England and the influence of Italy and the Classical 
world upon it. At the start of the 18th century, England lagged 
far behind other major capitals in Europe that had art collections 
available for public view and an official National School for teaching 
art. This would inspire the foundation of The British Museum, 
The Museum of Natural History and the Royal Academy. The 
architecture of Inigo Jones in the 17th century provides the 
introduction to the classical style of the 18th century, which 
was favoured by arbiters of taste like Lord Shaftesbury and 
Lord Burlington. Hogarth is the first artist you will consider, 
with his fierce support of what he saw as true English art.

PLANTAGENET ENGLAND: THE AGE  
OF CHIVALRY
TUTOR Mark Cottle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

188 3 ü £215

From the career of William Marshal in the late 12th century until 
just after the reign of Edward III and the career of his famous son 
the Black Prince in the late 14th century, the Age of Chivalry spans 
a notable period of English history. It sees the development of the 
knight and chivalry and the emergence of Parliament and Gothic 
cathedrals. It is a period particularly rich in art and architecture, 
including rare and beautiful survivors such as The Winchester 
Bible and illuminated manuscripts, the Wilton Diptych and the 
angel hammer-beam roof of Westminster Hall, Beaumaris and 
Edward I’s great castles in Wales. This course will look at these 
great achievements of the period, some of the leading figures 
involved and try to capture something of the spirit of the age. 

NEW VIRTUE ETHICS AND THE 
WARTIME GENERATION OF 
PHILOSOPHERS
TUTOR James Dickie, Former Chaplain and  
Head of Philosophy and Religious Studies at  
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

190 3 ü £215

Philippa Foot, Elizabeth Anscombe, Iris Murdoch, Mary 
Midgley and Mary Warnock all studied at Oxford in the 1940s. 
The war gave them the opportunity to take academic roles 
hitherto dominated by men. They would all become influential 
philosophers linked both by friendship and a concern, then 
unfashionable in British Philosophy, with what constitutes a 
good human life. This course will explore their key ideas in the 
context of their shared history and provide an opportunity 
to discuss those ideas on subjects including nuclear war, 
humans’ relation to other species, IVF and runaway trolleys.

  Mark combines vast 
knowledge of his subject with 
an infectious enthusiasm

NEW ANOTHER WORLD: WORK, LIFE 
AND CULTURE OF RURAL ENGLAND  
1815 TO 1914 
TUTOR Peter Street

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

189 3 ü £215

Exploring a less familiar aspect of the 19th century, this course 
considers the experiences of and prospects for rural England’s 
various communities amid wider economic, political and cultural 
developments. Aspects covered include the working year and 
cottage industries as well as beliefs, family and home life. Also 
explored is the importance of the landowner, country house 
and estate, crime, unrest and migration. Yet, as rural England’s 
economic significance declined, it became more celebrated in 
national cultural life, notably leisure, the ‘Back to the Land’ Arts 
and Crafts Movement and attempts to record a disappearing 
way of life through photography and transcribing folk songs.
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NEW A BIGGER PICTURE
TUTOR Paul Chapman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

193 3 ü £215

In our modern age, do we spend enough time looking and 
considering our art? In a fast-paced world where we are 
bombarded by multiple pictures twenty-four seven, are we in fear 
of losing the ability to stop and think about what we see? Perhaps a 
slower pace will reveal more. Great works of art can say so much. 
Iconic images often display the times in which they are created, 
but can also tell more universal stories that become timeless. In 
this course, you will examine ten works and see what they reveal. 

NEW WORLD WAR TWO: 1939 TO 1940
TUTOR Robin Brodhurst

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

195 3 ü £215

This is the first in a series of courses looking at the Second World 
War 80 years on. The structure of sessions will consist of a lecture, 
followed by a discussion based on an up-to-date bibliography. The 
course aims to look at the causes of the war, the various campaigns 
in the opening 12 months and political changes during this period. 
One central theme will be the creation of myths that have become 
central to our historical beliefs, such as Dunkirk, the Battle of 
Britain and the Blitz. You will try to see what really happened, as 
opposed to what many people think must have happened. This 
course is open to all and provides a natural follow-on from David 
Du Croz’s previous examinations of the First World War years. 

CONTEMPORARY BRITISH POLITICAL 
THEMES AND ISSUES: 2015 TO 2021
TUTOR Max Stafford PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

197 3 ü £215

A revised version of a successful course, this edition takes a 
post 2015 focus and explores current themes and issues within 
the British political landscape. Your tutor will begin by setting 
British politics within its current Brexit context. The course will 
then progress to constitutional change, modern leadership and 
whether Brexit is obscuring other issues. Does Boris Johnson’s 
premiership indicate a step-change in British politics? Who will 
lead each party in the future? Facilitated by a university tutor 
with a background as a political aide, this course offers tutor-led 
lectures but with plenty of interaction and subsequent discussion.

NEW THE ART OF RIVALRY AND 
FRIENDSHIP
TUTOR Paul Chapman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

198 3 ü £215

For over 50 years, Pablo Picasso and Henri Matisse, two giants 
of European art, worked with an ever-increasing knowledge of 
each other’s creations. On this course, you will explore how 
their relationship fluctuated between rivalry and friendship. You 
will also consider how that relationship produced the unique 
artistic contributions that both men made to the 20th century.

NEW THE SEARCH FOR POLITICAL 
STABILITY IN BRITAIN AND IRELAND: 
1660 TO 1720
TUTOR David Evans MA (Cambridge), Former Head 
of History and History of Art at Eton College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

196 3 ü £215

After the Republic failed to solve the political and religious 
problems that had led to civil war in England, Scotland and 
Ireland in the 1640s, it was hoped that the restored Monarchy 
of Charles II might do better. On this course, you will explore 
its failure to do so and the subsequent overthrow of another 
Stuart monarch in 1688. You will go on to study the results of 
the so-called Glorious Revolution, the emergence of Britain 
as a great power and the achievement of political stability, 
which survived the arrival of a German king in 1714.

   Paul is very entertaining 

as well as informative and 

brings the period he is 

discussing to life
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NEW EDWARDIAN BRITAIN
TUTOR Cynthia Brown

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

203 4 ü £215

The years between the death of Queen Victoria and the First 
World War, loosely defined as the Edwardian period, were 
some of the most eventful and formative in the history of 
modern Britain. On this course, you will explore issues such 
as unemployment and its relief, the Liberal response to the 
challenge of the Labour Party, militant suffragette campaigns 
for votes for women and increasing tension in Anglo-Irish 
relations. All issues that were taking place against a backdrop 
of growing militarism among the European ‘Great Powers’. 
You will also look at the lighter side of Edwardian life, including 
its music halls, cinemas and the 1908 Olympics in London. 

NEW THE BEST LEADERS WE  
NEVER HAD
TUTOR Max Stafford PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

204 4 ü £215

This course explores the ‘could-have-beens’ of history. Certain 
people seem set to be their nation’s leader only to fall short. 
Tragedy, personal faults and the strange quirks of history all play 
their part. So, why did these people fail and what might history 
have been like, if they had succeeded? Case studies will include 
‘Rab’ Butler, Al Gore, John Smith, Job Cohen and Hillary Clinton. 
This course encourages discussion and allcomers from beginners 
to those with some knowledge of the subject are welcome.

NEW BETWEEN THE WARS
TUTOR Paul Chapman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

205 4 ü £215

The period between the First and Second World Wars was a 
highly productive one for the Arts in Britain. During this course, 
you will explore how various styles and ideas came together 
to produce a unique variation of modern painting. Realism, 
figurative painting, landscape, romanticism and surrealism 
were all explored and experimented with. Many great artists 
also explored the possibilities of collaboration with industry in 
the commercial fields of design, illustration and advertising.

THE AMISH: A FASCINATING AMERICAN 
PHENOMENON 
TUTOR Frédérique Green

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

206 4 ü £220

The Amish! Horses, buggies and bonnets. What peculiar people! 
This course aims to give an overview of the Amish lifestyle. This 
pacifist Christian minority, born in Europe in the 17th century, has 
often been caricaturised in the media. Yet, their rich religious and 
cultural background deserves more than clichés. This course will 
endeavour to share the findings of experts about this intriguing 
population. Discussions will enrich the course as some areas of the 
Amish way of life can be challenging to people of the 21st century. 

NEW A PRACTICAL APPROACH TO 
ANIMAL WELFARE
TUTOR Noël Sweeney

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

610 4 ü £215

The UK is often said to be a nation of animal lovers. Whether 
that is true or not largely depends on how animals are treated 
and valued according to the law; an instrument of social justice 
that at best seeks to advance equality within society. Any legal 
protection granted to animals in relation to ‘welfare’ has a direct 
effect upon you, since animal and human lives are interrelated 
in many ways. You will consider the past, present and future of 
animal welfare on a national and international level as well as the 
position of domestic and wild animals, including badgers, bees, cats 
and dogs. No prior legal experience or knowledge is necessary. 

NEW LANCASTRIANS, YORKISTS AND 
THE EMERGING TUDORS: ENGLAND 
AND ITS RULERS 1399 TO 1509
TUTOR Mark Cottle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

199 4 ü £215

Following Richard II’s deposition by Henry IV in 1399, the 
Lancastrian kings were to rule England for the next 60 years. 
After the great successes of Henry V in the Hundred Years 
War, the failures of his son, Henry VI, precipitated the Wars 
of the Roses, the fall of the House of Lancaster and the 
successive reigns of the Yorkist Kings, Edward IV and Richard 
III. This course will examine and assess these two dynasties 
and the rule of Henry Tudor, the penniless adventurer who, 
rather against the odds, was to establish a new dynasty 
that would dominate English politics for over a century.

NEW THE MOTOR CAR: A CLOSER 
LOOK AT ITS HISTORY THROUGH FIVE 
MANUFACTURERS
TUTORS Ted and Robin Hiscocks

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

616 3 ü £235

Cars have been an integral part of our lives but how much 
do we really know about their development? This course 
will look in turn at the manufacturers Alvis, Bentley, Morgan, 
Morris and Renault and explore their early history and product 
development from the start of the 20th century. Each day, the 
course will begin with an illustrated introduction to the chosen 
manufacturer, followed by a talk on a range of more detailed 
aspects of the motor car business. Finally, participants will 
inspect, then ride in one of the chosen manufacturer’s models. 

JOHN STUART MILL: A THINKER FOR 
OUR TIMES
TUTOR James Dickie, Former Chaplain and  
Head of Philosophy and Religious Studies at  
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

200 4 ü £215

The life and writings of J.S. Mill, 1806 to 1873, are full of 
interest in their own right, yet also for the insight they give 
into the world of the Victorians. One aim of this course will 
be to outline the key moments of his life and to provide 
a context for the development of his ideas, which ranged 
over politics, economics, ethics and religion. The other aim 
will be to show how relevant his questions and answers 
are in our own time in relation particularly to humanitarian 
intervention, democracy, free speech and gender equality.

ART ON THE EDGE
TUTOR Avis Lloyd MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

125 4 ü £215

If you enjoy visiting churches and wish to know more about 
their architecture and art, then this is the course for you. 
During the week, you will explore the art and architecture 
that marks the divisions of time and space. You will cover the 
elaborate portals of the 12th century Renaissance, medieval 
ideas about Earth, the edge of space and the cosmos, angels 
in art, the Green Man and art at the end of the medieval 
concept of time. Moving between periods, you will be looking 
at sculptures, illuminated manuscripts, medieval world maps 
and other art forms from England and the continent.

NEW ART OF AMERICA
Tutor Paul Chapman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

201 4 ü £215

How does America see itself ? How do we see America? This 
course will take a detailed look at American Art and question 
what you can see and what you are shown. You will consider 
works by numerous artists, from the War of Independence to 
the present day. Each day, you will investigate a different topic, 
including the notion of nationhood, economics, race and conflict. 

SPYING IN COLD WAR EAST GERMANY 
TUTOR Major General Peter Williams CMG OBE

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

202 4 ü £215

For over four decades, Berlin was the focus of Cold War tension 
and the scene of an unending struggle as NATO and Warsaw 
Pact countries fought to discover each other’s secrets. The tutor 
himself spent six years in Berlin as an intelligence officer, serving 
in BRIXMIS, the British liaison organisation that operated with, 
and against, its Soviet counterparts in the German Democratic 
Republic commonly known as East Germany. This course will 
cover highlights of Cold War espionage and how the Allies 
maintained West Berliners’ liberty. It will examine, in depth, how 
the Allied Military Liaison Missions conducted highly effective 
military intelligence operations against their Soviet adversaries. 

  Fascinating  
Frederique is a 
brilliant tutor and 
brought it all alive
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CHORAL WORKSHOP
TUTOR John Jenkins, Director of 
Music at Sherborne Girls School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

207 1 ü £215

Come and explore a wealth of choral music, including sacred 
and secular, a cappella and accompanied, ranging from 
madrigals and motets to contemporary part songs. Morning 
rehearsals and a final concert will take place in Marlborough 
College’s magnificent Chapel. Music reading ability will be an 
advantage for this course, but all voices are welcome. The 
emphasis will be on the enjoyment of tackling an interesting 
and varied choral repertoire. Music will be provided.

JAZZ ACADEMY
TUTOR Al Morrison

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

208 1 ü £215

This jazz academy course is designed to bring together students 
who love jazz and love performing. You will develop your 
performance, ensemble and improvisation skills, your confidence 
and general musicianship. You will work with your fellow students 
to compose and cover jazz standards by your favourite composers 
or artists and enjoy an opportunity to perform in a scratch  
big band.

UKULELE FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Richard Bending 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

209 1 ü £245

Here is your chance to learn the basics of ukulele playing. This 
course is for complete beginners and no knowledge of music 
notation is required. In an easy-going, relaxed atmosphere, your 
tutor will demonstrate various techniques, including rhythm 
patterns and chords for accompanying songs in different keys. You 
will also cover some history of the instrument and see a selection 
of unusual ukuleles dating from the early 1900s onwards. You will 
receive a ukulele, which is yours to keep, as well as chord and song 
sheets. By the end of the course, you will be able to accompany 
vocals and play a selection of rhythms and songs. There will also be 
a chance to show off your new skills in a short public performance 
on the last day. Come along and have a good time while you learn. 

NEW PIANO AND PIANO DUETS: 
INTERMEDIATE
TUTOR Alice Michahelles MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

210 1 ü £215

This course is designed for pianists who can read music, play 
at approximately Grade 4 or 5 and wish to improve, learn 
new pieces and review favourite ones. You will receive expert 
tuition from a concert pianist, including discussion of reading 
and practice strategies, technique and expression. You will 
also enjoy an opportunity to share reportoire, listen to others 
and play duets within a friendly and supportive atmosphere. 
A small, informal recital will be held at the end of the week.

NEW BEETHOVEN 250: A COLOSSUS 
ASTRIDE TWO CENTURIES
TUTOR Elizabeth Handley, Musicologist and 
Independent Lecturer for The Arts Society

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

211 1 ü £225

This course demonstrates how Beethoven, a path-breaking 
innovator and child of the French Revolution, wrested music 
from 18th century Classicism and drove it into the passionate 
turbulence of 19th century Romanticism. Born 250 years ago, 
he settled in Vienna, the musical capital of Europe and gained 
a reputation as a virtuoso pianist and composer. Alongside 
biographical detail, including his loves and progressive deafness, 
you will explore how Beethoven transcended anything previously 
achieved in terms of originality and construction. You will 
consider why he remains at the summit of musical popularity 
and conclude with a discussion about his legacy. All of this 
will be enriched with ample musical and visual illustrations.

NEW LET’S SING A CAPPELLA
TUTOR Jules Addison B.Mus (Lon), FSCO

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

212 1 ü £230

213 4 ü £230

A cappella literally means ‘in the manner of the chapel’. 
From the earliest times, people have sung without musical 
accompaniment. This course will explore a range of 
unaccompanied singing styles with a focus on a cappella songs 
from the 20th century that have a blues and contemporary feel.

Something acoustic, something rhythmic, something fun. 
Something sublime, something exotic, something elegant. 
Something for everyone.

Film
Theatre

and

Music Dance

Alice was a 
wonderful teacher 
and made the 
whole course 
informative and 
very enjoyable
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NEW FROM BACH TO GERSHWIN:  
THE BEST LOVED PIANO WORKS
TUTOR Alice Michahelles MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

220 2 ü £215

Why and how do Chopin’s Nocturnes move us? What is sonata 
form? This course offers an overview of the history of classical 
music for piano and the development of compositional tools 
and techniques. By way of illustration, some compositions 
will be played on the screen. Your tutor, a concert pianist, 
will also offer live performances of favourite piano pieces 
from throughout the centuries. The course will feature 
piano music from Bach to the Viennese classical composers 
of Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and Schubert. It will continue 
through to the Romantic period of Chopin, Schumann, 
Mendelssohn, Brahms and Rachmaninoff and up to the early 
20th century with Debussy, Ravel, Joplin and Gershwin. 

BEGINNERS PIANO
TUTORS Susannah McKim (Week 2)  
Julia Killick (Week 3)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

221 2 ü £230

222 3 ü £230

Have you often thought that you would like to learn the 
piano? Perhaps you had lessons as a child and regretted giving 
it up for sport or other interests. It is never too late to have 
a go. Playing the piano is fun, fascinating and a wonderful 
way to commune with the Great Composers. Some even 
claim it may help prevent the onset of Alzheimer’s. So, 
come along and try. You will not be disappointed.

GUITAR FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Brooks Williams

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

223 2 ü £215

Been meaning to learn how to play the guitar? Well, now is 
your chance. In a fun and supportive atmosphere, Guitar for 
Beginners will introduce you to the basics of guitar playing. You 
will learn chords and strumming patterns through familiar songs, 
inspiring you to become a lifelong learner and active guitarist. 
No previous experience is necessary. You will only need a 
playable guitar and a plectrum. So, dust off that guitar that Aunty 
Gwen gave you ages ago, get your guitar mojo and let’s play!

AN INTRODUCTION TO TAIKO 
DRUMMING
TUTOR John Bolwell

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

224 2 ü £215

Taiko Drumming is an energising performance art that 
originates from Japan and is fun and invigorating to play. Some 
of its roots are in age old folk festivals and temple drumming. 
You will develop the art of playing as a group, and learn 
movements that will add expression and excitement to the 
sound produced. Starting with the basics, you will learn the 
playing stance, how to hold and manipulate the drumsticks 
and maintain a simple rhythm. Exercises and drills will help you 
play in a way that is coordinated and full bodied. Out of simple 
rhythmic patterns that blend in layers, your group will create 
a complete performance piece by the end of the week.

NEW FRÉDÉRIC CHOPIN: HIS LIFE,  
HIS MUSIC
TUTOR Alice Michahelles MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

225 2 ü £215

This course is for anyone who enjoys listening to classical 
music for piano and wishes to expand their listening 
abilities or understanding. Your tutor, a concert pianist, 
will offer an overview of the life and style of the great 
Polish master, including an analysis of his compositional 
techniques and musical structure. Through a series 
of talks, demonstrations and recitals, you will gain a 
much stronger and intimate understanding of Frédéric 
Chopin’s musical genius and piano prowess.

FIND YOUR VOICE
TUTOR Adam Meehan-Staines BA (Hons), 
Choirmaster at Marlborough College 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

226 3 ü £220

‘I’m tone deaf.’ ‘My teacher wouldn’t let me join the choir.’ ‘My 
partner shudders when I try to sing.’ ‘I’m not a bit musical.’ Have 
you ever said any of these things? Would you love to sing with 
others at a wedding or in the pub? This course is for the vocally 
terrified. It will provide an opportunity to find out the truth 
about your voice, learn some of the skills involved in singing 
and lay to rest some of the ghosts from your past. Above all, 
you will have fun using your voice in a reassuring setting. 

THE BLUES EXPERIENCE
TUTOR Al Morrison

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

214 1 ü £215

Enjoy playing as part of a Blues Big Band and performing the 
music of BB King, Albert King, Eric Clapton, Ray Charles and 
more. This course is open to players of instruments including 
trumpet, sax, trombone, piano, organ, guitar and bass in 
addition to vocalists. You will get to play classic tunes such 
as The Thrill is Gone, Born Under a Bad Sign and Sunshine 
of Your Love with full horn backing. You will also receive 
tips on improvisation and instrumental techniques. 

UKULELE FOR IMPROVERS 
TUTOR Richard Bending 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

215 1 ü £215

This course is ideal if you have previously attended a ukulele 
course, can play and strum a few chords and now want to 
learn more. No knowledge of music notation is required. In 
a friendly, relaxed atmosphere you will work on strumming 
patterns and picking styles, including arpeggio playing. As 
well as having some enjoyable play along sessions, you will 
learn a few songs and instrumentals with different people 
playing the various parts to create pleasing ‘orchestral’ 
arrangements. You will discuss transposing a song to a 
different key and adding interest with a few unusual chords. 
You will play together as a group and you may even compose 
a song from scratch. Bring a ukulele, learn and have fun.

NEW RICHARD WAGNER AND THE  
RING CYCLE
TUTOR Robin Nelson MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

216 1 ü £215

Richard Wagner was one of a handful of composers who 
changed the course of music. His groundbreaking masterpieces 
include The Ring Cycle, a set of four operas loosely based on 
figures and elements of Germanic and Norse mythology. As 
a marathon 15 hours of music spread over four evenings, it 
presents enormous challenges to those staging and performing 
it and to an audience’s stamina too! During this course, you will 
follow each opera using the Barenboim version recorded at the 
Bayreuth Festspielhaus, supported by live musical illustrations, 
CD and DVD extracts as well as a course booklet packed with 
useful information and musical extracts. Be prepared to launch 
into the world of Gods, Rhinemaidens, Dwarfs and Giants.

INTRODUCTION TO SIGHT SINGING
TUTOR Ruth Lamdin

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

217 2 ü £215

This course is for those who sing in amateur choirs and choral 
societies but are still mystified by musical notation. You will get 
to grips with rhythm and pitch and exercise your listening skills. 
Different methods of sight singing will be explored and you will 
learn some useful theory. This course is for beginners and no prior 
knowledge is assumed. You will put your learning into the context 
of the sort of music you might encounter in your choirs, enabling 
you to tackle it with greater confidence and understanding.

GUITAR FOR IMPROVERS
TUTOR Brooks Williams

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

218 2 ü £215

Does your guitar playing feel as if it is stuck in a rut? Tempted 
to put that guitar away? Before you do, try Guitar for 
Improvers. In a fun and supportive environment, you will be 
introduced to more chords and strumming patterns through 
familiar songs. This course is ideally suited to anyone who 
has attended the Guitar for Beginners course or is familiar 
with the chords D, A, E, G, Am, Em, C and F. Sessions will 
be hands-on with lots of playing and singing. You will need a 
playable and tuneable guitar, a capo and some plectrums.

MAKE A CIGAR BOX UKULELE
TUTOR Richard Bending 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

219 2 ü £255

On this course, you will have the opportunity to build a 
delightful, playable ukulele out of different woods and an 
empty cigar box. It doesn’t matter whether you have playing 
ability, basic woodworking skills or you are a complete novice 
because you will be guided through the various processes 
by your tutor who has made over 40 ukuleles. Cigar Box 
Ukuleles originated in America during the Great Depression 
of the 1920s and 30s, when many people didn’t have the 
money for an expensive musical instrument. The course will 
be informative and entertaining and there should be the 
opportunity for some basic tuition and playing when the 
instruments are completed. All materials will be provided.

Thanks to Susannah  
I now understand things 
that I have puzzled over 
for years
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BLUES AND ROCK GUITAR
TUTOR Sean Carter, Slater Music School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

227 3 ü £215

From the laid back acoustic musings of Eric Clapton’s Unplugged 
to the rock of Jimi Hendrix, the guitar has been, without 
doubt, the most important instrument in the genres of blues 
and rock music over the last 60 years. This course will give 
you a grounding in the skills needed to play blues and rock 
music on the guitar. It caters for you if you have been playing 
for a couple of years and wish to learn more chords, scales 
and how to improvise, improve your technique and harmonic 
knowledge or maybe just wish to have some fun learning new 
repertoire and playing with other course members. Acoustic 
and electric guitars are welcome as well as singer-guitarists.

SAMBA DRUMMING
TUTOR Sacha Johnson, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

228 3 ü £215

Spend a week learning to play the music of Brazil. Your 
tutor will guide you through the various instruments and 
their history as well as why, when and how Samba became 
the world’s happiest music. The course will end with an 
impromptu performance. Absolutely no previous musical 
experience or training is required. Simply turn up and enjoy.

NEW AT THE PIANO WITH THE 
SCHUMANNS AND THEIR CIRCLE 
TUTOR Alice Michahelles MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

229 3 ü £215

Explore the world of composer Robert Schumann and his 
wife Clara Wieck, one of the most acclaimed pianists of 
the 19th century, a composer and mother of eight children. 
Together, the Schumanns were connected to some of the 
most important composers of their time. Enjoy a musical 
journey through the Romantic era with your tutor, a concert 
pianist herself. While a few works will be played on DVD, 
she will illustrate and perform work by the Schumanns, Felix 
Mendelssohn, Frédéric Chopin, Johannes Brahms and others. 

NEW AN INTRODUCTION TO 
SONGWRITING
TUTOR David Rees

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

230 3 ü £230

If you have previously learnt to play basic guitar, ukulele or 
keyboard chords and can sing a bit (not obligatory), you should 
consider this course as a way to progress. The aim is to help 
you jump ahead of other songwriters by providing you with 
invaluable information and practical guidance. The tutor is a 
member of the Performing Rights Society and the British Academy 
of Songwriters and Composers. He has years of experience 
working in pop bands and of writing, arranging and recording his 
own music. Your own instrument must be used throughout.

SINGING FOR PLEASURE
TUTOR Adam Meehan-Staines BA (Hons), 
Choirmaster at Marlborough College 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

232 3 ü £230

Come and spend a week with like-minded souls singing 
arrangements of pieces from the big shows, world vocal, 
sacred and popular music. This course is designed for 
beginners and more experienced choral singers. It will 
be an ideal introduction to choral singing through music 
you know and love. The course will end with a concert 
of some of the repertoire worked on over the week.

Sacha is not only a gifted 
musician  but also a fantastic 
communicator and the pace of 
the course was just right
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CELTIC HARP FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Janet Harbison

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

239 4 ü £245

This course for complete beginners will have you playing tunes 
within the week and singing familiar songs and airs to your 
own harp accompaniment, guaranteed! The tutor’s ‘teaching 
by ear’ method is completely accessible for those who have 
never ‘learned’ music before, as well as for those who have. 
As a group, you will enjoy creating your own fun folk session. 
A harp will be provided for your use during the course. 

NEW A GUIDE TO CLASSICAL MUSIC 
IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURIES
TUTOR Dr. Wendy Taylor PhD 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

240 4 ü £215

During this course, you will discover how classical music 
evolved from Romanticism to Modernism and explore 
the concepts of nationalism, serialism, experimentalism, 
impressionism and minimalism. This is very much a beginner’s 
course and you will not need any music reading ability. The 
tutor will explain everything as she goes along and gently 
guide your ear from the 19th century into the explosive world 
of the 20th and 21st centuries. Delving into the ‘isms’ will 
provide a feast for the ear. Therefore, if you fancy gorging 
on modern-classical music then this is the course for you.

CIRCLE DANCE: DANCING THE CIRCLE 
OF LIFE
TUTOR Lilly Sell

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

241 1 ü £215

Come and enjoy celebrating the different stages of life through 
a wide variety of dance and music from around the world. 
The dances are broken down into easy chunks and expertly 
taught. Some are lively, others are gentle and reflective, but 
the atmosphere is always relaxed. The tutor will promote 
a friendly and supportive group where the motto is, ‘no 
mistakes, only variations!’ The variety of dance and music is 
endless, from ancient to modern, classical to contemporary 
and often with fascinating stories from different cultures to 
learn along the way. No partner or experience needed.

NEW SAMBA DANCE
TUTOR Morilie Taiwo, The Ministry of Samba

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

242 3 ü £225

Welcome to a course where you can unleash the inner samba 
dancer in you and wear a permanent smile throughout. Thanks 
to uplifting and energetic music, you will lose yourself in the 
rhythms of Latin America. Let the rhythm take control and 
discover a dance genre that will boost your whole wellbeing. 
The steps are easy to pick up and the choreography is 
straightforward, meaning everyone can join in, even if you have 
two left feet. So, come and treat your body and feet to the 
colourful sounds of Rio de Janeiro. You will be in safe hands as 
your tutor teaches the renowned dancers at The Ministry of 
Samba. All abilities are welcome. This is not a partner dance. 

THE WORLD OF FLAMENCO 
TUTOR Rosa Maria Reed, Camino del Flamenco

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

243 2 ü £215

This course is an introduction to the passionate, exciting, beautiful 
dance of Flamenco, one of the most popular dance forms in 
the world with over 10 million people enjoying weekly classes. 
Tutored by an expert from Camino del Flamenco, during this 
course you will learn about the dance, its culture and history. 
Accompanied by a Flamenco guitarist, you will also learn basic 
Flamenco dance technique, including posture, arm and hand 
movements, footwork, rhythm, style and an enjoyable dance 
choreography. Please note that Flamenco is not a partner dance.

Rosa Maria was a very 
inspiring and experienced 
tutor who introduced us 
all to the magical world 
of Flamenco

NEW AN INTRODUCTION TO 
CLASSICAL MUSIC BY BRITISH 
COMPOSERS
TUTOR Dr. Wendy Taylor PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

233 3 ü £215

Are you unsure what the British have done for classical 
music? If so, then this is the course for you. Your tutor will 
take you on a journey exploring the musical contributions 
of numerous British composers, from the medieval music 
of Dunstable to the 21st century works of Jenkins. There 
is no need to be able to read music as this is a beginner’s 
course and your tutor will explain everything as she goes 
along. Simply come along with a desire to learn more about 
the British contribution to the classical music repertoire. 

LET’S PLAY JAZZ
TUTOR Sean Carter, Slater Music School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

234 4 ü £215

Have you ever fancied trying your hand at playing jazz? It is not 
as hard as you think. If you have been playing an instrument for 
three years or more, know a couple of scales and can read the 
odd note or two, then come along and see how Duke Ellington, 
Charlie Parker and Miles Davis created and improvised their 
music. You will learn to improvise, understand more about jazz 
harmony and have great fun playing some cool jazz with other 
course members. All instruments and singers are welcome. 

NEW AFRICAN DRUMMING
TUTOR Luke Winton

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

235 4 ü £215

Experience and enjoy the vitality and creative freedom 
that African drumming has to offer. Suited to all levels of 
ability, this course will help improve your co-ordination, 
mindfulness, teamwork and musicality. Your tutor will 
encourage you to immerse yourself in rhythm and let the 
pulse of the drum take control. You will be mainly playing 
West African rhythms from the Mandinka tribe, which are 
full of energy, uplifting and even meditative. The rhythms are 
easy to learn and remember, so can be applied to any African 
drum circle you may join in the future. If you did not think 
rhythm was contagious before, you will after this course!

NEW HARP OF THE BRITISH ISLES
TUTOR Janet Harbison

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

236 4 ü £215

The Celts, Anglo-Saxons, Norsemen, Vikings, Normans, English 
and more, have gifted the British Isles with a magnificent 
musical heritage. Distinctive instruments have evolved and 
their respective traditions are still vibrant in our cultural lives. 
Arguably, the harp is one of the most accessible and rewarding. 
It is equally relevant to all the British regions, albeit with 
some variable regional characteristics that are all enjoyed in 
the generality of folk harping today. As an Irish harper, your 
tutor learned and played a good deal of Scottish, Welsh and 
English music and particularly loves Shetland dance music. 
During this course, she will give you a taste of Great Britain’s 
harp and its rich tradition. Students will have the chance to 
experience playing the harp with all instruments provided. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
UNDERSTANDING CLASSICAL MUSIC: 
BAROQUE TO 20TH CENTURY
TUTOR Dr. Wendy Taylor PhD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

237 4 ü £215

Have you ever sat in a classical music concert and been  
surprised? Do you listen to classical music and really cannot 
understand what you are listening too? If you answered yes, 
then this is the course for you. Your tutor will enlighten you on 
Baroque, Classical, Romantic and 20th century music, as well as 
genres, composers, instruments and what to listen for. This is very 
much a beginner’s course and no previous knowledge or ability  
to read music is necessary. 

MUSIC KEYBOARD SKILLS FOR 
BEGINNERS
TUTOR Vivienne Couch

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

238 4 ü £225

Learning to play the piano or a modern version like the 
electric keyboard is mostly an individual experience where 
the opportunity to play simultaneously with others does not 
arise. This course combines the fun of learning together on the 
electric keyboard with learning important piano techniques. As 
a group, you will use the electric keyboards for note learning, 
rhythm, listening skills, coordination and teamwork. You will 
also have the opportunity to learn basic piano techniques and 
use the practice rooms to perfect what you have been taught.
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FUN WITH IPHONE AND IPAD
TUTOR Nigel Wattis BAFTA Winner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

251 2 ü £220

Filming with an iPhone is great fun and today, moving pictures 
are the fastest-growing way people communicate. Whether it is 
sharing a film of the children with family, promoting a business 
or sharing your interests with others, making entertaining, 
attractive, professional-looking videos is easier than you think. 
After all, the phone in your pocket has proved capable of making 
high-end commercials and even, feature films. With five BAFTA 
nominations and a Master’s degree in teaching filmmaking, your 
tutor has taught hundreds of professionals and amateurs how 
to make films that people really want to watch. Join them!

INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND VIDEO WITH IPHONE AND IPAD
TUTOR Nigel Wattis BAFTA Winner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

252 3 ü £220

In your pocket, you may well have a camera that is better than 
many used to shoot cinematic masterpieces. It is always with you, 
easy to use and gives wonderful results when you know how. 
This course will teach you the photographic possibilities built into 
iPhones and iPads in simple, easy to understand stages. It will start 
with still photography and cover moving pictures and basic editing. 
The tutor, a BAFTA winning director, will not just show you how, 
but will help you develop your creative skills with this technology.

NEW TELLING COMMUNITY STORIES 
WITH SMARTPHONE VIDEO
TUTOR John Whyte-Venables

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

253 4 ü £215

People, who they are and what they do, create communities. 
Over time, people and the trades and environments they live 
and work in, change and pass away. You can enjoy capturing 
the characters and stories of your community on video, using 
just your smartphone and some low-cost accessories and apps. 
Designed for complete beginners, this course will give you all 
the knowledge and skills you need. It will take you from planning 
your project through to capturing engaging interviews and 
compelling ‘B roll’ to editing and sharing your masterpiece. 

BALLET FOR FITNESS
TUTOR Charlotte Price

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

244 2 ü £215

245 3 ü £215

You will start each day with a ballet fitness session. After 
break, you will then learn a selection of foundation steps and 
explore the Corps de Ballet from various famous productions. 
This is followed by learning a group dance in the style of 
each production. This is an active course and attendees 
are advised to wear suitable clothing. Ballet shoes are not 
essential, however may be preferable for some of the steps.

BEGINNERS BALLROOM DANCING 
TUTOR Mike Freke IDTA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

246 3 ü £215

This course provides an opportunity to learn the basics of 
Waltz, Quickstep, Tango and Social Foxtrot. The tutor will help 
the men to lead their partners through a simple sequence in 
each rhythm. Dancing provides exercise, enhances memory 
and encourages social interaction. You will have fun while 
acquiring skills that benefit you for life. Couples are especially 
welcome. However, it is not essential to bring a partner 
as the tutor uses a pool of helpers to partner individuals. 
You will keep the same partner throughout the week.

NEW DANCE THROUGH THE 
MUSICALS
TUTOR Annabel Brash

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

247 4 ü £215

Learn a variety of dance routines to some popular songs 
from musical films, including Grease, Mamma Mia, Saturday 
Night Fever, Chicago, Footloose, Hairspray, Burlesque, 
Slumdog Millionaire and The Second Best Exotic Marigold 
Hotel. The emphasis is on fun and having a go at a relaxed 
pace. You will have the opportunity to watch and appreciate 
some clips of iconic dances, listen to some great music and 
maybe sing along when the fancy takes you! You do not need 
any previous dance experience. All abilities are welcome.

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF LATIN
TUTOR Mike Freke IDTA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

248 4 ü £215

Experience the exciting, vibrant music of Central and South 
America and master the basic moves of Rumba, Cha Cha, Jive 
and Samba. Dancing provides exercise, enhances memory 
and encourages social interaction. You will have fun while 
acquiring skills that benefit you for life. Couples are especially 
welcome. However, it is not essential to have a partner as 
the tutor uses a pool of helpers to partner individuals. Please 
wear lightweight shoes for fast steps and sharp turns.

NEW THE GOLDEN AGE OF BRITISH 
FILM COMEDY
TUTOR Marc Blake BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

249 2 ü £215

From Passport to Pimlico to Notting Hill, British film comedy 
is admired worldwide. This fun, informative course is an 
appreciation and a critical study of the movies that have reflected 
our nation and character for over five decades. With clips and 
commentary, you will study the Carry On series to Monty 
Python, Mr. Bean to The Full Monty and Shaun of the Dead to 
Shaun the Sheep. What makes a successful comedy and why 
do we no longer seem to make them? The tutor will invite 
you to share your opinions, to gain a deeper understanding 
of film comedy and to discover some hidden gems.

NEW PROMOTING ARTS AND CRAFTS 
WITH SMARTPHONE VIDEO
TUTOR John Whyte-Venables

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

250 1 ü £215

Attractive, informative videos on the internet and social media 
are a superb way of promoting arts and crafts. Moreover, creating 
quality videos has never been easier, or more affordable. Using 
just your smartphone and low-cost accessories and apps, you can 
produce videos that look and sound great. Designed for complete 
beginners, this course will give you all the knowledge and skills you 
need. It covers from planning your project, to capturing engaging 
clips and interviews, to editing and sharing your masterpiece.
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NEW FUN WITH FUNDAMENTAL 
PHYSICS
TUTOR Jonathan Genton, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

254 1 ü £215

Each morning during this course, you will tackle a different 
aspect of Fundamental Physics. You will look at and play with a 
variety of demonstrations and pieces of equipment then discuss 
their consequences, both for the development of Theoretical 
Physics and the practical world as we know it. Aspects covered 
will include conservation laws, theoretical limits, wave-particle 
duality, particle physics and astrophysics. You will not need a 
science degree to enjoy this course, just genuine interest and 
curiosity as the approach will not be excessively mathematical.

NEW MANKIND VERSUS THE PLANET
TUTOR Alan Oliver

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

611 2 ü £215

The Environmentalist might say that the human race is 
despoiling the planet but if you look at the history and 
geology of the planet since its creation, it is not always a 
one-way process. This course aims to provide a scientific 
background to some natural events, both geological and 
historical, that have affected the human race and the 
biosphere. You will also discuss the influence that mankind is 
now having on the planet’s environment. The intention will 
be to provide a better understanding of factors influencing 
these events, their causes and possible future impacts. 

WILD SCIENCE: UNDERSTANDING 
NATURE
TUTOR Nigel Brown

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

258 4 ü £240

This course takes you to the heart of the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ of 
natural history. It will provide a platform for you to continue to 
study, understand and appreciate everything from garden birds 
and their behaviour, plants and the ecology of their pollinators, 
fungi and their pivotal role in the functioning of the ecosystem, to 
leaves and their industrious manufacture of the stuff that makes 
the world go round. There is a beauty, not only in recognising the 
living components of our natural world, but also in understanding 
the physical and chemical processes, which underpin life, and the 
evolutionary thread that binds all of its parts in time and space. 

COMPUTING: GETTING THE MOST FROM 
YOUR WINDOWS COMPUTER
TUTOR Anne Deuchar

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

259 1 ü £215

This course will guide you through the more advanced 
functionality that Windows and Microsoft Office 2016 offers. 
It is a course for reasonably confident users of their computer 
who want to know more than the basics. You will be using 
the Microsoft Office 2016 suite of Word, Excel and Outlook 
on the College computers. The tutor will also cover staying 
secure online and cybersecurity for home computer users.

Something cosmic, something chemical, something mathematical. 
Something striking, something fascinating, something creative. 
Something for everyone.

Science
Photography
Computing
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NEW INSIDE THE MIND OF A MURDERER
TUTOR Steve Gaskin

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

619 2 ü £245

620 3 ü £245

Have you ever wondered what happens in the mind of a 
murderer? Why do they kill, is it instinctive or environmental? 
This course will take you on a unique and interactive journey 
delivered by former Scotland Yard detectives with a specialism in 
forensic psychology. From psychopaths to serial killers, offender 
profiling to the psychology of aggression, you will look at all 
aspects of criminal behaviour and assess your own personality. 
Would you make a great murder detective? You will examine 
famous cases from a totally different angle and even get the 
opportunity to write an offender profile on Jack the Ripper.

BACK GARDEN ASTRONOMY:  
A PRACTICAL GUIDE
TUTOR Gavin James, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

255 2 ü £235

Have you ever looked up at the night sky and wondered about all 
those brilliant dots and what is in the dark space between? If you 
have struggled to take it further than that and you hanker after 
views of planets, star clusters, nebulae and galaxies, then this is 
the course for you. No experience is necessary, just a curiosity to 
explore the wonders of the universe from your own back garden. 
Learn about the right equipment and the best books, charts 
and software for your adventure around the night sky. Discover 
how to take stunning photographs of the beautiful heavens. 

SUSTAINABILITY IN DAILY LIFE
TUTOR Vera Spender Koubkova MBA MSc PIEMA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

257 4 ü £230

Sustainability has become a mainstream topic. Cities and  
countries are announcing petrol and diesel car bans, new business 
models are being tested by the likes of IKEA and M&S to make 
our economy circular and Paris is becoming the capital of 
sustainable finance. Learn what sustainability means and how it 
affects our everyday lives. You will look at the latest technology 
trends, try recipes, learn how to use your smartphone better and 
even talk about fake news. No prior knowledge is expected. 
Prepare to be surprised!
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COMPUTING: GETTING THE MOST FROM 
YOUR APPLE MAC 
TUTOR Anne Deuchar

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

260 2 ü £215

This course will take you through the more advanced 
functionality that Apple Macs offer. It is a course for reasonably 
confident users of Apple Macs who want to know more than 
the basics. You will be using the College computers with 
Microsoft Office 2016’s Word and Excel for Mac and will 
cover Apple Mac’s own Pages and Numbers as alternatives 
to Microsoft Office. The tutor will also cover staying secure 
online and cybersecurity for home computer users.

COMPUTING FOR MICROSOFT 
WINDOWS: I’VE STARTED, BUT WHAT 
DO I DO NOW?
TUTOR Anne Deuchar

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

261 3 ü £215

This course hopes to give beginners and ‘not quite’ beginners 
the confidence to use Windows computers without too much 
frustration. You will use a Windows 10 operating system and 
the Microsoft Office 2016 suite of Word, Excel and Outlook 
on the College computers. The aim is to ensure you are using 
your computer with confidence by the end of the week.

DRAWING AND PAINTING ON THE IPAD 
FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Diana Seidl 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

42 3 ü £220

This course is for absolute beginners in iPad drawing and 
painting. It aims to get you familiar with the technical details of 
the iPad, leaving you free to be highly creative and imaginative 
with this exciting artistic tool. A lack of any good manuals has 
made it difficult for artists to get started. Aimed primarily 
at those already using traditional tools in mainstream art, 
this course will encourage you to incorporate this piece of 
modern technology into your everyday hobby. Please bring 
your own iPad, charger and stylus and download the apps Zen 
Brush 2, ArtRage and Brushes Redux prior to the course.

COMPUTING FOR APPLE MAC: I’VE 
STARTED, BUT WHAT DO I DO NOW?
TUTOR Anne Deuchar

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

262 4 ü £215

This course intends to give beginners and ‘not quite’ beginners 
the confidence to use their Apple Mac computers without 
too much frustration. You will use the College computers and 
Microsoft Office 2016’s Word and Excel for Mac as the main 
software and will cover Apple Mac’s own Pages and Numbers 
as alternatives to Microsoft Office. The aim is to ensure you are 
using your Apple Mac with confidence by the end of the week.

NEW SOCIAL MEDIA FOR  
THE TERRIFIED
TUTOR Susan Grossman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

263 4 ü £230

This course is for anyone fearful or baffled by social media 
and the fast pace of the digital world. It is designed to dispel 
myths and anxieties and will offer easy steps into unfamiliar 
waters. Whether you want to engage with friends or family 
overseas, write a blog, develop a business idea or campaign 
to make the world a better place, understanding how social 
media works can change your life. The tutor will help you 
every step of the way to move forward with confidence. 

NEW MAKE YOUR PHOTOS POP!
TUTOR Steve Russell

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

264 1 ü £215

265 2 ü £215

Fed up with taking boring photographs? Want to wow 
your friends and family with pictures that have pizzazz? 
Then this is the course for you. Whether you take pictures 
using a digital SLR, a small point and shoot camera or 
just your phone, there are techniques and processes that 
you can use to make your images stand out. This course 
will give you the lowdown on these techniques, including 
photo composition guidelines, editing tips and information 
about camera settings. The emphasis will be more on 
picture creation than detailed technical discussion.

PRACTICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
TUTOR Steve Russell

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

266 1 ü £215

267 2 ü £215

This course shows you how to take better photographs with 
your digital camera based on practical picture taking. It is 
intended for those who have a camera with manual controls, 
but have not yet ventured away from the automatic or scene 
modes. Each day combines classroom tuition with exercises 
to put your new knowledge into practice. You will transfer 
your pictures on to a computer to review progress during 
the week with helpful feedback, where appropriate.

EXPLORING PHOTOGRAPHY GENRES
TUTOR Brian Anderson 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

268 3 ü £235

This fun and inspiring course is aimed at those who enjoy taking 
photographs on their digital cameras, iPads or smartphones, 
but who now wish to explore different genres or types of 
photography. You will learn how to create pleasing, striking and 
well-composed travel, nature, landscape and non-studio portrait 
images. The course theory and techniques will be illustrated 
by examples of the tutor’s wildlife, landscape, portrait and 
travel images from his expeditions around the world. You will 
have an outdoor photo session each day to take genre themed 
shots around the College and its surroundings, as well as a trip 
to the Cotswold Wildlife Park to practise the techniques and 
theories within the different genres covered on the course. 

AN EYE FOR A GOOD PICTURE
TUTOR Brian Anderson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

269 4 ü £220

This course is aimed at those who enjoy taking photographs and 
can operate their digital cameras, iPads or smartphones but want 
to improve the compositional balance and impact of their images. 
During this course, you will learn how to create pleasing, striking 
and well-composed images. You will look at the six key elements 
of a successful image, practical tips and compositional techniques 
such as balance and the rule of thirds, cropping, silhouette effects, 
visual juxtaposition and the use of colour and monochrome.

SWITCHING OFF AUTOMATIC
TUTOR Brian Anderson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

270 4 ü £220

This course is aimed at keen hobby photographers with 
advanced point and shoot compact or SLR cameras who 
wish to get off Auto Mode and use their camera’s exposure 
triangle of aperture, shutter speed and ISO settings. The course 
will also look at histograms, focus modes, depth of field plus 
much more. Please note that this course is only suitable for 
cameras with manual control of shutter, aperture and ISO.

NEW PROMOTING ARTS AND CRAFTS 
WITH SMARTPHONE VIDEO
TUTOR John Whyte-Venables

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

250 1 ü £215

Attractive, informative videos on the internet and social 
media are a superb way of promoting arts and crafts. 
Moreover, creating quality videos has never been easier, or 
more affordable. Using just your smartphone and low-cost 
accessories and apps, you can produce videos that look and 
sound great. Designed for complete beginners, this course 
will give you all the knowledge and skills you need. It covers 
from planning your project, to capturing engaging clips and 
interviews, to editing and sharing your masterpiece.

FUN WITH IPHONE AND IPAD
TUTOR Nigel Wattis BAFTA Winner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

251 2 ü £220

Filming with an iPhone is great fun and today, moving pictures 
are the fastest-growing way people communicate. Whether it is 
sharing a film of the children with family, promoting a business 
or sharing your interests with others, making entertaining, 
attractive, professional-looking videos is easier than you think. 
After all, the phone in your pocket has proved capable of making 
high-end commercials and even, feature films. With five BAFTA 
nominations and a Master’s degree in teaching filmmaking, your 
tutor has taught hundreds of professionals and amateurs how 
to make films that people really want to watch. Join them!

INTRODUCTION TO PHOTOGRAPHY 
AND VIDEO WITH IPHONE AND IPAD
TUTOR Nigel Wattis BAFTA Winner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

252 3 ü £220

In your pocket, you may well have a camera that is better than 
many used to shoot cinematic masterpieces. It is always with you, 
easy to use and gives wonderful results when you know how. 
This course will teach you the photographic possibilities built into 
iPhones and iPads in simple, easy to understand stages. It will start 
with still photography and cover moving pictures and basic editing. 
The tutor, a BAFTA winning director, will not just show you how, 
but will help you develop your creative skills with this technology.

NEW TELLING COMMUNITY STORIES 
WITH SMARTPHONE VIDEO
TUTOR John Whyte-Venables

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

253 4 ü £215

People, who they are and what they do, create communities. 
Over time, people and the trades and environments they live 
and work in, change and pass away. You can enjoy capturing 
the characters and stories of your community on video, using 
just your smartphone and some low-cost accessories and apps. 
Designed for complete beginners, this course will give you all 
the knowledge and skills you need. It will take you from planning 
your project through to capturing engaging interviews and 
compelling ‘B roll’ to editing and sharing your masterpiece.
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Nigel was excellent 
charismatic and 
professional
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TUTOR Keith Bradshaw BSc (Hons) in 
Human Nutrition Diploma in Personal 
Training, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

271 1 ü £220

272 2 ü £220

273 3 ü £220

274 4 ü £220

This course offers a variety of practical fitness classes as well 
as technique and training advice. It will include classes such 
as circuits, weights, HIIT (high intensity interval training), 
swimming and water based resistance, running technique 
and the use of gym equipment. This will be supplemented 
by discussions on nutrition, goal setting, sports psychology 
and setting an exercise programme. The course will help you 
identify specific training, which can be adapted to help achieve 
your health and fitness goals, as well as looking at the science 
behind food and exercise and why it is important. The course 
shows how a balanced exercise programme can be completed 
at home without gym equipment. The emphasis is on simple 
and practical ways to achieve a healthy lifestyle. This course 
is ideal for all those interested in how food and exercise 
affect our health and wellbeing, as well as those interested in 
improving their current sporting ability or experiencing a wider 
range of exercise activities in a supportive environment. 

FOLLOWING THE DREAM
TUTOR Dr Emma Therese Lewis PHD

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

275 1 ü £215

Drawing on years of research and practice in this area, the 
tutor offers an immersive, practical course for those interested 
in deepening their relationship to their dreams. Echoing the 
practice of ancient and indigenous peoples, who understood 
the wisdom in following and conferring the dreams guiding their 
lives, her contemporary research concurs that this approach 
still provides the direct experience and guidance necessary for 
a nourishing life and to navigate any obstacles arising. The tutor 
facilitates a small, intensive group to consider their dreams with 
a view to restoring their essential guiding function in daily life.

WEIGHT LOSS AND 
PSYCHOLOGICAL WELLBEING
TUTOR Margo George NLP TFT Personal Trainer

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

276 1 ü £235

Achieve a greater personal understanding of the mind-body 
connection and how to shape your experience of life. If you have 
struggled with your weight, emotional eating, anxiety, stress 
or motivation, this course will help you understand how to 
leave this behind and create a simpler way of realising the body, 
mind and life that you desire. This profound approach is more 
about ‘unlearning’ than it is about adding more tools, diets and 
regimes to your daily life. The tutor combines her knowledge of 
life transformation coaching, mindfulness and personal training 
to deepen your understanding of habitual behaviours and 
thought. This increased self-awareness and clarity has the power 
to create a foundational shift in every area of your life from 
confidence, relationships, health and ultimately weight loss. 

YOGA FOR MOBILITY
TUTOR Sylvie Corruble MA BWY 
Diploma and Iyengar certified 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

277 1 ü £140

This mobility yoga course has been adapted to suit anyone wishing 
to improve flexibility, strength and mobility. All fitness levels 
are welcome as each pose can be modified to suit your needs, 
enabling you to go at your own pace. People with conditions such 
as arthritis, high blood pressure, back pain and stress will find 
this course beneficial. As most exercises can be chair based, it is 
never too late to start exercising. Each session includes simple 
breathing exercises and ends with a deep relaxation that will 
help promote an overall sense of wellbeing. Please note that the 
duration of this course will be one and a half hours each day. 

BEGINNER PILATES
TUTOR Jo Williams RSA YMCA Pilates 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

278 1 ü £140

279 1 ü £140

Pilates can benefit your posture, alignment and general body 
mechanics. Sitting for long periods of time or repetitive 
movement, as in various sporting activities, can all lead to 
muscular imbalance, stress hot spots and ultimately the inevitable 
discomfort and pain associated with ‘overdoing it’. One way to 
alleviate tension, restore balance and improve body mechanics 
is to practise pilates. This course will set you on the pathway 
to a more efficient and centred physique. Please note that the 
duration of this course will be one and a half hours each day. 

Something healing, something positive, something peaceful. 
Something mindful, something wholesome, something active. 
Something for everyone.

Body
andMind

I can t speak highly 
enough of Emma s course
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NEW MASTER YOUR MEMORY
TUTOR Dr Helena Cullina DBA, 
MBA, DipTEFLA, CertTEFLA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

604 1 ü £220

280 1 ü £220

281 2 ü £220

This course combines the latest neuroscientific research into 
the brain’s role in a fully functioning memory with practical 
exercises to help enhance your memory power. It introduces 
a range of easy to use techniques designed to build memory 
muscle through a series of conditioning exercises based 
around the six intelligence zones. The course also highlights 
the importance of nutrition and lifestyle behaviours that 
contribute to improved memory. By the end of the course, 
you will have a repertoire of effective tools to select from and 
put into daily practice, not to mention newfound confidence 
in your ability to recall information effortlessly and accurately. 

IYENGAR YOGA
TUTOR Sylvie Corruble MA BWY 
Diploma and Iyengar Certified 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

282 1 ü £215

Iyengar Yoga focusses on structural alignment while developing 
strength, flexibility and balance. It incorporates the use of props, 
such as straps, bricks and bolsters, to help you work with any 
limitations and make some poses more accessible, relieving any 
pain and discomfort. This course is suitable for beginners as well  
as regular yoga students who wish to deepen their practice. 
Everyone will have the opportunity to discover a posture or 
experience a more challenging version of it. The course includes 
asanas (postures), pranayama (breathing) and savasana (relaxation).

AZTEC HEALTH AND CEREMONY
TUTOR Louise Franklyn

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

283 1 ü £230

This course is a journey into Aztec culture. You will take 
away a unique experience and knowledge that can help you 
and others find harmony in daily life at any age. This ancient 
tradition teaches how the principles of the human mind and 
body function within the natural world and respond to universal 
rhythms. It is an authentic process that creates a powerful 
balance between the physical, emotional, mental and spiritual 
energies, which can be easily integrated into the daily routine 
of the modern person. This course covers a brief history 
of the Aztec tradition, practical techniques and exercises in 
healing harmonisation and energetic balance. You will also 
have the opportunity to experience an Aztec ceremony. 

WHAT TO EAT OR NOT TO EAT? 
THAT IS THE QUESTION
TUTOR Cyla Higley Cert Ed

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

284 2 ü £235

285 4 ü £235

This course on kinesiology can help you find the answer. 
Kinesiology is one way of checking which foods can help you and 
which foods to avoid. You will learn to use some simple muscle 
tests to help check dietary sensitivities and deficiencies. You will 
discover how different foods can affect different muscles, helping 
to explain some chronic pains. Changing your diet and healing any 
associated negative emotions can help you improve back problems, 
skin issues, reduce stress and much more. Once you have learnt 
the basic principles, you can apply your new skill to all aspects of 
your life. This could be the start to a completely new way of being.

PILATES: RESIST AND REFORM
TUTOR Rosalind Hoyes

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

286 2 ü £215

This fun course uses balls, toning circles, bands and weights to 
add variety to pilates mat work. Whether you are a beginner 
or a more practised pilates devotee, you will come away full of 
challenging and stimulating ways to enhance your pilates practice. 
Using equipment can isolate and intensify the work of core 
muscles and enhance your awareness and understanding of pilates.

TAOIST YOGA: STRETCHING 
THE CHINESE WAY
TUTOR Mark Pogson BSc (Hons) MRSS

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

287 2 ü £215

Are you interested in improving your health, flexibility and 
fitness the Chinese way? This course will teach you a selection 
of stretching exercises to enhance your energy awareness and 
vitality. You will learn both gentle and more dynamic aspects 
closely related to tai chi and qigong to help you feel more 
alive. Most yoga originates from the Indian tradition. However, 
Taoist yoga is based on developing a different energy body 
to a chakra-based one. You will practise similar exercises to 
regular yoga that involve less static holding, more twists, flowing 
movement and some meridian work. The focus will be on 
releasing tension and softening sinews. This course is suitable 
for those with a moderate level of fitness and mobility.

NEW QIGONG: EXPLORING 
THE FIVE ELEMENTS
TUTOR Mark Pogson BSc (Hons) MRSS

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

288 2 ü £215

Discover some simple energy-based exercises closely related 
to tai chi that support your wellbeing and vitality. You will 
learn aspects of qigong or ‘energy cultivation’ related to the 
five ‘moving forces’ to help you feel more alive. The exercises 
involve flowing stretches and postures, which will improve 
your awareness of how energy moves through you and 
through nature in general. In addition to Five Element theory 
and insights from Taoism and oriental medicine, you will also 
learn some self-massage, meditation and relaxing breathing 
techniques. This course is suitable for those with a moderate 
level of fitness and a curiosity in subtle experiential bodywork 
and awareness.

YOGA NIDRA
TUTOR Sylvie Corruble MA BWY 
Diploma and Iyengar certified 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

289 2 ü £105

Yoga nidra is a method of relaxation that aims to calm 
the body and the mind. It is based on body awareness, 
breathing, visualisation and creating a state of complete 
quietness. A different visualisation will be offered each day 
so that you can discover the most effective technique for 
you. Yoga nidra can be used to relieve tension and it can 
also serve as an introduction to meditation. Please note that 
the duration of this course will be one hour each day. 

MINDFULNESS FOR STRESS REDUCTION
TUTOR Rosalind Hoyes

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

290 2 ü £215

Mindfulness is an approach to life that helps you become 
aware of your own thoughts and feelings through simple 
practices, empowering you to deal with stress more effectively. 
Neuroscientific studies have shown it to reduce cellular 
ageing as well as improving memory and attention span. 
While the principles of living a mindful and therefore richer, 
calmer life are simple, it takes practice and an understanding 
of the philosophy behind it. On this course, your tutor will 
provide through group discussion, mindful movement and 
guided meditation, the tools and techniques needed to 
incorporate this life-enhancing practice into daily life.

QIGONG FOR HEALTH AND VITALITY
TUTOR Emma Comfort

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

291 3 ü £215

The literal translation of qigong means ‘to work or play with 
your life force’. In the East, this is an important part of staying 
fit and healthy and is practised by many thousands of people in 
China and Japan, often in local parks and open spaces. Qigong 
is formed of movement sequences and postures that stretch 
the body, strengthen muscles, deepen breath and calm the 
mind. Practising qigong is self-empowering and fortifying for 
body, mind and spirit and yet is very simple and gentle to do. 

NEW CREATE AND KEEP UP 
A YOGA SELF-PRACTICE
TUTOR Maura Barber-Oosterhuis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

292 3 ü £215

Cultivating a self-practice is one of the best ways to deepen 
your yoga and bring real transformation to your life. A great 
complement to regular classes, a home practice teaches us to 
follow our inner guide and listen to exactly what our body needs. 
Whether creating from scratch or enhancing an existing routine, 
during this course you will learn to master your individual yoga 
sequences to use at your own convenience. With consistency, 
your self-practice will be some of the most cherished moments of 
your day and shift your perspective on self-care and true yoga.

Rosalind was very  
good at explaining  
new techniques

  Sylvie s course was
 very challenging but 
totally absorbing
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THE ORIENTAL APPROACH TO 
DIAGNOSIS AND HEALTH
TUTOR Cyla Higley Cert Ed

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

293 3 ü £235

The Chinese are well known to have documented various 
healing systems going back thousands of years. You will look 
at the Chinese view of the five elements, its translation into 
the acupuncture meridian system and how this can be used to 
identify any issues and help you stay healthy. You will also touch 
on other oriental systems, including Japanese and Tibetan. You 
will look at studying the face and body to make an oriental 
diagnosis, stimulating the meridians, the use of acupressure 
points and other related therapies, such as kinesiology and 
shiatsu. This is an experiential course, where you will practise 
techniques together. The ideas covered are not intended to 
replace any medical advice, but can help support your health.  

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO SELF-DEFENCE
TUTOR Richard Herbert, Phoenix Martial Arts

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

296 3 ü £215

297 4 ü £215

Throughout the week, you will discover the principles as well 
as the practical applications of self-defence. This will range 
from verbal and non-violent conflict resolution, awareness 
and avoidance through to disarming and immobilisation 
techniques. The course will give you a greater knowledge of 
defending yourself and your family irrespective of age, size or 
strength. Everything you will learn is simple, yet effective, and 
will allow you to develop a series of responses to a number of 
real life situations. The course is based upon proven principles 
taken from across the martial arts, police systems and street 
defence techniques. The sessions are all run in a fun and 
energetic manner by the Phoenix Martial Arts team of qualified 
professional instructors. No prior experience necessary.

NEW DE-STRESS WITH YOGA, 
MINDFULNESS AND MEDITATION
TUTOR Maura Barber-Oosterhuis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

298 3 ü £215

Stress affects everyone. The good news is that you can reverse 
its effects easily and naturally, reconnect and discover health, 
wellbeing and calm. This course is an exploration of your body’s 
natural wisdom and a way of listening to what is required for 
you to live your life with ease, space and joy. You will learn how 
to develop an attitude and lifestyle that allows you to have 
enough recovery capacity to absorb daily demands with grace. 
Discover how gentle yoga, mindfulness and meditation can help 
you find that much-needed resting place to return to routinely.

AYURVEDIC MEDICINE MADE SIMPLE
TUTOR Sarah Williams

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

299 3 ü £215

Ayurveda, the traditional medicine of India, is becoming 
increasingly popular in the UK. It shows how and why each person 
is different and how this knowledge can be used to help formulate 
a tailor-made plan to live a long and healthy life and, if necessary, to 
treat different diseases and symptoms. This course will show you 
the basics of Ayurveda and how it applies to you. It recognises that 
everyone is unique and shows you how to live a healthier, happier 
and more balanced life. Discover your dosha type or constitution, 
and learn how to rebalance your life with nutritional advice, 
stress-reducing techniques, self-massage and breathing, together 
with which herbs and spices might be most suitable for you.

THE 18 STANCE TAI CHI QIGONG
TUTOR Emma Comfort

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

300 4 ü £215

In the East, qigong is an important part of staying fit and healthy. 
Many thousands in China and Japan, often in local parks and 
open spaces, practise it. Practising qigong is self-empowering 
and fortifying for body, mind and spirit, yet is very simple and 
gentle to do. During this course, you will learn at least one 
sequence of 18 moves that you can practise at home and will 
develop strength, flexibility, mindfulness and centredness. 

YOGA: GOING DEEPER
TUTOR Maura Barber-Oosterhuis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

301 4 ü £215

Are you a curious and committed yoga student keen to delve 
a little deeper? This in-depth course offers the opportunity to 
expand your consciousness on a physical, mental, emotional 
and spiritual level. Throughout the week, you will practise both 
basic and intermediate asanas and find out more about their 
energetic actions, related anatomy, benefits and therapeutic 
aspects. In addition, you will explore pranayama techniques and 
meditations as well as discuss some of the fundamental yogic 
concepts, taking your yoga off the mat and into your life. 

RELAXATION, MEDITATION 
AND MINDFULNESS
TUTOR Christine Browne

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

302 4 ü £175

Trying to keep up with the pressures of busy work and 
personal lives can leave you susceptible to the negative effects 
of stress. On this experiential course, you will explore the 
benefits of relaxation, meditation and mindfulness. You will 
practise a variety of different techniques, equipping you with 
strategies to apply in everyday life and help you cope with 
stressful situations. However, you do not need to be currently 
experiencing stress to attend this course. Most people find 
that relaxation and mindfulness techniques bring benefits to 
both body and mind and enhance their wellbeing. Please note 
that the duration of this course will be two hours each day. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF SELF-CARE
TUTOR Maura Barber-Oosterhuis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

303 4 ü £215

In this fast-paced world of packed agendas, self-care is not just 
important, it is crucial. Research has illustrated that adding 
self-care into one’s daily routine reduces stress, decreases the 
chance of mental and physical ailments, increases productivity 
and inspires feelings of happiness. By giving yourself a daily 
dose of compassion, you are able to approach your work 
and relationships with a clear and happy mind, thus allowing 
the cycle of positivity to continue. During this course, you 
will explore and combine gentle yoga, mindfulness and 
meditation, pranayama (breathing practice), use of essential 
oils and self-massage to nurture mind, body and soul.

BECOMING FIT FOR LIFE:  
A NUTRITIONAL PERSPECTIVE
TUTOR Matthew Fruci MSc, Loughborough University

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

304 4 ü £215

Are you confused by the conflicting diet advice out there? Low 
carb one minute, low fat the next. Who do you believe? A 
nutritionist and body transformation coach, the tutor will show 
you how to create a personalised food plan that suits your lifestyle 
and is easy to maintain. This plan will help you lose body fat, have 
more energy and improve strength, so you can make everyday 
tasks like shopping and climbing stairs easier. You will discuss food 
and lifestyle choices that help with healthy ageing, memory and 
muscle tone. Furthermore, you will learn how to make yourself 
immune to fad diets, transform your mindset and create lasting 
healthy habits so you fit back into your favourite clothes for good.

An amazing  informative 
course by Sarah I learnt 
so much about myself and 
my hectic lifestyle
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ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
TUTOR Matt Gow and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

305 1 ü £225

306 2 ü £225

307 3 ü £225

308 4 ü £225

Would you like to have fun and meet people from all over the 
world while improving your English? Marlborough College provides 
an idyllic, picturesque environment for brushing up your English 
this summer. A team of experienced and highly qualified English 
Language teachers will deliver the EFL courses. The General 
English Programme is perfect for combining with the many exciting 
activities on offer at Summer School. As well as extending your 
vocabulary and knowledge of grammar, you will have plenty of 
opportunities to build your confidence speaking about different 
topics through communicative activities in a classroom setting. The 
EFL courses for adults range from Pre-intermediate to Advanced 
level. Not recommended for complete beginners.

DESTINATION ITALY: ITALIAN FOR 
COMPLETE BEGINNERS
TUTOR Alessandra Murgia

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

309 1 ü £220

Come on board and discover the beauty of the Italian language 
and aspects of Italy’s rich culture. This course is designed for 
complete beginners and those with some experience of the 
language. Each day, you will cover a different topic with related 
vocabulary and simple grammatical structures. Emphasis is put on 
conversation in Italian and the discovery of aspects of the Italian 
culture and its cities. 

CONVERSATIONAL ARABIC: FIRST STEPS
TUTOR Sibella Laing

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

310 1 ü £225

At first glance, Arabic looks an impossible language to learn. 
The tutor and her husband, who have spent many years in Arab 
countries, will help you unravel the mysteries and start you off 
towards speaking and understanding simple conversations in 
Arabic. This course for beginners will be conducted orally and with 
transliterated texts, but will offer an option for those who wish to 
learn the first steps of reading and writing.

LA VITA BELLA: ITALIAN FOR IMPROVERS
TUTOR Alessandra Murgia

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

311 2 ü £220

Progress your reading, speaking and listening skills and improve 
your confidence in Italian with ‘La Vita Bella’, our Italian for 
Improvers course. You will learn how to talk about families, 
professions and about physical and personality descriptions. You 
will be taught how to converse about daily routine and weather 
conditions. You will also practise the past tense when talking about 
holidays and shopping for clothes. This course will include cultural 
topics and you will discover places like Taormina in Sicily, Vieste in 
Puglia and the Roman sites of Tharros and Nora in Sardinia. This 
course is aimed at students with some prior knowledge of the 
Italian language, who are comfortable with day to day phrases and 
the present tense, or students who have attended the Summer 
School course for beginners. 

NEW IMPROVE YOUR 
PRONUNCIATION
TUTOR Matt Gow, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

312 2 ü £215

313 3 ü £215

314 4 ü £215

This is a new course designed for foreign students learning 
English who want to improve their pronunciation and overall 
communication skills quickly. You will begin by learning the 
phonetic chart and then move on to practise individual  
sounds, word stress and connected speech. You will be able  
to practise your pronunciation with a variety of fun and 
engaging activities and, by the end of the week, feel far more 
confident speaking and understanding English in both everyday 
and formal situations.

REFRESH YOUR FRENCH
TUTOR Frédérique Green

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

315 3 ü £220

316 4 ü £220

This course, delivered by a native speaker, is designed to build the 
confidence of students at an intermediate level. It is an interactive 
audio-visual course combining revision of the basics, exercises, 
conversation and cultural input. During the course, your tutor will 
take you from Paris to Nice using the French language and will 
focus on different aspects to develop your skills.

Something stylish, something sporty, something culinary. 
Something outdoors, something adventurous, something wild. 
Something for everyone.

SportCountry Pursuitsand
LifeSkills H

obbies
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A WEEK OF FORAGING
TUTOR Fred Gillam

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

322 1 ü £240

323 2 ü £240

During your week of foraging, the tutor will take you out into the 
ancient landscapes of Wiltshire. You will explore river valleys, 
woodland and open downland to find tasty items to include in 
your diet. You will learn to identify safely and gather edible plants, 
studying a little of their ecology along the way. The tutor will 
demonstrate how to make a native ‘coffee’ and how to prepare 
foraged foods, including forest fruits, flower cordials, toasted 
wild seeds and sautéed summer fungi. You will also learn about 
poisonous plants and how to stay on the right side of the law 
when foraging. Each day, there will be an opportunity to try a  
little alfresco food simply made from the plants and fungi that  
you have gathered.

VISITING WILTSHIRE NATURE RESERVES
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher at 
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

112 1 ü £240

You will visit five different nature reserves in Wiltshire that display 
the extensive range of habitats in the county. All are classified as 
Sites of Special Scientific Interest and some are European Special 
Areas of Conservation. You will learn how they are managed 
for both wildlife and people and see some of the special flora 
and fauna that live there. The Reserves Section of the Wiltshire 
Wildlife Trust will coordinate the visits, all of which will be guided 
by a staff member or volunteer from the Trust with expert 
knowledge of the site.

MORE GLORIOUS GARDENS
TUTOR Patricia Rowell BSc MPhil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

114 2 ü £595

The Wiltshire area boasts some of the finest gardens in the 
country. On this course, you will visit a selection of these Glorious 
Gardens, some open to the public, others private, but all with 
wonderful design and planting. On the way, you will be driven 
through the beautiful countryside of the Marlborough Downs, 
South Oxfordshire and then into the Cotswolds. From 17th 
century Dyrham Park to a 21st century garden at Hanham Court 
created by Julian and Isabel Bannerman, garden designers best 
known for their work at Highgrove, there will be a garden to 
appeal to everyone.

NEW WILTSHIRE WILDLIFE
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher  
at Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

117 2 ü £225

Enjoy learning to identify the most common species of 
wildlife in the beautiful Wiltshire countryside. You will 
spend an introductory afternoon in the classroom, looking 
at the main groups of organisms and focussing on common 
animals, particularly birds. You will then spend the rest of the 
course mostly outdoors. One afternoon will be devoted to 
birds and another to trees, including the majestic oaks and 
beeches of nearby Savernake Forest. You will also follow the 
Marlborough College Nature Trail around the College grounds 
and investigate the diversity of life in the River Kennet.

NEW UNDERSTANDING  
ANCIENT TREES
TUTOR Helen Leaf

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

324 2 ü £225

Ancient trees are fascinating. Many of us know our oaks from our 
beeches and love to see old trees full of character. This course 
aims to develop your understanding of how trees live and grow. 
The tutor will combine indoor discussion time with excursions to 
visit some ancient and veteran trees. You will learn what trees do 
as they mature and enter the veteran phase of their lives, enabling 
you to ‘read’ what is going on and enjoy a deeper appreciation of 
what you are seeing.

THE ENGLISH VILLAGE:  
WALKS THROUGH A DOZEN  
WILTSHIRE VILLAGES
TUTOR Adrian Woodford 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

122 3 ü £240

By the 8th century, the village had become the principal settlement 
type in southern England. Hilltop forts, hamlets, isolated farms and 
Great Halls were slowly abandoned. The great Roman towns and 
cities struggled to reclaim their dominant position in the geography 
of southern England. Instead, the village, surrounded by open fields 
and equipped with a blacksmith, an inn, a so-called ‘Big House’ 
and a church with its ever-expanding vicarage, came to define the 
pattern of life in much of lowland Britain. Five walks will explore a 
handful of Wiltshire’s villages. Each walk will be between three and 
four miles.

LATIN: YESTERDAY, TODAY  
AND FOREVER
TUTOR Gillian Hovell, BA (Hons)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

317 4 ü £215

Learn Latin through the words and phrases we use in English 
every day, mottoes and inscriptions and through the most famous 
quotations from Roman literature. You will be surprised at how 
many you already know. Find out just how much of your job or 
hobby is deeply dyed with the colour of Latin and by joining this 
course, add that colour, depth and meaning to your life today. Also, 
find out how and why Latin travelled through the millennia and 
centuries so that there is not a part of our modern lives that is not 
coloured by words from the Romans.

SPANISH FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Maria Gonzalez, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

318 1 ü £220

319 2 ü £220

This relaxed and friendly course will teach you the language 
required for communicating in authentic Spanish speaking 
situations. During your next visit to Spain or Central or Southern 
America, would you like to be able to order your favourite dishes 
in Spanish or book a hotel room? Perhaps you wish to present 
your friend to your Spanish speaking colleagues or describe your 
family, interests, likes and dislikes? Have you heard people greeting 
one another, sometimes with ‘¿Cómo estás?’ and other times 
with ‘¿Qué tal?’ and wondered what the difference is? Then this is 
the course for you. The tutor will make each session as dynamic 
as possible, with lots of speaking and group work. This course 
is designed for complete beginners with no prior or very little 
knowledge of the Spanish language.

WILTSHIRE WALKS
TUTOR Sean Dempster, Former Biology Teacher at 
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

104 1 ü £240

105 2 ü £240

106 3 ü £240

107 4 ü £240

During the week, you will enjoy five different walks across the 
beautiful Wiltshire countryside around Marlborough. From the 
chalk grassland of the highest parts of the Wiltshire Downs to the 
lush valley of the River Kennet and through the ancient oak forest 
of Savernake, the scenery is varied and stunning. Along the way, 
you will pass a number of ancient sites and paths, such as Avebury, 
Silbury Hill and the Ridgeway. This course will enable you to meet 
new friends, improve your fitness by walking five miles each day 
and learn about the varied wildlife of Wiltshire.

NEW GARDENS WITH STYLE
TUTOR Patricia Rowell BSc MPhil

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

108 1 ü £300

Explore a new selection of gardens in the Marlborough area 
for ideas and inspiration. The gardens your tutor has chosen to 
view are all privately owned, and in most cases, you will have the 
opportunity to meet with the owners to discover their thoughts 
behind the planting and design scheme first-hand. You will discuss 
their choice of plants in relation to the soil type and growing 
conditions as well as aspects of the design that have worked well. 
The gardens display a range of styles ensuring there is bound to  
be at least one that will appeal and provide inspiration for your 
own plot. 

BIRDWATCH
TUTOR Robin Nelson MA

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

320 1 ü £240

This course offers the chance to see a wide variety of birds in 
different habitats. The focus will be on developing identification 
skills and you will be encouraged to explore the College environs, 
which include a stretch of the River Kennet and two trout ponds 
with patches of reeds and willows. You will visit different sites each 
day in woodland, farmland and downland habitats and keep a list 
of the birds you spot. This may include such relative newcomers 
to the county as red kite, little egret and raven. Most of all, you 
will hopefully share with your group an enthusiasm for wildlife, 
including the local flowers and butterflies.

NEW WILD MEDICINE:  
TRADITIONAL HERBAL REMEDIES 
FROM THE HEDGEROWS
TUTOR Fred Gillam

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

321 1 ü £240

Our forebears knew how to make a surprising variety of 
simple medicines from the plants found in the hedgerows, 
woods and fields all around us. These were used to relieve a 
variety of common complaints. From coughs and colds, bruises 
and sprains, chilblains, insect bites and stings to joint aches 
and pains, there was usually, ‘a herb for that’. Recipes were 
frequently passed down for making oils, balms, tinctures, syrups 
and elixirs from plants such as elder, rose, yarrow, vervain, 
hawthorn and meadowsweet. The tutor will take you on a 
journey to discover some of this old lore, how to identify plants, 
make some recipes and when to go and seek professional help.

Fred has ignited my 
passion for foraging
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NEW WALKING FOR WELLBEING
TUTOR Ashley Sandy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

330 2 ü £250

Walking is well known as fantastic exercise, but it is also 
amazing for improving mental wellbeing through movement, 
mindfulness and immersion in green space and nature. On this 
course, your tutor will introduce you to skills that will enable 
you to de-stress and unwind using walking, yoga and tai chi 
moves. Each day will include a walk where you will take time to 
notice and appreciate your surroundings. You will also complete 
exercises along the way that will help with flexibility, balance, 
strength, improve your general fitness and increase joint 
mobility. Equipment such as Nordic walking poles, Smoveys and 
resistance bands will be utilised to work on those skills. This 
course is suitable for anyone with a reasonable level of health 
and fitness. However, you should be able to walk for around 
three miles at a reasonable pace and get up and down off the 
ground with relative ease.

METAL DETECTING: DISCOVER HISTORY 
BENEATH YOUR FEET
TUTOR David Rees Cert Ed

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

331 3 ü £240

332 4 ü £240

You do not need a metal detector to have fun and enjoy this 
course as new machines are provided by C-Scope International  
for you to use. You will be given plenty of information, support  
and tuition to enable you to venture out and make exciting 
discoveries. Has the tutor ever found anything valuable? The 
answer is yes. However, as you will find out, it is not about the 
value of an item, but more about being the first person to handle 
something lost back in time. Previous courses have made some 
very interesting finds. 

NEW THE BRONZE NATIONAL  
NAVIGATION AWARD
TUTORS Peter and Jacqui Codd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

333 4 ü £255

The Bronze National Navigation Award is a practical hands-on 
award. It is aimed at people with no navigation experience, 
whether you are new to the outdoors or have been relying on 
others, guidebooks or easy well-defined routes. The syllabus 
for the Bronze Award teaches navigation in the countryside 
using paths, tracks and other linear features. It also covers basic 
map interpretation and compass work. The full syllabus can be 
found on the NNAS website. 

WILTSHIRE FROM THE AIR
TUTORS GS Aviation

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

334 1 ü £890

335 2 ü £890

336 3 ü £890

337 4 ü £890

Over the five hours of flying with a fully qualified instructor, you 
will have aerial views of many historic and archaeological sites in 
the north Wessex area. These include Avebury, Silbury Hill, the 
West Kennet Long Barrow, the Wansdyke and numerous hill forts 
and settlements, both Iron Age and Roman. Each day, you will fly 
to a different area in Wiltshire, covering more than 300 miles in 
the process. You will be briefed on each flight, take the controls 
if you wish and enjoy superb vistas of the beautiful Wiltshire 
downland, sacred sites, historical buildings and white horses. No 
previous flying experience is necessary.

LEARN TO FLY
TUTORS GS Aviation

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

338 1 ü £1,295

339 2 ü £1,295

340 3 ü £1,295

341 4 ü £1,295

This is a course of flying instruction culminating in a cross-country 
navigation exercise to land at another airfield. At the end of the 
week, you will have reached a standard that will allow you to 
safely pilot the aircraft from above the home airfield to above 
the destination airfield. Each air exercise will consist of a pre-
flight brief, in-flight instruction and debrief. Ground school will 
be given in navigation, air law and the principles of flight. All 
exercises are conducted with experienced and CAA qualified 
instructors ensuring maximum enjoyment and safety. Training will 
be undertaken on the fixed wing Ikarus C42 microlight. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO DOG AGILITY
TUTOR Colin Thomas

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

342 3 ü £225

343 3 ü £225

A brief but comprehensive introduction to dog agility, this course 
covers the fundamentals for the novice wishing to experience  
this fast, fun sport with their best friend. This course will enable 
the learner and their dog to complete a basic agility course by 
the end of the week and continue to enjoy the sport at a more 
advanced level.

THIS FARMING LIFE
TUTOR Sid Vincent 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

325 3 ü £240

This course provides a fascinating insight into agriculture in the 
Wiltshire countryside. Over the week, you will gain a greater 
understanding of farming life and aspects of animal husbandry, 
such as healthcare and management. You will enjoy hands-on 
experience with a range of livestock, including pigs, sheep, goats 
and cattle, ranging from organic, commercial and pedigree herds. In 
addition to introducing you to local stock breeders, your tutor will 
guide you on visits around a livestock auction and a butcher’s shop. 

WALKING WANSDYKE 
TUTOR Adrian Woodford 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

123 3 ü £255

In the largely undocumented days between the departure of the 
Romans and the settlement of England by Saxons, Angles and 
Jutes, a dyke, with its ditch facing north, was constructed across 
the Wiltshire Downs. Long stretches of the eastern bank of this 
wall, named by the Saxons ‘Woden’s Dyke’ or ‘Wansdyke’ survive, 
running across the open expanses of the Marlborough Downs. 
During the week, you will walk alongside, and occasionally on, 
Wansdyke, at times veering away from the dyke to visit other 
Saxon sites, such as Alton Barnes and Adam’s Grave. The terrain 
on the walk is hilly and occasionally overgrown, but generally  
good underfoot. The walks will vary in length from between  
three and five miles.

GETTING INTO NORDIC WALKING 
TUTOR Ashley Sandy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

326 3 ü £250

Nordic walking was developed in Finland in the 1930s as summer 
training for cross-country skiers. It is hugely popular in Europe and, 
over the last 10 years, has taken off in the UK. Nordic walking  
uses special lightweight poles to increase effort and is a low-
impact, full-body workout that is gentle on the joints. Although 
you will work harder and burn more calories than walking alone, 
the perceived exertion is about the same. This course is suitable 
for any age and fitness as long as you are able to walk around four 
miles at a reasonable pace. The course is open to both complete 
beginners and those that have tried Nordic walking before. 
You will work on learning and improving technique as well as 
discovering some lovely trails on the Marlborough Downs and in 
the surrounding countryside.

AN INTRODUCTION TO BEE KEEPING
TUTOR Fiona Robinson, Wiltshire Bee Centre

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

327 3 ü £220

328 4 ü £220

This course is designed to give you the knowledge, skills 
and hands-on experience required to confidently start bee 
keeping. You will learn about the life cycle of the honey bee, 
the equipment involved with bee keeping, colony management, 
pests and diseases and swarm control, along with practical 
sessions that will cover how to safely handle honey bees and 
inspect hives. There will be four sessions in the classroom and, 
weather permitting, one session will be spent in the tutor’s  
own apiary. 

NORDIC WALKING WILTSHIRE
TUTOR Ashley Sandy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

329 4 ü £240

Discover the beauty of Wiltshire while Nordic walking. Using 
special lightweight poles to increase effort, you will work harder 
and burn more calories than walking alone, but the perceived 
exertion is about the same. Over the week, walks will include the 
beautiful open countryside of the Marlborough Downs and plains, 
walks in local forests and local interest spots, such as the Kennet 
and Avon Canal and Avebury. This course is designed for those 
who are comfortable walking around five to six miles in two hours. 
If you have tried Nordic walking before, the tutor will refresh and 
work on your techniques. If you are new to Nordic walking, she 
will get you going with the poles in the first session.

GETTING TO KNOW THE NORTH 
WESSEX DOWNS
TUTOR Ted Hiscocks

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

126 4 ü £270

Marlborough is at the heart of the North Wessex Downs, a 
nationally designated Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty and, in 
part, a World Heritage Site. Yet what makes the area so special? Is 
it the landscape or humankind’s impact on it over the past 5,000 
years? With talks, videos, drives and short walks, this course seeks 
to provide some answers while illustrating the wide variety of 
natural qualities to be found in the region. 

I would highly recommend 
Fiona s course to anyone 
interested in the amazing 
life of the bee
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NEW RECIPES AND STORIES  
FROM LEBANON
TUTOR Wafaa Powell, Dancing Flavours

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

352 4 ü £275

353 4 ü £275

On this course, you will take part in preparing authentic 
Lebanese recipes using a variety of herbs and spices combined 
with local ingredients. At the end of each session, you will enjoy 
the freshness and goodness of what you have prepared. The 
recipes will be spiced with stories about Lebanon in general 
and its food culture in particular. You will discover the power 
that food has to hold people and communities together. On 
the last day of the course, to complete the experience, you will 
celebrate the way the Lebanese do: with dancing.

PICKING WINNERS: AN INTRODUCTION 
TO FINANCIAL INVESTMENT 
TUTOR Margaret English Cert Ed

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

354 1 ü £215

355 2 ü £215

Would you like an interesting, exciting and profitable hobby? Do 
you gaze at the financial pages of the newspapers and wish that 
you could understand them better? Would you like a better return 
on your savings? If the answer is yes to any of these questions, this 
course is for you. The course is aimed at people who currently 
have little or no knowledge of investments. How the stock market 
operates will be explained in simple terms and you will examine 
the risks and rewards of the many investments available. You do 
not need to be a mathematician to enjoy this course, just have an 
interest in making money. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO INTERIOR 
DESIGN
TUTOR Jenny Quinlan, Studio JQ Ltd

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

356 2 ü £235

Whether you need some inspiration for your home or are 
considering a career change into the world of interiors, this fun 
and interactive course will guide you through the fundamentals 
of interior design. By developing and curating your own ideas, 
you will write your own brief, develop a concept, sketch furniture 
layouts and put together a decorative design scheme from the 
extensive samples library. Along with the work you have created 
and developed throughout the week, you will take away a goody 
bag of tools to continue your design journey.

FAMILY HISTORY FOR BEGINNERS 
TUTOR Michelle Smith

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

357 1 ü £225

This course is aimed at those wanting to start to trace their roots. 
The tutor will explore the key resources that will enable you to 
start building your own family tree. She will help you discover the 
various records and documents that contain information about 
your ancestors, including birth, marriage and death certificates, 
census records and parish registers. You will learn about 
information that is available on the internet as well as in libraries 
and record offices. Finally, you will learn how to draw a family tree 
and ways of organising and presenting your information.

FAMILY HISTORY: THE NEXT STEPS
TUTOR Michelle Smith

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

358 1 ü £215

This is a course for those who are already familiar with birth, 
marriage and death certificates, census returns and parish  
registers and want to learn about other records that will allow 
them to delve deeper into the lives of their ancestors with the 
assistance of an experienced family history researcher. This  
course can be tailored to meet your own particular research 
needs. Topics may include divorce, wills, educational records, 
migration, military records, The Poor Law records, crime and 
punishment, apprenticeships and occupational records. There  
will also be the opportunity to learn about, and experience,  
family history related websites.

CRACKING CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS:  
A FUN WORKSHOP FOR BEGINNERS 
TUTOR Tim Moorey

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

359 1 ü £245

360 4 ü £245

‘No matter how many cryptic crosswords I try, I always end up 
feeling a fool!’ If this strikes a chord, this course is for you. The 
tutor is a crossword setter for several national newspapers and 
magazines and has taught adults for 20 years. Starting with an 
assumption of little or no prior knowledge, but a love of words 
and the English language, he will introduce you to the different clue 
types, through to solving whole puzzles in groups. The process will 
be of non-competitive, non-threatening learning with fun en route. 
Two crossword books and useful handouts will be given to help 
you navigate through the course.

NUTRITIONAL COOKING WITH  
LOVE FOOD
TUTOR Lucinda Bevan Diploma ION

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

344 1 ü £290

345 2 ü £290

We are bombarded with conflicting advice about what to eat. The 
aim of this course is to show you how to cook easy, delicious food 
with a nutritional slant. The tutor’s objective is to dispel myths 
and demonstrate that healthy food does not mean boring food. 
This course is about preparing everyday nutritional recipes using 
seasonal and local produce. You will cover some basic science 
such as brain function, the digestive system and the importance of 
blood sugar control in order to enhance understanding. However, 
no previous knowledge is necessary, simply a love of food. This 
course is designed to suit beginners as well as experienced home 
cooks. Please note that this course is held off-site, around a 10 
minute walk from the College.

EXPLORING THAI CUISINE
TUTOR Peter Vaughan, Vaughan’s Cookery School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

346 1 ü £305

Each day, you will learn how to cook three or four different dishes. 
You will be taught the main techniques needed to prepare and 
cook Thai food so that you can continue cooking the cuisine with 
confidence at home. Each dish will be demonstrated, but the tutor 
is very keen for you to help with the preparation and cooking 
of the dishes. The tutor will give you plenty of alternatives for 
ingredients that may be hard to source, although most are readily 
available. You will also be taught how to make dishes more or less 
spicy so you can cater for every palette. 

NEW EXPLORING INDIAN CUISINE
TUTOR Peter Vaughan, Vaughan’s Cookery School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

347 1 ü £305

True Indian food is very different from that served in many 
Indian takeaways and restaurants in Wiltshire and beyond. 
The authentic article is extremely healthy, not greasy, satisfying 
and packs a really exciting explosion of flavour and aromatics, 
without ever being too spicy or hot. You can adjust both these 
elements when creating your own dishes. This fits perfectly 
with the naturally balanced style of cuisine for which your tutor 
is known. You will be hands-on, learning in a very practical way 
with plenty of goodies to take away. FAMILY TEPPANYAKI AND BEYOND

TUTOR Wakako Guppy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

348 2 ü £280

349 3 ü £280

In Japan, before eating a meal together, people often like to share 
the cooking experience at the table using a griddle called a ‘teppan’ 
or a portable stove for hotpot or ‘nabe’, pronounced ‘nabeh’. It is a 
truly fun and sociable way to eat with family and friends, wherever 
you are from. On this course, you will cover two teppanyaki and 
three nabe menus, using food and equipment you can now buy 
in the UK. Ingredients, kitchenware, cooking techniques and the 
experience will be eye-opening on every count. The tutor, a 
licensed Japanese chef, will guide you through a whole new world 
of cooking.

CLASSIC JAPANESE COOKING
TUTOR Wakako Guppy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

350 2 ü £280

351 3 ü £280

This course is for those who would like a proper grounding in 
cooking healthy Japanese dishes. The tutor will begin with how 
to prepare rice, a must on the Japanese table and a key Japanese 
cooking skill. Secondly, the tutor will show you how to make 
quality soup stock, which is absolutely vital for making quality 
Japanese dishes. You will also learn six basic Japanese cooking 
techniques covering fried, steamed, simmered, deep-fried, 
vinegared and dressed dishes. The recipes will be for authentic 
dishes that Japanese people eat daily, but are also considered 
suitable for British tastes. The course will end with the most 
popular Japanese food, sushi.

Wakako s course was  
an uplifting and 
inspiring experience

Peter was a very engaging 
knowledgeable and 
encouraging tutor 
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DEVELOP YOUR BRIDGE: LEVEL 5
TUTOR Andy Hill

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

368 3 ü £225

This course is for regular and more experienced Acol players 
who wish to polish their game by adding more advanced bidding 
methods and playing techniques. Your tutor will cover Benji 
opening bids, use of the re-double, two suited overcalls and 
declarer and defender card play.

BUILD UP YOUR BRIDGE: LEVEL 4
TUTOR Andy Hill

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

369 4 ü £225

This course is aimed at those who are familiar with most topics 
in Level 1 to 3 and wish to progress with further Acol bidding 
and card play. You will learn about the danger hand, splinter bids, 
pre-empts, showing shape, fourth suit forcing as well as card play 
techniques both as declarer and in defence.

BUILD UP YOUR BRIDGE: LEVEL 4
TUTOR Judie Devoy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

370 4 ü £225

This course is for players who are familiar with most topics in  
Level 1 to 3 and wish to progress with further Acol bidding and 
card play. Topics will include opening bids, leading to Roman Key 
Card Blackwood and quantitative slam bidding, negative doubles, 
Losing Trick count as well as card play techniques both as declarer 
and in defence.

FIT CAMP
TUTOR Keith Bradshaw BSc (Hons) in Human 
Nutrition Diploma in Personal Training,  
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

271 1 ü £220

272 2 ü £220

273 3 ü £220

274 4 ü £220

This course offers a variety of practical fitness classes as well 
as technique and training advice. It will include classes such as 
circuits, weights, HIIT (high intensity interval training), swimming 
and water based resistance, running technique and the use of 
gym equipment. This will be supplemented by discussions on 
nutrition, sports psychology, goal setting and creating an exercise 
programme. The course will help you identify specific training, 
which can be adapted to help achieve your health and fitness 
goals. It will also show how a balanced exercise programme can 
be completed at home without gym equipment. The emphasis will 
be on simple and practical ways to achieve a healthy lifestyle. This 
course is ideal for all those interested in how food and exercise 
affect our health and wellbeing, as well as those interested in 
improving their current sporting ability or experiencing a wider 
range of exercise activities in a supportive environment. 

SWIM AND GYM
TUTOR Martin Shaw, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

371 1 ü £220

372 2 ü £220

373 3 ü £220

374 4 ü £220

Swim and Gym is open to participants of all ages and abilities, 
providing they have a reasonable level of fitness and agility. The 
course continues with its traditional approach of learning to swim 
combined with gentle gym and strengthening work, but will also 
add a little more punch for those wishing to develop already 
advanced swim and fitness capabilities. Expect more emphasis on 
performance improvement, skill development and tips to help self-
motivation for a future-proofed attitude towards personal fitness. 
You will benefit from multiple instructors who bring a wealth of 
sporting experience fused with modern coaching and training 
techniques. This will be a fun and varied week that will guarantee 
an improvement in personal fitness.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
TUTOR Paul Webb BA (Hons) ML BCU Level 2  
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

375 1 ü £225

376 2 ü £225

377 3 ü £225

378 4 ü £225

This relaxed week of taster sessions in a variety of outdoor 
activities gives you the opportunity to try a new sport or 
push yourself further. Activities range from canoeing, climbing, 
indoor and outdoor kayaking and raft building to orienteering 
and bushcraft, including making fires and alfresco cooking. 
To ensure maximum enjoyment and safety, qualified and 
experienced instructors will supervise all activities, which will 
take place within the extensive College grounds or at local 
venues. No experience is necessary. However, a willingness to 
get involved will enhance your enjoyment of the week.

ON TARGET
TUTOR Sid Vincent 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

379 1 ü £250

380 2 ü £250

381 4 ü £250

This course will comprise a compendium of shooting activities, 
including clay pigeon, archery and air rifle. You will receive tuition 
across all disciplines using a wide range of guns, cartridges and 
bows. During the week, you will also have the opportunity to 
watch a gun dog in action, learn double gun loading and gain an 
insight into deer stalking. Qualified instructors will tutor the course 
in a safe environment. No previous experience is required and all 
equipment will be provided.

NEW DECLUTTER FOR GOOD WITH 
THE KONMARI METHOD™
TUTOR Andie Bright

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

361 4 ü £215

Learn the principles, techniques and skills underpinning Marie 
Kondo’s phenomenally successful approach to tidying, known 
as the KonMari Method™. Develop a vision of your ideal, calm, 
clutter-free home and learn how to achieve it, one category at 
a time, by focussing on what ‘sparks joy’ for you. Learn about 
the links between clutter and wellbeing and discover how 
simplifying and reorganising your possessions once and for all 
can have life-changing ramifications. As well as equipping you 
with the strategies and skills to embark on your own tidying 
journey, the course will include inspirational stories of real-life 
transformations, ensuring you have the motivation to turn your 
joyful vision into a reality.

NEW COUNSELLING SKILLS:  
AN INTRODUCTION TO HELPING  
YOURSELF AND OTHERS
TUTOR Dr Sophia Thomson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

362 3 ü £215

This course provides experience of basic counselling theories  
and skills with an opportunity to practise ‘talking therapy’ and  
how to use it in many situations. In five mornings, you can learn 
how to provide the time and space to explore and understand 
problems, and work to resolve or come to terms with the 
difficulties life is posing. No previous experience is needed. Just 
bring a sense of goodwill and curiosity and be ready to enjoy 
learning useful life skills.

BRIDGE
Levels range from the beginner to intermediate and indicate the 
standard or ability required of students. Courses of the same 
level are of the same standard, but cover different topics.

Level 1   
Beginners just starting their bridge journey. No experience 
needed.

Level 2  
Novices still new to the game. Could follow on from Level 1. 

Level 3  
 Improvers who know the basics and want to learn more about the 
competitive auction and to improve their bidding and card play.

Level 4  
Players who are confident with basic bidding and want to learn 
some conventions to improve their bidding accuracy and levels of 
card play.

Level 5  
Intermediates who can play a competent game, are thinking about 
playing in a club, or are already playing duplicate bridge and wish to 
venture to new levels to enhance their game. 

No partner is needed, come and learn in a friendly atmosphere.

Before deciding on which course to enrol, please read the 
course descriptions carefully. Please do not hesitate to ring Andy 
Hill on 01380 724725 or Judie Devoy on 01494 712717 for help 
with choosing the right course for your ability and enjoyment.

BRIDGE FOR THE BEGINNER: LEVEL 1
TUTORS Andy Hill (Week 1), Judie Devoy (Week 3)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

363 1 ü £225

364 3 ü £225

This course will suit those completely new to bridge, or wishing 
to start over again from scratch. Your tutor promises to have you 
playing within half an hour and will cover the value of cards and 
suits, introduce bidding, scoring and to give a heavy emphasis on 
card play.

BRIDGE FOR IMPROVERS: LEVEL 3
TUTOR Judie Devoy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

365 1 ü £225

This course is for improving players who wish to continue  
learning more Acol bidding and card play. Your tutor will cover  
the competitive auction, how to compete, suit overcalls, 1NT 
overcalls and doubles. You will also consider declarer and  
defender card play. 

BRIDGE FOR IMPROVERS: LEVEL 3
TUTOR Andy Hill

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

366 2 ü £225

This course is for improving players who wish to continue learning 
more Acol bidding and card play. Your tutor will teach you how 
to do an Opener’s Rebid showing a weak, strong, balanced 
or unbalanced hand. You will also cover opening leads, simple 
strategies, declarer and defender card play. 

BASIC BRIDGE: LEVEL 2
TUTOR Judie Devoy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

367 2 ü £225

This course is suited to players who have recently started out on 
their bridge journey or have completed the Level 1 course and 
wish to master further basic card play. Your tutor will also cover 
opening INT, including weak and strong responses, limit bids and 
how to respond and change suit. 

NEW BASIC BIKE MAINTENANCE
TUTOR Peter Wilson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

618 1 ü £255

This course will provide a practical knowledge of bike care and 
basic maintenance for new and more experienced cyclists alike. 
It will focus on the main components found on all types of bikes, 
how they function and how to keep them working. It will include 
practical lessons in emergency roadside repairs to enable you to 
get home in the event of a breakdown. Anyone who owns a bike 
is encouraged to bring it along and everyone will be given a basic 
tool kit, which will be used on the course and will be available for 
you to take home afterwards.
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GOLF HANDICAP
TUTOR Claire Waite PGA Professional at Ogbourne 
Downs Golf Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

382 1 ü £370

383 3 ü £370

This course is for handicap golfers or those of an advanced 
standard. Aided by video analysis, the tutor will identify strengths 
and weaknesses, correct faults and improve the chances of 
reducing your handicap before the end of the season. Tuition will 
take place on the practice ground, putting green, chipping green 
and bunker. In addition, the price of this half-day course entitles 
you to play 18 holes per day during the afternoon or evening at 
Ogbourne Downs Golf Club. Please note that you must be familiar 
with the etiquette of the game and cope with the pace of play 
on the course. Summer School residents can opt for lunch in the 
clubhouse at half price. You will be required to make your own 
way to and from the golf course. However, previous experience 
has shown that there is often scope for sharing transport. 

TENNIS
TUTORS Martin Wright LTA CCA Performance Coach 
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

384 1 ü £215

385 1 ü £215

386 2 ü £215

387 2 ü £215

388 3 ü £215

389 3 ü £215

390 4 ü £215

391 4 ü £215

A professional team of LTA qualified coaches will lead this course. 
Drawing on their wealth of experience, they will accommodate 
your individual needs and maximise your talent in an atmosphere 
that ensures total enjoyment of the game for everyone. This 
course caters for players of all abilities ranging from the complete 
beginner through to the social player, the gifted but rusty, the 
club player and the advanced team player. The coaches will assess 
your game, teach you in small groups of similar ability, work on 
your strengths and faults and improve them, both technically 
and tactically. Beginners will concentrate on the basics, their 
groundstrokes, volleys, serve and smash, enabling them to play 
to an enjoyable standard. The aim for improvers will be to coach 
their game to a higher standard, developing their confidence and 
competence to play club or social tennis. Through progressive 
drills, analysis, match practice and discussion on correct shot 
selection, the coaches will sharpen up the advanced players’ game 
so they can improve their rating. Video analysis will be used as a 
coaching aid. At all levels, the emphasis will be on enjoyment while 
improving. There will be a light-hearted tournament at the end of 
the week. 

FLY FISHING ON A SUMMER’S 
AFTERNOON
TUTOR Rob Doyle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

392 1 ü £365

393 2 ü £365

394 3 ü £365

395 4 ü £365

A country sport for the true individualist, fly fishing is like riding 
a bicycle. Once you have mastered the basics, you never forget. 
Casting, strategy and tactics, understanding the wily trout, landing 
a fish, tying knots and bug hunting are all covered in this fascinating 
course. Fishing on the Manningford Trout Fishery’s lakes, you will 
become competent at a skilled sport that you can enjoy for life. 

BADMINTON
TUTORS Geoff Mascall and Terry Robinson UKCC 
Level 2

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

396 1 ü £220

397 2 ü £220

Aero Badminton Club coaches, Geoff Mascall and Terry Robinson, 
lead this course. Both tutors specialise in helping players of all ages 
to begin their badminton journey in a relaxed and friendly manner. 
During the week, students can expect to improve their game 
knowledge and skill set, thereby increasing their confidence and 
game results in both friendly and competitive scenarios. Sessions 
will cover service techniques, court movement, shot selection, 
competitive play and deceptive shots. Rackets and shuttlecocks will 
be provided. 

MOUNTAIN BIKING FOR BEGINNERS: 
GUIDED RIDES 
TUTORS Margo George, Muddybacks (Week 1),  
Natalie Condon (Weeks 2 and 3)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

398 1 ü £235

399 2 ü £235

400 3 ü £235

This course is a lovely introduction to mountain biking. You will  
get to see some beautiful Wiltshire countryside on routes that  
do not require great technical skill, but will challenge you 
enough and allow you to build your confidence. You will 
go on five different rides, from the ancient wooded area of 
Savernake Forest and West Woods to the beautiful Wiltshire 
Downs. Before you begin your rides, you will receive some 
basic instruction on mountain biking and how to keep safe. By 
the end of the course, your fitness levels are bound to have 
improved and you will feel confident about going out on your 
own. Bikes can be hired from fixthebike.co.uk.

HORSE RIDING: BEGINNERS AND 
IMPROVERS
TUTORS Rein and Shine Equestrian Centre BHS 
Highly Commended

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

401 1 ü £430

This course caters for new riders as well as the more experienced. 
Each day, you will spend time with your horse for the week, 
grooming and tacking them up before riding for an hour and 
then finally untacking and washing the horse down. The course is 
designed to allow new riders to master the basics and for more 
experienced riders to hone and improve their techniques with the 
opportunity for some hacking on site. You will be split into groups 
of four according to your riding experience.

GOLF: BEGINNERS AND IMPROVERS 
TUTOR Claire Waite PGA Professional at Ogbourne 
Downs Golf Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

402 2 ü £260

Learning and developing the fundamentals of golf has never been 
easier than under the expert guidance of the Ogbourne Downs 
Golf Club resident PGA Professional. All aspects will be covered 
including set up, aim, grip, posture, swing and etiquette in a fun, 
but informative manner with the aim of enhancing your all round 
game. Golfers who the tutor feels demonstrate sufficient ability to 
cope with the demands of the course will also have opportunity to 
play a number of holes under supervision. Clubs can be provided, 
but please bring your own if possible. Golf shoes or flat rubber 
soled shoes are essential. You will be required to make your own 
way to and from the golf course. However, previous experience 
has shown that there is often scope for sharing transport. 

You re lucky to have such great 
tennis coaches The rapport between 
them was excellent and really 
added another level to the coaching 
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ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (C)
TUTOR Matt Gow and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

405 1 ü £225

406 2 ü £225

407 3 ü £225

408 4 ü £225

Would you like to have fun and meet people from all over the 
world while improving your English? Marlborough College provides 
an idyllic, picturesque environment for brushing up your English 
this summer. A team of experienced and highly qualified English 
language teachers will deliver the EFL courses. The General English 
Programme is perfect for combining with the many exciting 
activities on offer at Summer School. As well as extending your 
vocabulary and knowledge of grammar, you will have plenty of 
opportunities to build your confidence talking about different 
topics through communicative activities in a classroom setting.

FLY FISHING (C)
TUTOR Rob Doyle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

409 1 ü £340

410 2 ü £340

411 3 ü £340

412 4 ü £340

A country sport for the true individualist, fly fishing is like riding 
a bicycle. Once you have mastered the basics, you never forget. 
Casting, strategy and tactics, understanding the wily trout, landing 
a fish and tying knots are all covered in this fascinating course. 
Fishing on the Manningford Trout Fishery’s lakes, you will become 
competent at a skilled sport that you can take up again at any 
stage of your life. 

YOUNG CLAYSHOT (C)
TUTORS Barbury Shooting School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

413 1 ü £405

414 2 ü £405

415 3 ü £405

416 4 ü £405

Hosted at a local professional shooting school, this course caters 
for both beginners and shots that are more experienced. Taught 
in small groups, the course covers all aspects of safe gun handling 
before coaching and practice begins. By the end of the week, you 
will be shooting a wide variety of targets including driven, crossing 
and going away targets. There will also be an opportunity to shoot 
a variety of fixed targets using .22 air rifles. The climax of the 
course will be a team flush competition on the final day.

YOUNG CHEFS’ ACADEMY
TUTORS Vaughan’s Kitchen Cookery School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

417 1 ü £330

418 2 ü £330

419 3 ü £330

420 4 ü £330

Designed to give you confidence and competence in the kitchen, 
this course will help you create tasty and delicious dishes and 
have some fun at the same time. Your tutors hope to prove that 
cooking can be enjoyable and relaxing, rather than a chore. The 
course will be suitable for all levels of ability, as the group size is 
small while the experience of the tutors is huge. Each year, the 
programme of recipes and challenges changes as many previous 
students return for more. Good food makes people happy and the 
greatest joy of this course is that all the outcomes are edible!

MARTIAL ARTS FOR ALL (C)
TUTOR Richard Herbert, Phoenix Martial Arts

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

421 1 ü £215

422 2 ü £215

423 3 ü £215

424 4 ü £215

This intensive course is for those who wish to gain experience 
in the martial arts and is suitable for complete beginners, in 
addition to challenging the more experienced martial artist. 
Throughout the week, you will learn the striking, kicking and 
blocking techniques of the martial arts. You will cover traditional 
patterns, the anti-bullying and self-defence principles of awareness, 
avoidance and resolution and experience the use of traditional 
weapons. Finally, you will end with the skills to break boards. This 
is always one of the highlights of the week and achieved by all 
those on previous courses. 

DANCE FUSION (C)
TUTORS Vicki Plomer (Week 1),  
Zoe Humphries (Week 2), Emily Gibbs (Week 3)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

425 1 ü £220

426 2 ü £220

427 3 ü £220

Dance Fusion offers a challenging, high-energy week. You will 
experience a variety of different dance styles, including street 
dance, contemporary and commercial jazz. Throughout the 
course, you will have the opportunity to produce a piece of 
choreography that you will perform at the end of the week in 
Court. No previous experience is required, just lots of energy and 
enthusiasm for dance.

Teenagers
A Parental Approval Form must be completed prior to arrival for all young people aged 17 and under – please see page 131.

Courses marked [C] indicate combined courses for both Teenagers and Young Adventurers.

ages 13 17
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JEWELLERY MAKING FOR BEGINNERS 
TUTOR Rachel Smith

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

428 1 ü £265

429 2 ü £265

Are you interested in designing and making your own jewellery? 
On this course, you will enjoy creating your own unique pieces 
for yourself, as a gift or for a special occasion. You will discover 
a variety of techniques in the art of jewellery making and will 
complete projects each day to take home, including a single strand 
necklace, earrings, a Kumihimo bracelet and a wire wrapped 
crystal or button ring. All levels are welcome and no previous 
experience is required.

DRAMA AND PERFORMANCE SKILLS FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE (C)
TUTOR John Williams

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

430 1 ü £215

431 3 ü £215

This course aims to develop performance skills using a variety 
of techniques where imagination and teamwork will provide 
an excellent outlet for creativity as well as boosting your 
confidence and self-esteem. You will enjoy exploring voice 
work, improvisation skills, working with masks and performing 
Shakespeare.

NEW HENNA ART FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Morilie Taiwo

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

432 3 ü £235

Have you ever been intrigued by the beautiful art of henna? 
Do you fancy having a go at this intricate art form yourself ? 
Henna Art for Beginners is a fun and interesting course for 
anyone, even if you feel you are not artistic or creative. The 
tutor will guide you to create your own art, starting simple and 
developing into sophisticated shapes and patterns. The course 
will cover the history and culture of henna, types of bridal 
henna and henna for different occasions. Using templates, you 
will create your own designs as well as learning how to mix 
different mediums with henna and create portraits for display. 

NEW MOSAIC MAGIC
TUTOR Karen Wones

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

433 1 ü £265

Are you inspired by colour and design, but somewhat terrified of 
art? In this introductory mosaic course, you will choose an image 
and learn how to design and make it into a beautiful piece of art to 
take home. Various images and example mosaics will be available 
to inspire you. The tutor will also provide all tools and materials, 
including beautiful glass and ceramic tiles. You will be amazed at 
what you can produce. However, be warned, mosaic making can 
be addictive!

TEENAGE OUTDOOR ADVENTURES
TUTORS Paul Webb BA (Hons) ML BCU Level 2  
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

434 1 ü £225

435 1 ü £225

436 2 ü £225

437 2 ü £225

438 3 ü £225

439 3 ü £225

440 4 ü £225

441 4 ü £225

Enjoy a variety of adventurous activities, including raft building 
and canoeing, climbing on the College’s indoor climbing wall, 
the Swamp Challenge, team building tasks and a large inflatable 
obstacle course. The final day will feature a range of challenges, 
which will be your team’s last chance to earn extra time to 
compete in The Crystal Dome. The team who collect the most 
gold pieces while in the Dome wins! All activities will take place 
within the extensive College grounds, supervised by qualified and 
experienced instructors ensuring maximum enjoyment and safety. 
No experience is necessary. However, a positive attitude and a 
willingness to get involved will increase the fun and enjoyment. 
Please bring a change of clothes, spare footwear, towel and a 
water bottle each day.

TENNIS
TUTORS Martin Wright LTA CCA Performance Coach 
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

442 1 ü £215

443 2 ü £215

444 3 ü £215

445 4 ü £215

A professional team of LTA qualified coaches will lead this course, 
which caters for tennis players of all abilities. Whatever your 
needs, the coaches will assess your game, teach you in small 
groups of similar ability, work on your faults and improve them 
both technically and tactically. At all levels, the emphasis will be on 
enjoyment while improving. There will be a fun tournament at the 
end of the week.

PRO-BALLERS BASKETBALL CAMP
TUTOR Matt Analts, University of Bath

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

446 1 ü £225

447 2 ü £225

448 3 ü £225

449 4 ü £225

This course, led by an ex-Bristol Academy Flyer and University of 
Bath Head Coach, will assess your existing ability and teach the 
basic and more advanced skills required in the game of basketball. 
The tutor will cover dribbling, footwork, shooting, attacking and 
defensive play. Each day will have a skill focus followed by a game 
to finish. You will receive your own basketball and prizes will be 
on offer on Competition Day. Regardless of your experience, this 
will be a rewarding week of basketball incorporating fun, skills, 
teamwork, game play and competitions. ON TARGET (C)

TUTOR Sid Vincent 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

450 1 ü £250

451 2 ü £250

452 3 ü £250

453 4 ü £250

This course introduces a variety of shooting activities for the 
budding marksman, including archery, clay pigeon, air rifle  
shooting and an afternoon of paintball over a testing outdoor 
course. A tournament on the last day will determine the best  
shot of the week.

BIG ART 
TUTOR Tom McGlinchey

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

454 1 ü £225

455 2 ü £225

456 3 ü £225

457 4 ü £225

Explore your creativity and have fun experimenting with new 
methods of drawing, painting, sculpture, land art, mixed media and 
mural. Planned and delivered by experienced artists and tutors, 
this course will allow you to react to the local area, play with 
natural and recycled materials and learn new techniques. You will 
have the chance to engage audiences with your artistic responses. 
Both individual projects and collaborative group work will feature 
in this diverse and immersive experience. 

NEW SKILLS FOR THEATRE AND 
PERFORMANCE
TUTORS Bonnie Brasier-Dinning (Weeks 1 and 2),  
Kate Pasco (Weeks 3 and 4)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

458 1 ü £225

459 2 ü £225

460 3 ü £225

461 4 ü £225

This course is a fun and playful introduction to diverse elements 
of performance and exploring your own creative ideas through 
new techniques and expressive skills. You will learn and play 
with improvisation, stage combat, movement and dance, 
text based work, comedy and using your voice and breath, 
depending on your group’s needs and aspirations. Become 
confident on stage and performing as you acquire tools for 
physical performance, be playful with your movement and feel 
safe to develop your own ideas. You will work in a small group 
to devise performances and develop your ensemble skills in a 
silly and joyful environment.

Sid was great 
Lots of variety and 
challenging exercises
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FENCING FOR BEGINNERS (C)
TUTOR Alan Knowles BSc Fencing Instructor

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

462 1 ü £215

463 2 ü £215

464 3 ü £215

465 4 ü £215

Come and try your hand at fencing, one of the first sports played 
at the modern Olympics. In the age of chivalry, duelling was 
favoured as a method of settling matters of honour due to its 
grace and simplicity. These remain two of the most attractive 
aspects of the sport today. It is also very rewarding, developing 
all-round fitness, flexibility of movement, stamina, mental agility, 
coordination, balance and self-confidence. Above all, it is great fun!

PHOTOGRAPH LIKE THE PROFESSIONALS
TUTOR Pete Davies

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

466 1 ü £245

467 4 ü £245

Get into the creative mood this summer with an all-singing,  
all-dancing photography week. Expert tuition from a professional 
photographer will reveal how to take perfect photos to impress 
friends and family alike. The aim of the course is to get you 
snapping away just like the professionals, discovering the joy and 
sheer variety of digital photography. It will be an action packed 
week, which promises to keep you engaged while teaching you 
something new.

STAY ALIVE SURVIVAL
TUTORS Ed Plank and Team, Oxenwood Outdoor  
Education Centre

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

468 1 ü £225

469 4 ü £225

What would you do if things went wrong and you found yourself 
in a survival situation? Would you know how to locate your next 
meal, cook it, keep warm or find a dry place to sleep? Learn how 
to deal with an unexpected emergency using whatever comes to 
hand and how to survive being lost or stranded in the wilderness 
with only the contents of your pockets. You will discover how to 
improvise shelter, make and manage fire, methods of catching and 
cooking game, how to cross rivers and safely use bushcraft tools, 
such as an axe, knife and saw.

NEW LEARN TO PLAY POLO
TUTOR The Cotswold Polo Academy

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

613 1 ü £895

614 4 ü £895

The Cotswold Polo Academy is a dynamic polo school based at 
the renowned Cirencester Park Polo Club amid 3,000 acres of 
parkland and offering one of the highest levels of polo in the UK. 
They specialise in introducing polo to all levels of rider and all 
age groups. All coaches are HPA (Hurlingham Polo Association) 
accredited and the school is proud to be part of the HPA 
Development Programme, which nurtures several of the UKs 
rising stars. There are many aspects to polo, including strategy  
and rules, honing your riding skills, balance and developing your 
hand eye coordination skills. You will be guided through each 
transition from mounting a wooden horse and holding a polo 
stick for the very first time to instructional chukkas and finally 
introduction tournaments.

NEW JOURNALISM FOR TEENAGERS
TUTOR Tony Padman

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

470 1 ü £215

If you want to write for your school newspaper or magazine, 
are thinking of studying journalism at university or considering 
a career in the media, then this course is for you. You will 
gain all the skills you need to report, write and edit news and 
features just like real journalists, along with a range of tips and 
tricks to get your stories into shape. Practical and fun, you will 
enjoy finding stories, interviewing people, attending the editor’s 
meeting, writing up your stories to a deadline and seeing how 
newspapers and magazines are put together.

NEW DUNGEONS AND DRAGONS 
TUTOR Samuel Cheung

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

617 1 ü £225

Learning through play, especially with Dungeons and Dragons and 
Tabletop Roleplaying Games, is becoming increasingly recognised 
as a powerful tool in education, therapy and learning social skills. 
During this course, you will begin working through elements of 
storytelling, worldbuilding, critical thinking, problem solving and 
tactical play, before enjoying a structured game with analysis and 
feedback.

GUIDED CROSS-COUNTRY MOUNTAIN 
BIKING 
TUTOR Gary Bruce MIAS Level 2,  
Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

471 2 ü £235

472 3 ü £235

473 3 ü £235

This course is an ideal introduction to mountain biking in the 
beautiful Wiltshire Downs. The highly experienced tutor will 
lead you on some fantastic trails through some stunning scenery, 
including Savernake Forest, West Woods, Tan Hill Way and, of 
course, the Ridgeway. You will also spend time learning some basic 
technical mountain biking skills and guidance to get you back on 
your bike in the event of a mechanical breakdown or a puncture. 
By the end of the course, you will feel confident going out on your 
bike. Bikes can be hired from fixthebike.co.uk. 

MAKING A FILM
TUTOR Nigel Wattis BAFTA Winner

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

474 2 ü £220

475 3 ü £220

The BAFTA winning director returns with his ever-popular 
filmmaking course. If you have never made a film before, this is 
where to start. If you already make films, this course will help you 
make them better. Use your imagination and learn new skills while 
making a film, from writing the script, acting and shooting, through 
to the final cut. This course is a brilliant way to have fun, learn 
industry secrets and insider tips as well as getting to grips with the 
basics. There will also be technical guidance in camera operation 
and editing. By the end of the week, you will have a copy of your 
film to take home.

THE AMBITIOUS ARTIST
TUTOR Juliet Fooks ND BA PGCE

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

476 2 ü £245

The tutor returns with her classical art course, adapted into five 
workshops to include the theory of art history, coupled with the 
practical application of materials using various techniques. All levels 
of ability are encouraged to join this friendly group. The media 
explored will include pastels, paints, inks and collage. All aspects of 
this course aim to further your skills as an artist.

FOOTBALL (C)
TUTORS Brad Carter, Swindon Town Football Club  
in the Community

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

477 2 ü £230

478 3 ü £230

During this course, you will learn more advanced skills and 
techniques of football along with positional play. The sessions 
will be similar to those you find at a professional football club 
and will include a warm up, a technical section moving onto skills 
before finishing with a small sided match. Your tutors will focus on 
attacking and defensive play in matches and encourage you to try 
new skills and express yourself when playing The Beautiful Game. 
You will also have the chance to enjoy an afternoon at Wiltshire’s 
largest 18 hole football golf course.

Fencing is great   
I learnt a lot with Alan 

FASHION, TEXTILES AND 3D DESIGN
TUTOR Laura Rothenburg

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

479 2 ü £240

480 3 ü £240

What happens when you combine fashion with textiles? An 
explosion of colour and techniques. In this unique course, you will 
develop your own fashion design and use sewing machines and 
hand stitching skills to attach textile details. You will manipulate 
the fabrics into 3D form, using soft sculpting or piecing to bring 
your ideas to life. There will also be a chance to use piping, Italian 
quilting, patchwork, pleating and more to create a fashion piece 
ready for the catwalk.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY: ALL YOU NEED 
TO KNOW
TUTOR Juan José Lopez

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

481 2 ü £220

482 3 ü £220

This course will suit those who have an interest in music 
technology, including musicians wanting to make their own 
records at home and those who, having had some experience 
with music technology, want to bring the quality of their 
recordings up to a professional standard. While this will be a 
practical course, you will develop a working understanding of 
sound and music creation and how to channel this into a digital 
audio workstation to create professional sounding multitrack 
recordings. You will gain general knowledge that will help in  
all kinds of music making settings, such as stage, studio  
and rehearsals.
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COOKING FOR UNIVERSITY:  
A SURVIVAL GUIDE
TUTORS Vaughan’s Kitchen Cookery School 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

492 4 ü £330

When you leave home to travel, work or go to university, you 
discover that tasty meals do not just appear on the table by magic! 
This course will provide all the knowledge, skills and techniques 
required to rustle up tasty, nutritious meals and treats. All the 
dishes you prepare will be quick and easy to make with minimal 
equipment to hand and on a limited budget. By the end of the 
week, you will have some versatile recipes in your head so that 
you can create a variety of delicious dishes without needing a 
recipe book. 

INTRODUCTION TO WATER POLO (C)
TUTOR Andy Hicks, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

484 3 ü £215

485 4 ü £215

Water polo is an Olympic sport played since the 1900s. This 
course, taught by an experienced coach, caters for water polo 
players of all abilities. The only requirement is that you must be a 
competent swimmer able to swim at least 50 metres. Throughout 
the week, you will cover a variety of skills, which will improve your 
game play from passing, speed, agility, defending and shooting.

MIXED MEDIA ART
TUTOR Martina Markich BA (Hons) 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

486 3 ü £230

487 4 ü £230

This mixed media art course will give you the opportunity to paint, 
draw, create collages and prints and give you an understanding 
of the basic elements of art. You will be encouraged to use 
a sketchbook as a visual diary, use different materials such as 
paints, charcoal, pastels and inks and discover different styles and 
techniques. The wide range of projects will be structured, but at 
the same time give you the freedom to generate your own ideas 
and develop them in your own direction. This course is inspiring 
for anyone who wants to develop his or her art skills.

NEW GAMES AND ANIMATION 
CODING: LEARN TO CODE  
VIDEO GAMES
TUTOR Manny Athwal, School of Coding

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

488 3 ü £225

489 4 ü £225

Coding is a skill of the future and in 15 years from now, not 
knowing how to code will be like not knowing how to read or 
write. In this course, you will learn the fundamentals of coding 
and you will build your own games to take away with you.  
A tutor from School of Coding, the UK’s largest coding 
educator, will deliver the course. He holds a Master’s in 
cybersecurity and an undergraduate degree in Computer 
Science. This is a complete course in games and animation 
coding so no previous experience is required. Laptops and  
USB Flash Drives will be provided.

URBAN DANCE: STREET AND 
DANCEHALL (C)
TUTOR Morilie Taiwo

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

490 4 ü £215

Do you love to dance? Do you watch music videos and your 
favourite YouTubers and think, ‘I wish I could dance like them’? If 
so, Dancehall, Urban and Street Dance is exactly what you need. 
This course mixes various different dance styles frequently seen 
on TV and in music videos such as afrobeat, dancehall, hip-hop and 
street. You will get a chance to create your own routine, produce 
a music video and participate in an end of course performance. 
Taught by an experienced dancer, the course will be fun, friendly 
and filled with great music. Even if you think you cannot dance, as 
long as you have plenty of energy and are willing to give it a good 
go, you are set to have the best week ever. 

GOLF: BEGINNERS AND IMPROVERS
TUTOR Claire Waite PGA Professional at Ogbourne 
Downs Golf Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

491 4 ü £260

This will be a fun and informative week of learning all aspects 
of the game at Ogbourne Downs Golf Club under the expert 
guidance of a PGA Professional. The tutor will demonstrate a 
clear and simple routine of the fundamental basics to enable all 
budding young golfers to achieve consistent striking of the golf ball. 
This course will set you up to enjoy playing golf and understand 
the different types of shots required during a round. Clubs can be 
provided. However, please bring your own if possible. Golf shoes 
or flat rubber soled shoes are required.

5 O’CLOCK CLUB
Fun Activities for Teenagers and Young Adventurers
Every weekday evening, starting at 5pm, we have an exciting activity for our 9 to 17 
year olds. Youngsters will be grouped according to age, where necessary. 

Resident Teenagers and Young Adventurers can participate in the 5 O’Clock Club for free, while for non-residents the 
cost is just £5 per session Monday to Thursday and £10 on Friday. 

Here is an example of what you can expect. 

Monday: Nerf Wars

Will you be the last one standing in our Fortnite  
inspired Nerf Wars?

Tuesday: Jailbreak

Find the clues, collect the evidence and capture the  
criminal (one of our tutors!) to win some fab prizes.

Wednesday: Slip n’Slide

Race down the huge waterslide, but watch out for  
the foam shooter!

Thursday: Capture the Flag

Bring back the enemy team’s flag, but try not to get 
yourself captured!

Friday: BBQ and Disco

Meet up with your new Summer School friends. There will 
also be a tuck shop and plenty of UV paint and glow sticks 
to help get the party started! 

NEW CRIME SCENE DETECTIVES
TUTOR Kate Gaskin

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

621 2 ü £245

622 3 ü £245

Have you ever wondered what it is like to be a real detective? 
What does it take? Could you investigate a crime? This course 
offers you an opportunity to find out as you spend a whole week 
immersed in hands-on forensic investigation. It will take you on 
a unique and interactive journey delivered by a former Scotland 
Yard detective in a fun and engaging way. As well as discovering 
how to take and dust for fingerprints, photofits and footprints, you 
will become an expert in blood spatters and ballistics and even 
acquire special detective lock picking skills! This exciting week will 
conclude with a full-blown crime scene investigation.

HORSE RIDING: BEGINNERS AND 
IMPROVERS
TUTORS Rein and Shine Equestrian Centre BHS 
Highly Commended

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

483 2 ü £400

With a new challenge each day, you will learn more about the 
horse world and your pony for the week. This course is suitable 
for new riders and supports them in learning the basics as well as 
catering for more experienced riders who wish to have fun and 
further improve their technique. The tutors at Rein and Shine can 
offer mounted games, show jumping and riding on grass and will 
encourage you to become as independent as possible and build a 
bond with your pony.
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In 2021, we are once again excited to bring together international teenagers  
from all over the world to learn English, explore their creativity and challenge  
themselves in a safe and inspiring environment. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO BOOK VISIT MCSEC.CO.UK

The years of a young person’s life from the ages of 12 to 17 are a time of great 
change and development. Our truly unique courses are committed to helping 
students navigate this exciting and sometimes challenging period of their lives  
in a positive and enriching way. 

MORNING TUITION
The School of English and Culture provides two options for morning classes.
•  Open English offers students the chance to focus on language skills while  

growing in confidence and learning about the world around them. Aside from 
conversation, grammar and comprehension they will have the opportunity 
to express themselves through English and subsequently develop a deeper 
relationship with the language. 

•  Open Minds helps students grow in confidence and learn about the world  
around them through active, creative discovery and group work underpinned by 
up-to-date social, philosophical, environmental and artistic practice. This course is 
open to high or native-level English speakers who are curious and inquisitive and 
want to challenge themselves to develop their critical-thinking skills and creativity. 

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES
Throughout the afternoon, our students have the opportunity to come together 
with young people attending the wider Summer School. 
Each week, students choose to participate in one of the fantastic afternoon 
teenagers’ courses detailed in this brochure or at mcsec.co.uk.

Course fees include morning courses, afternoon courses, all excursions, all meals, drinks and refreshments, accommodation,  
transfers (from selected UK airports) and laundry. Insurance and pocket money are not included.

School of English  
    and Culture

SAMPLE TWO-WEEK EVENING AND WEEKEND ACTIVITIES PROGRAMME

Day Week 1 Week 2

Monday Creative Explosion and Drama Games ‘Escape your Fate’ Exit Strategy Game

Tuesday ‘VIP Game’ Immersive Challenges ‘Play in a Night’ performances

Wednesday Student Option Evening - choose from  
activities such as Climbing, Creative Writing, Baking,  

Life Drawing and Yoga and Meditation.

Student Option Evening - choose from  
activities such as Climbing, Creative Writing, Baking,  

Life Drawing and Yoga and Meditation.

Thursday Workshop and Special Guest Performance Murder Mystery Night

Friday Travel to Pembrokeshire Coast  
National Park, Wales

Awards Night and Masked Ball

Saturday Outdoor Adventures and Evening Campfire Departure Day / Bowling Trip

Sunday Morning Beach Trip and  
Return to Marlborough

New Arrivals / Waterslide, Sports  
and Welcome BBQ

COURSE FEES

Two Week Course Sunday 11 July to Saturday 24 July £3,200

Two Week Course Sunday 25 July to Saturday 7 August £3,200

Four Week Course Sunday 11 July to Saturday 7 August £6,295

EVENING AND  
WEEKEND ACTIVITIES 
The confidence and enthusiasm for learning that 
students have been acquiring in the classroom will 
develop further in the natural environment, or in  
other challenging and thought-provoking situations.  
As with the course as a whole, evenings and  
weekends are a mix of adventure, exploration, 
creativity and culture.
•  In the first fortnight, students will take a trip to 

the beautiful Wye Valley. After spending the day 
canoeing down the river Wye, they will enjoy an 
evening around the campfire before settling down  
for the night in tents.

•  In the final fortnight, students will have a weekend  
of adventures on the Pembrokeshire Coast in  
Wales. Activities will include climbing, kayaking, 
surfing and coasteering. 
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ENGLISH AS A FOREIGN LANGUAGE (C)
TUTOR Matt Gow and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

405 1 ü £225

406 2 ü £225

407 3 ü £225

408 4 ü £225

Would you like to have fun and meet people from all over the 
world while improving your English? Marlborough College provides 
an idyllic, picturesque environment for brushing up your English 
this summer. A team of experienced and highly qualified English 
language teachers will deliver the EFL courses. The General English 
Programme is perfect for combining with the many exciting 
activities on offer at Summer School. As well as extending your 
vocabulary and knowledge of grammar, you will have plenty of 
opportunities to build your confidence talking about different 
topics through communicative activities in a classroom setting.

FLY FISHING (C)
TUTOR Rob Doyle

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

409 1 ü £340

410 2 ü £340

411 3 ü £340

412 4 ü £340

A country sport for the true individualist, fly fishing is like riding 
a bicycle. Once you have mastered the basics, you never forget. 
Casting, strategy and tactics, understanding the wily trout, landing 
a fish and tying knots are all covered in this fascinating course. 
Fishing on the Manningford Trout Fishery’s lakes, you will become 
competent at a skilled sport that you can take up again at any 
stage of your life. 

YOUNG CLAYSHOT (C)
TUTORS Barbury Shooting School

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

413 1 ü £405

414 2 ü £405

415 3 ü £405

416 4 ü £405

Hosted at a local professional shooting school, this course caters 
for both beginners and shots that are more experienced. Taught 
in small groups, the course covers all aspects of safe gun handling 
before coaching and practice begins. By the end of the week, you 
will be shooting a wide variety of targets, including driven, crossing 
and going away targets. There will also be an opportunity to shoot 
a variety of fixed targets using .22 air rifles. The climax of the 
course will be a team flush competition on the final day.

MARTIAL ARTS FOR ALL (C)
TUTOR Richard Herbert, Phoenix Martial Arts

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

421 1 ü £215

422 2 ü £215

423 3 ü £215

424 4 ü £215

This intensive course is for those who wish to gain experience 
in the martial arts and is suitable for complete beginners, in 
addition to challenging the more experienced martial artist. 
Throughout the week, you will learn the striking, kicking and 
blocking techniques of the martial arts. You will cover traditional 
patterns, the anti-bullying and self-defence principles of awareness, 
avoidance and resolution and experience the use of traditional 
weapons. Finally, you will end with the skills to break boards. This 
is always one of the highlights of the week and achieved by all 
those on previous courses. 

MULTI-SPORT
TUTOR Matt Analts, University of Bath

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

493 1 ü £225

494 2 ü £225

495 3 ü £225

496 4 ü £225

On this Multi-Sport course, you will not only take part in many 
different activities, but you will also receive guidance to improve 
your knowledge and skills around each sport. With the emphasis 
on fun, this course will have something for everyone. Just some 
of the sports included are Basketball, Badminton, Kwik Cricket, 
Football, Tennis, Ultimate Frisbee and Water Polo. 

Young
Adventurers9 12ages

A Parental Approval Form must be completed prior to arrival  

for all young people aged 17 and under – please see page 131.

Courses marked [C] indicate combined courses for both  

Teenagers and Young Adventurers.

Matt had real engagement 
with the kids and gave 
coaching appropriate to their 
skills and interests with a 
great sense of enjoyment
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DANCE FUSION (C)
TUTORS Vicki Plomer (Week 1),  
Zoe Humphries (Week 2), Emily Gibbs (Week 3)

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

425 1 ü £220

426 2 ü £220

427 3 ü £220

Dance Fusion offers a challenging, high-energy week. You will 
experience a variety of different dance styles, including street 
dance, contemporary and commercial jazz. Throughout the 
course, you will have the opportunity to produce a piece of 
choreography that you will perform at the end of the week in 
Court. No previous experience is required, just lots of energy and 
enthusiasm for dance.

HORSE RIDING: BEGINNERS AND 
IMPROVERS
TUTORS Rein and Shine Equestrian Centre BHS 
Highly Commended

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

497 1 ü £390

498 2 ü £390

Many students return to Rein and Shine each year because they 
love the fun and friendly environment as well as the variety of 
ponies and activities. With a new challenge each day, you will 
learn more about the horse world and your pony for the week. 
Beginners will focus on learning about and riding their pony, while 
the more experienced riders may have the opportunity to take 
part in some show jumping. There will also be fun gymkhana 
games with rosettes awarded for personal improvement.

DRAMA AND PERFORMANCE SKILLS FOR 
YOUNG PEOPLE (C)
TUTOR John Williams

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

430 1 ü £215

431 3 ü £215

This course aims to develop performance skills using a variety 
of techniques where imagination and teamwork will provide 
an excellent outlet for creativity as well as boosting your 
confidence and self-esteem. You will enjoy exploring voice 
work, improvisation skills, working with masks and performing 
Shakespeare.

ADVENTURES IN CLAY
TUTOR Jacqui Melhuish BA (Hons) Illustration

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

499 1 ü £240

500 3 ü £240

Clay is a wonderful material that you can mould into almost any 
shape. Each day, your tutor will introduce you to a new technique 
and encourage you to make a series of small pieces to take home 
at the end of the week. This course is suitable for anyone who 
would like to learn a new skill.

NEW POETRY WRITING AND 
PERFORMANCE SKILLS
TUTOR Debra Bertulis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

501 1 ü £215

Whether you already love writing poetry or are a complete 
novice, this relaxed and friendly course is for all types of writer  
and gives you the opportunity to create your own special 
poem. A published poet and performance teacher, your tutor 
has nurtured hundreds of young people in schools to create 
and love poetry. You will learn to write your best work then 
discover performance tricks to bring those words to life, either 
on your own or in a group. Rhyming, non-rhyming, funny or 
sad, it is your choice. Poetry has no rules! You will boost your 
vocabulary, boost your self-confidence and have fun. At the end 
of the course, there will be an option to perform your work to 
family in the Showcase Finale. 

TENNIS
TUTORS Martin Wright LTA CCA Performance Coach 
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

502 1 ü £215

503 1 ü £215

504 2 ü £215

505 2 ü £215

506 3 ü £215

507 3 ü £215

508 4 ü £215

509 4 ü £215

A professional team of LTA qualified coaches will lead this course, 
which caters for tennis players of all abilities. Whatever your 
needs, the coaches will assess your game, teach you in small 
groups of similar ability, work on your faults and improve them 
both technically and tactically. At all levels, the emphasis will be on 
enjoyment while improving. There will be a fun tournament at the 
end of the week.

OUTDOOR ADVENTURERS 
TUTORS Paul Webb BA (Hons) ML BCU Level 2  
and Team

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

510 1 ü £225

511 1 ü £225

512 2 ü £225

513 2 ü £225

514 3 ü £225

515 3 ü £225

516 4 ü £225

517 4 ü £225

Enjoy a variety of adventurous activities, including raft building 
and canoeing, climbing on the College’s indoor climbing wall, 
the Swamp Challenge, team building tasks and a large inflatable 
obstacle course. The final day will feature a range of challenges, 
which will be your team’s last chance to earn extra time to 
compete in The Crystal Dome. The team who collect the most 
gold pieces while in the Dome wins! All activities will take place 
within the extensive College grounds, supervised by qualified and 
experienced instructors ensuring maximum enjoyment and safety. 
No experience is necessary. However, a positive attitude and a 
willingness to get involved will increase the fun and enjoyment. 
Please bring a change of clothes, spare footwear, towel and a 
water bottle each day.

MIXED MEDIA FOR YOUNG ARTISTS
TUTOR Martina Markich BA (Hons) 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

518 1 ü £230

519 1 ü £230

This mixed media art course will give you the opportunity to paint, 
draw, create collages and prints and give you an understanding 
of the basic elements of art. You will be encouraged to use 
a sketchbook as a visual diary, use different materials such as 
paints, charcoal, pastels and inks and discover different styles and 
techniques. The wide range of projects will be structured, but at 
the same time give you the freedom to generate your own ideas 
and develop them in your own direction. This course is inspiring 
for anyone who wants to develop his or her art skills.

ON TARGET (C)
TUTOR Sid Vincent 

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

450 1 ü £250

451 2 ü £250

452 3 ü £250

453 4 ü £250

This course introduces a variety of shooting activities for the 
budding marksman, including archery, clay pigeon, air rifle  
shooting and an afternoon of paintball over a testing outdoor 
course. A tournament on the last day will determine the best  
shot of the week.

I really enjoyed learning 
something new with Jacqui 
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FENCING FOR BEGINNERS (C)
TUTOR Alan Knowles BSc Fencing Instructor

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

462 1 ü £215

463 2 ü £215

464 3 ü £215

465 4 ü £215

Come and try your hand at fencing, one of the first sports played 
at the modern Olympics. In the age of chivalry, duelling was 
favoured as a method of settling matters of honour due to its 
grace and simplicity. These remain two of the most attractive 
aspects of the sport today. It is also very rewarding, developing 
all-round fitness, flexibility of movement, stamina, mental agility, 
coordination, balance and self-confidence. Above all, it is great fun!

NEW CREATING WITH MOSAICS
TUTOR Anna Burzec

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

520 1 ü £255

521 3 ü £255

During this course, you will learn a variety of techniques using 
different bases and materials, including beads, jewellery, millefiori, 
shiny glass and vintage china. You will create several small mosaics 
to give as gifts or take home with you. You may wish to bring along 
items that inspire you and will help to make your pieces special. 
There will also be the opportunity to design bracelets, brooches, 
pendants or rings. 

NEW AROUND THE WORLD IN 
FIVE CUISINES: BRAZILIAN, THAI, 
MOROCCAN, SOUTH AFRICAN AND  
A GREAT BRITISH BAKE OFF
TUTOR Meliny Tim, The Kitchen Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

522 1 ü £270

523 4 ü £270

Grab your passport, pack your adventure taste buds and let’s go 
cooking ‘around the world’. Throughout the week, you will learn 
to cook a starter, main and side dish from five different cuisines. 
You will also learn where different foods come from, knife skills, 
cooking techniques, including how to cook to maintain the health 
benefits of fresh ingredients, and how food works in our bodies. 
By the end of the week’s taste journey, you are bound to have 
some favourite recipes that will follow you for years to come and 
help you eat well for life. 

NEW CRICKET FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Wayne Pascall

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

524 1 ü £225

525 4 ü £225

On the Cricket for Beginners course, you will explore how 
you learn and how this can help you play better and have 
more fun. Your tutors will provide the structure and the safe 
environment to accelerate your learning process. They will give 
you direction on what to pay attention to, and offer stimulating 
and challenging drills and activities to grow new skills and help 
you embark on your cricketing journey. You will learn the 
importance of repetition, not only in the technical elements of 
hitting, bowling, catching and throwing, but also for focus and 
patience. Full protective kit is not required.

YOGA FOR YOUNG ADVENTURERS
TUTOR Lindsay Faber

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

526 1 ü £215

Young people are more flexible and agile than adults, so the earlier 
you can begin yoga, the more benefits you will gain. Yoga helps 
you by enhancing concentration, increasing flexibility and balance, 
improving general wellbeing and relaxing your mind. This course 
will also help to instil confidence and self-esteem through yoga 
games and activities. 

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
TUTOR Debra Bertulis

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

527 1 ü £215

Calling all budding actors! Improvisation means, ‘thinking on your 
feet’. Are you feeling intrigued? Then, come and have fun learning 
the skills of improvisation with a Speech and Drama tutor. You will 
learn the relevance of dialogue, movement, vocal tone and setting 
the scene. Create a piece of drama using your own ideas and your 
own talent or join a group and create together. There is just one 
catch. You only have three minutes to create a beginning, middle 
and end to your story! Are you ready for the challenge?

Our granddaughter 
loved every moment 
of Debra s course 
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STAY ALIVE SURVIVAL
TUTORS Ed Plank and Team, Oxenwood Outdoor 
Education Centre

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

535 2 ü £215

536 3 ü £215

Could you fend for yourself without any home comforts? How 
would you get on if you were lost or stranded in unknown 
territory? Get to grips with a few vital survival skills that could keep 
you alive and get you home in one piece. Learn how to prepare 
yourself for the unexpected, find water and make it safe, prepare 
and cook game, build a shelter, make fires for warmth and cooking 
and live in harmony with nature. You will also learn how to make 
distress signals for rescue or to navigate your way home.

NEW BUILDING RESILIENCE TO THRIVE 
IN LIFE
TUTOR Hugo Shephard

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

623 2 ü £230

624 4 ü £230

This invaluable course will help you to face challenges, handle 
mistakes, deal with adversity and thrive in an everchanging world. 
The tutor believes that developing resilience is one of the most 
effective ways of helping young people thrive at school, home 
and beyond. When combined with a growth mindset, you can 
learn to push yourself outside of your comfort zone, embrace 
new experiences, challenges and persevere in areas that might 
not normally be your strength. Understanding that intelligence 
and ability are not predetermined and that mistakes can help you 
learn, will have a huge impact on the way you approach life in 
and outside of the classroom. Taking risks, dealing with setbacks 
and pushing yourself to achieve more are all outcomes that can 
positively impact your education and attainment.

BEGINNERS HARP
TUTOR Ruth Faber ARCM

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

537 2 ü £260

The harp is one of the most ancient, beautiful and versatile 
instruments. This is your chance to learn the basic principles of 
harp playing, some simple solo pieces and some fun ensembles 
with one of the UK’s most experienced harp tutors. You will be 
provided with a lever harp and no previous knowledge of music is 
necessary. Simply bring plenty of enthusiasm!

COLOUR TASTIC 
TUTOR Juliet Fooks ND BA PGCE

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

538 2 ü £245

This fun, inspiring course aims to develop and stimulate creativity 
through art and design. During the week, you will express yourself 
using multimedia, including pencils, pastels, paints, inks and collage. 
This will be an extremely valuable course for those wishing to 
develop their artistic talents. 

AROUND THE WORLD IN FIVE CUISINES: 
FRENCH, CHINESE, CARIBBEAN, 
AMERICAN AND ENGLISH HIGH TEA
TUTOR Meliny Tim, The Kitchen Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

539 2 ü £270

Grab your passport, pack your adventure taste buds and let’s go 
cooking ‘around the world’. Throughout the week, you will learn 
to cook a starter, main and side dish from five different cuisines. 
You will also learn where different foods come from, knife skills, 
cooking techniques, including how to cook to maintain the health 
benefits of fresh ingredients, and how food works in our bodies. 
By the end of the week’s taste journey, you are bound to have 
some favourite recipes that will follow you for years to come and 
help you eat well for life. 

SUMMER PONY CAMP
TUTORS Rein and Shine Equestrian Centre BHS 
Highly Commended

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

540 3 ü £480

541 4 ü £480

Summer Pony Camp is five full days of horsey fun! You will spend 
lots of time with the horses learning new skills, such as grooming, 
tacking and bathing your pony for the week, with prizes for the 
best in stable management. Each day, there will be two riding 
sessions working on improving elements of riding and preparing 
for fun shows and competitions held in the afternoons after a 
picnic lunch. This course is for both beginners and improvers. You 
are sure to have a great deal of fun and take many rosettes home.

INTRODUCTION TO WATER POLO (C)
TUTOR Andy Hicks, Marlborough College

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

484 3 ü £215

485 4 ü £215

Water polo is an Olympic sport played since the 1900s. This 
course, taught by an experienced coach, caters for water polo 
players of all abilities. The only requirement is that you must be a 
competent swimmer able to swim at least 50 metres. Throughout 
the week, you will cover a variety of skills, which will improve your 
game play from passing, speed, agility, defending and shooting.

NEW CROCHET YOUR OWN 
AMIGURUMI PETS
TUTOR Claire Lingard, Wiltshire Green Woollies

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

528 1 ü £240

529 4 ü £240

This course is for young people with little or no prior 
knowledge of crochet. It teaches creativity, collaboration, 
listening skills and patience in a fun and friendly environment. 
Your tutor will show you the basics of crochet using simple 
steps. During the course, you will work towards making one 
of five adorable amigurumi pets to take home. Choose from 
Funky Monkey, Kevin the Koala, Princess Magnificat, Ophelia  
the Enchanted Unicorn or Darius the Dinosaur. All course 
materials will be supplied and you will receive a course 
completion certificate.

NEW INFINITY SPY AGENCY
Tutor Jim Salkeld, Thrill Education

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

601 2 ü £255

602 3 ü £255

603 4 ü £255

This is a course for kids who want to be Special Agents 
and parents who want their Young Adventurers to develop 
confidence, critical thinking and communication skills. You will 
learn a combination of spy skills, self-defence and gadget making 
before qualifying for Critical Missions. In these missions, you will 
battle against time to discover the mysteries locked in ancient 
objects and try to stop the plans of your enemies. This innovative 
course takes an immersive approach to helping young people 
develop transferrable skills.

MIXED MEDIA AND IMAGINATION
TUTOR Josey Scullard

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

530 2 ü £235

Stimulate your creativity with this lively course using all sorts of 
materials in unexpected ways. The ‘Staring into Space’ project, 
which the tutor personally created alongside Children’s Laureate, 
Lauren Child, is the base for this course. Designed to give you 
a little space to think, develop ideas and find inspiration, each 
session relates to a book and encourages independent thinking 
and experimenting with unusual materials. You will make a world 
of your own with toast and household objects and an ‘onion’ book 
to jot down your questions and ideas. You will create a 3D collage 
of your fantasy room or make a miniature moss world among 
other wonderful, thought-provoking activities. 

NEW GRUESOME GRUB AND  
GORY STORIES
TUTOR Perry Staker

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

531 2 ü £225

What was the Great Stink of 1858 and what was done about it? 
Why were Queen Elizabeth I’s teeth black? How do you find a 
witch and what do you do with her when you have? Who were 
the Resurrection Men? Would you like the answer to all these 
questions as well as a chance to feast like a Roman and banquet 
like a Tudor, meet a soldier from the English Civil War and learn 
about useful things to do with poo?! Then this course is for you. 
You will learn all about gruesome and not so gruesome food, 
recipes to cure you of the plague and fascinating facts  
about history. 

NEW BRINGING SCRIPTS TO LIFE
TUTOR Rhian Vaughan

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

532 2 ü £225

Let the words leap out from the page and ignite your imagination 
as you spend the week playing and exploring dramatic scripts. You 
will meet plenty of characters and work to bring their story out of 
the script, making both the characters’ and your own personality 
come alive. By the end of the week, and our lively and active 
sessions, you will perform different interpretations of your scripts. 
You will also have explored voice control, characterisation and 
text analysis through having fun.

FOOTBALL (C)
TUTOR Brad Carter, Swindon Town Football Club in  
the Community

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

477 2 ü £230

478 3 ü £230

During this course, you will learn more advanced skills and 
techniques of football along with positional play. The sessions 
will be similar to those you find at a professional football club 
and will include a warm up, a technical section moving onto skills 
before finishing with a small sided match. Your tutors will focus on 
attacking and defensive play in matches and encourage you to try 
new skills and express yourself when playing The Beautiful Game. 
You will also have the chance to enjoy an afternoon at Wiltshire’s 
largest 18 hole football golf course.

PHOTOGRAPH LIKE THE PROFESSIONALS
TUTOR Pete Davies

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

533 2 ü £245

534 3 ü £245

Get into the creative mood this summer with an all-singing, all-
dancing photography week. Expert tuition from a professional 
photographer will reveal how to take perfect photos to impress 
friends and family alike. The aim of the course is to get you 
snapping away just like the professionals, discovering the joy and 
sheer variety of digital photography. It will be an action packed 
week, which promises to keep you engaged while teaching you 
something new.

So much fun
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NEW AFRICAN DRUMMING
TUTOR Luke Winton

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

549 4 ü £215

Suitable for complete beginners, this lively African drumming 
course will help improve your co-ordination, mindfulness, 
teamwork and musicality. Your tutor will encourage you to 
immerse yourself in rhythm and let the pulse of the drum take 
control. You will be mainly playing West African rhythms from 
the Mandinka tribe, which are full of energy. The rhythms are 
easy to learn and remember, so can be applied to any African 
drum circle you may join in the future. If you didn’t think 
rhythm was catching before, you will after this course! 

SUMMER SCHOOL MUSICAL
TUTOR Bonnie Brasier-Dinning

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

551 4 ü £220

Do you love to act? Do you enjoy singing? Are you creative 
and artistic? Then this is the course for you. You will certainly 
keep busy learning a variety of songs from different musicals to 
create one final production. As well as singing and acting, you 
will get creative by making props and masks to ensure a fabulous 
performance for the end of the week.

NEW HENNA ART FOR BEGINNERS
TUTOR Morilie Taiwo

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

550 4 ü £235

Have you ever been intrigued by the beautiful art of henna? Do 
you fancy having a go at this intricate art form yourself ? Henna 
art for beginners is a fun and interesting course for anyone, even 
if you feel you are not artistic or creative. The tutor will guide 
you to create your own art, starting simple and developing into 
sophisticated shapes and patterns. The course will cover the 
history and culture of henna, types of bridal henna and henna for 
different occasions. Using templates, you will create your own 
designs as well as learning how to mix different mediums with 
henna and create portraits for display. 

NEW STEM ROBOTIC CODING: BUILD 
AND LEARN ROBOTIC PROJECTS
TUTOR Manny Athwal, School of Coding

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

542 3 ü £240

543 4 ü £240

In this STEM based course, you will bring engineering and 
computer science together by building your own robotic 
projects. You will learn to make and code traffic light systems, 
water pumps and robots that can move around. A tutor 
from School of Coding, the UK’s largest coding educator, will 
deliver the course. He holds a Master’s in cybersecurity and an 
undergraduate degree in Computer Science. All equipment will 
be provided and you will be able to take away your completed 
projects along with the electronic kits.

NEW GLORIOUS GOTHIC CALLIGRAPHY
TUTOR Mark L’Argent

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

615 3 ü £215

Glorious Gothic, also called Old English or Black Letter, was 
originally developed in the 11th century and is still a widely popular 
style today. This course takes you on a fun, historic trip from 
learning the basic early gothic style, to a more elaborate variety 
developed later in the 14th century. To begin with, you will be 
using calligraphy marker pens, before moving on to the traditional 
pen and ink techniques with metal dip pens and bottles of ink used 
by many calligraphers.

AROUND THE WORLD IN FIVE CUISINES: 
ITALIAN, JAPANESE, MEXICAN, GREEK 
AND INDIAN
TUTOR Meliny Tim, The Kitchen Club

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

544 3 ü £270

Grab your passport, pack your adventure taste buds and let’s go 
cooking ‘around the world’. Throughout the week, you will learn 
to cook a starter, main and side dish from five different cuisines. 
You will also learn where different foods come from, knife skills, 
cooking techniques, including how to cook to maintain the health 
benefits of fresh ingredients, and how food works in our bodies. 
By the end of the week’s taste journey, you are bound to have 
some favourite recipes that will follow you for years to come and 
help you eat well for life. 

NEW SONG-WRITING FUN
TUTOR Bonnie Brasier-Dinning

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

545 3 ü £220

During this course, you will learn how to write and create your 
own songs. You will get the opportunity to work independently as 
well as in pairs and groups. You will begin by looking at lyrics and 
changing the words to well-known songs. As the week progresses, 
you will look at the chord structures of pop songs and use them 
to create your own tunes. By the end of the course, you will have 
created your own original songs. If you play an instrument, please 
do bring it along as you can use it as a part of your final song-
writing experience. 

NEW LET’S GET INKY
TUTOR Helen Jennings

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

546 3 ü £245

On this fun and crafty course, you will enjoy dabbling with 
stamps, ink and paper. You will get inky fingers as you stamp, 
create and experiment with a range of techniques, products 
and tools to produce a variety of projects. These will include a 
notebook, badges and a canvas. 

A STELLAR PERFORMANCE
TUTOR Estelle Cobbson

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

547 4 ü £225

Do you love being on stage and everything to do with musical 
theatre? Then this is the course for you! Over the week, you 
will learn a variety of musical theatre numbers, which you will 
perform at the end of the course. You will learn important singing 
techniques, including characterisation, how to harmonise and how 
to ace an audition. You will have the chance to put your newly 
learnt skills to the test with a mock audition.

GRAFFITI-STYLE ARTS WEEK
TUTOR Angel Brasier-Dinning

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

548 4 ü £230

During this course, you will discover a variety of skills to build 
up to creating your own personal graffiti-style picture. You will 
explore the artist Banksy and look at a range of Graffiti Tags and 
fonts, all the while exploring which suit your own personality best. 
You will use a range of mediums throughout the week, such as 
charcoal, chalk pastels, pencils, felt pens and paints. Please note 
that you will not be using spray paints.  

URBAN DANCE: STREET AND 
DANCEHALL (C)
TUTOR Morilie Taiwo

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

490 4 ü £215

Do you love to dance? Do you watch music videos and your 
favourite YouTubers and think, ‘I wish I could dance like them’. If 
so, Dancehall, Urban and Street Dance is exactly what you need. 
This course mixes various different dance styles frequently seen on 
TV and in music videos, such as afrobeat, dancehall, hip-hop and 
street. You will get a chance to create your own routine, produce 
a music video and participate in an end of course performance. 
Taught by an experienced dancer, the course will be fun, friendly 
and filled with great music. Even if you think you cannot dance, as 
long as you have plenty of energy and are willing to give it a good 
go, you are set to have the best week ever.

  My daughter 
said it was one 
of the best weeks 
of her life
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Children s
Activities6 9ages

A WEEK CRAMMED FULL OF FUN
Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

552 1 ü £365

553 2 ü £365

554 3 ü £365

555 4 ü £365

There is never a dull moment on Children’s Activities, which this year, features no fewer than 20 different  
arts and crafts, music, and sporting activities especially for six to nine year olds.

The fun-packed programme of daily activities guarantees variety and enjoyment with a great mix of outdoor 
sports to get pulses racing. There are also plenty of indoor activities to concentrate minds and encourage 
dexterity and coordination. 

SAMPLE TIMETABLE

Time Activity

8.30am to 8.45am Registration

8.45am to 9.15am Games with the team leaders such as Cups and Saucers and Stuck in the Mud

9.15am to 10.30am Arts and Crafts activities or Sport

10.30am to 11.00am Break time with fun games

11.00am to 12.15pm Swimming or Cooking

12.15pm to 1.00pm Cluedo style games

1.00pm to 1.45pm Lunchtime

1.45pm to 2.00pm Dance rehearsals

2.00pm to 3.15pm Tutor Hunt or Sports

3.15pm to 4.30pm Inflatable Fun

4.30pm Sign Out

The day runs from 8.30am to 4.30pm, including supervised lunch and snacks, 
with optional extended care between 4.30pm and 6.30pm. Each child will be 
given a free Marlborough College Summer School water bottle to ensure they 
keep their fluids topped up and are never thirsty. 

A Parental Approval Form must be completed prior to arrival 

for all children aged 17 and under – please see page 131. 

113Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

We accept Childcare Vouchers
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The staff are 
brilliant and throw 
themselves into 
entertaining the kids

Childrens Activities 
 ages 6 9

YOUR CHILD IN SAFE HANDS
Your child will be looked after by experienced staff, all of whom have been  
carefully selected based on their experience, qualifications, character and  
attitude. Many of our staff are fully or nearly qualified teachers. Everyone  
holds an enhanced DBS clearance and is fully reference checked. 

All children are put into groups of no more than 12, which are each  
allocated two members of pastoral staff; that’s a maximum ratio of six  
children to every one member of staff. The care we provide is second  
to none and is the result of decades of experience in this field.

You can be sure that at the end of the week, your little ones will be  
happy, fulfilled and will take away memories that will last a lifetime.

Morning activities can include singing, dancing, arts and crafts, games, music, cooking  
and a variety of different sports such as football, swimming, tennis and hockey. 

In the afternoons, the variety is massive. There are more arts and crafts, music and sport as  
well as the legendary foam slide, inflatables and fun Sports Day activities. The emphasis is on 
taking part, learning different skills, experiencing new activities and – above all – having fun!

After an action-packed day, the extended care programme involves games, shows and  
a disco. Non-residents will be charged £5 per evening, including dinner. 

The week ends with a dance routine performed for parents and  
grandparents in Court, which is not to be missed! 

Each child goes home with a specially designed and  
age appropriate goody bag at the end of the week.
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Having attended various 
different holiday clubs over 
the past few years this  
one was definitely the best

We accept Childcare Vouchers
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Junior
Troop

ersages
LEARNING THROUGH PLAY

Course No. Week AM PM Full Day Price

556 1 ü £295

557 2 ü £295

558 3 ü £295

559 4 ü £295

560 1 ü £185

561 2 ü £185

562 3 ü £185

563 4 ü £185

This pioneering course, designed for children aged three to six  
years old, introduces a programme of ‘Fun through Achievement’. 

The ‘Troopers’ will be safely situated in their own area with  
ample space and facilities for both indoor and outdoor play. 

The activities are adaptable to different ages, skills and levels of development. Six year olds may opt  
for the Children’s Activities course instead, if parents feel that they are able to keep up with the pace.

Each Trooper goes home with a specially designed and age appropriate goody bag at the end of the week.

SAMPLE TIMETABLE
Time Activity

8.30am to 8.45am Registration
8.45am to 9.15am Games with the team leaders such as Rats ‘n’ Rabbits and Parachute Play
9.15am to 11.00am Garden Play
11.00am to 12.00 noon Nature Hunt
12.00 noon to 2.00pm Lunch time, Rest then Singing
2.00pm to 3.15pm Swimming or Sports
3.15pm to 4.30pm Arts and Crafts or Story time

4.30pm Sign Out

A Pare
ntal 

Approval 
Form must b

e co
mpleted prior to

 arr
ival

  

for al
l ch

ildren age
d 17 and under – please

 see page
 131
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3 6

117Visit summerschool.co.uk to book or for more info

We accept Childcare Vouchers
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HOLIDAY FUN WITH FRIENDS
The weekly programme includes treasure hunts, 
swimming, party games and parachute play, as well  
as quieter moments for story time, practical puzzles  
and creative arts and crafts. 

A recent addition to the course are more focussed 
outdoor activities, such as den building and a nature trail. 

Five and six year olds will have the opportunity  
to go canoeing on our lakes with expert guidance. 

Whatever their level, the children will be encouraged 
through a sense of achievement and self-fulfilment.

COMMITTED TO CARING  
FOR YOUR CHILD
Staffed by an expert and qualified team, the children  
are cared for in a fun and secure atmosphere with a  
ratio of no more than six children to each tutor. 

Children may attend this course during mornings only,  
or as a full day. There will be a quiet period of rest after  
lunch for those attending the full day course. Lunch is 
included for full day children only.

Please note that we do not accept children who are  
still wearing nappies.

The Junior Troopers programme is committed to  
supporting care and learning in accordance with the  
very latest Early Years Foundation Stage guidelines. 

The tutors are absolutely  
fabulous High energy   
good natured and committed
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We accept Childcare Vouchers

Junior Troopers 
 ages 3 6
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KEY: FULL DAY = Full Day course,  AM = Morning course,  PM = Afternoon course 
Courses run: Monday to Friday 
Course timings: Mornings 9.15am – 12.15pm. Afternoons 1.45pm – 4.30pm. Full day 9.15am – 4.30pmAT A GLANCE COURSE GUIDE

CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

WEEK 2
5 19 An Introduction to Watercolour ü £465

6 19 Experimenting with Watercolour NEW ü £495

7 20 Capturing Light in Watercolour NEW ü £480

22 22 Luminosity in Oil Painting NEW ü £485

31 24 People or Animal Portraits in Sepia,  
Charcoal or Pastel ü £485

36 24 Painting Panoramas NEW ü £460

53 28 Textiles: Screen Printing a Hand  
Quilted Throw NEW ü £485

56 28 Stained Glass Panel ü £505

68 31 Exploring the Third Dimension:  
Introduction to Sculpture NEW ü £480

114 40 More Glorious Gardens ü £595

8 20 Watercolour for the Positively Terrified ü £255

25 23 Oil Painting: Birds, Butterflies and Other Creatures ü £265

49 27 Collage, Paint and Print ü £240

57 30 An Introduction to Hand Building with Clay NEW ü £250

69 31 Garden Harvesting Basket ü £235

82 34 Fantastic, Fun and Colourful Resin Jewellery ü £255

89 36 Earth Pigments: Ancient and Modern Uses NEW ü £225

102 37 Next Steps in Floral Design for the Home NEW ü £315

105 39 Wiltshire Walks ü £240

115 40 Architectural Mavericks of the  
20th Century NEW ü £215

116 40 Archaeology of Prehistoric Britain NEW ü £215

134 46 Creative Writing: Quick Fiction NEW ü £215

135 46 Poetry Appreciation: A National  
Poetry Day Anthology NEW ü £215

136 46 Homer's Odyssey: More than Men, Monsters, 
Witches and Gods NEW ü £230

137 46 How to Write Poems that Matter NEW ü £215

165 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

177 53 Discovering Marlborough's History NEW ü £220

179 53 How an Obscure Messianic  
Sect Became a World Religion NEW ü £215

180 53 Something in the Air : Politics, Culture  
and Society in Britain 1958 to 1970 NEW ü £215

181 53 Adventures in Philosophy ü £215

182 53 The Cult of Gloriana: Art, Music and  
Personality at the Court of the Virgin Queen ü £215

183 54 Art in 17th Century Europe NEW ü £215

217 62 Introduction to Sight Singing ü £215

218 62 Guitar for Improvers ü £215

219 62 Make a Cigar Box Ukulele ü £255

220 63 From Bach to Gershwin: The Best  
Loved Piano Works NEW ü £215

243 67 The World of Flamenco ü £215

249 68 The Golden Age of British Film Comedy NEW ü £215

260 72 Computing: Getting the Most From  
Your Apple Mac ü £215

267 72 Practical Photography ü £215

272 75 Fit Camp ü £220

284 76 What to Eat or Not to Eat? That is the Question ü £235

286 76 Pilates: Resist and Reform ü £215

287 76 Taoist Yoga: Stretching the Chinese Way ü £215

306 81 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

311 81 La Vita Bella: Italian for Improvers ü £220

330 85 Walking for Wellbeing NEW ü £250

335 85 Wiltshire from the Air ü £890

345 86 Nutritional Cooking with Love Food ü £290

348 86 Family Teppanyaki and Beyond ü £280

355 87 Picking Winners: An Introduction to  
Financial Investment ü £215

366 88 Bridge for Improvers: Level 3 ü £225

372 89 Swim and Gym ü £220

376 89 Outdoor Adventures ü £225

380 89 On Target ü £250

386 90 Tennis ü £215

399 91 Mountain Biking for Beginners: Guided Rides ü £235

605 32 Glass and Wire Sculpture NEW ü £265

606 54 State of Emergency NEW ü £215

611 71 Mankind versus the Planet NEW ü £215

619 71 Inside the Mind of a Murderer NEW ü £245

18 22 The Beauty of Windows and Doors ü £270

26 23 Floral Inspiration with Acrylics NEW ü £265

41 26 Life Study ü £275

50 27 Print, Layer and Stitch ü £240

58 30 Mosaic Art ü £255

70 32 Rush Hat Making NEW ü £235

81 34 Jewellery Making for Beginners and Improvers ü £265

90 36 Painting with Fibres NEW ü £230

98 37 Contemporary Bookbinding:  
Bespoke Albums NEW ü £225

117 40 Wiltshire Wildlife NEW ü £225

119 42 Digging up the Past: An Introduction to 
Archaeology ü £225

120 42 Ten More Artists, Architects, Designers and 
Photographers you Should have Heard of NEW ü £215

138 46 Writing Your Own Memoir ü £215

139 46 Second Time Around:  
Three Plays about Marriage NEW ü £245

140 47 Classical Literature: Meeting the Ancient Authors ü £215

166 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

172 51 An Introduction to the Arts and  
Crafts Movement NEW ü £220

184 54 From Post-War to Cold War NEW ü £215

185 54 The Middle East: Politics and Prospects ü £215

186 54 British Political History: 1945 to 2010 ü £215

187 55 Art, Architecture and Art Collecting in  
18th Century England NEW ü £215

221 63 Beginners Piano ü £230

223 63 Guitar for Beginners ü £215

224 63 An Introduction to Taiko Drumming ü £215

225 63 Frédéric Chopin: His Life, His Music NEW ü £215

244 68 Ballet for Fitness ü £215

251 69 Fun with iPhone and iPad ü £220

255 71 Back Garden Astronomy: A Practical Guide ü £235

265 72 Make your Photos Pop! NEW ü £215

281 76 Master Your Memory NEW ü £220

288 77 Qigong: Exploring the Five Elements NEW ü £215

289 77 Yoga Nidra ü £105

290 77 Mindfulness for Stress Reduction ü £215

312 81 Improve your Pronunciation NEW ü £215

319 82 Spanish for Beginners ü £220

323 83 A Week of Foraging ü £240

324 83 Understanding Ancient Trees NEW ü £225

339 85 Learn to Fly ü £1,295

350 86 Classic Japanese Cooking ü £280

356 87 An Introduction to Interior Design ü £235

367 88 Basic Bridge: Level 2 ü £225

387 90 Tennis ü £215

393 90 Fly Fishing on a Summer's Afternoon ü £365

397 90 Badminton ü £220

402 91 Golf Beginners and Improvers ü £260

WEEK 1
1 19 Beginners' Art ü £505

3 19 Breaking the Rules in Watercolour NEW ü £480

21 22 Oil Painting: An Introduction ü £485

30 23 Dramatic Sea, Sky and Landscapes in Pastel NEW ü £480

34 24 Exploring Tree Textures, Colour and Context ü £480

35 24 Painting Gardens in Watercolour  
and Acrylic NEW ü £480

37 26 Drawing Animals with Graphite Pencil NEW ü £450

45 26 Calligraphy for All ü £435

103 39 Hidden Landscapes Hidden Treasures:  
Old and New Destinations NEW ü £595

4 19 How to Create a Winning Watercolour NEW ü £245

27 23 Loosen up with Acrylics ü £255

40 26 Life Study ü £275

47 27 Printing for Beginners: Linoprints and Woodcuts ü £240

54 28 Kiln Formed Glass for Beginners ü £275

65 31 Picture Framing NEW ü £230

66 31 Beyond the Spoon: Love Spoons, Kuksa and More ü £255

79 34 Silver Jewellery NEW ü £275

87 35 Rag Rugging NEW ü £235

101 37 An Introduction to Floral Design for the Home ü £315

104 39 Wiltshire Walks ü £240

108 39 Gardens with Style NEW ü £300

109 39 Another Selection of Churches Great and Small ü £245

128 45 Creative Writing: Who Do You Think You Are? ü £215

129 45 Larkin About With Hardy NEW ü £220

130 45 How to Write for Magazines  
and Newspapers NEW ü £215

157 51 Before the Normans Came: The World  
of Anglo-Saxon England ü £215

159 51 Aftermath, Austerity and Affluence: Politics,  
Culture and Society in Britain 1945 to 1958 ü £215

160 51 Philosophy for Beginners ü £215

161 51 Political Leaders: Five Intimate Portraits ü £215

162 51 An Introduction to the Arts and  
Crafts Movement NEW ü £220

163 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

207 61 Choral Workshop ü £215

208 61 Jazz Academy ü £215

209 61 Ukulele for Beginners ü £245

113 40 Misericords: The Best-Kept Secret in English 
Cathedrals and Churches ü £255

131 45 Much Ado About Shakespeare: Love, Comedy  
and the Meaning of Life ü £215

132 45 The Prelude: Growth of a Poet's Mind  
by William Wordsworth NEW ü £230

133 45 The Language of Dreams NEW ü £215

164 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

171 52 A Taste of History ü £240

173 52 A 12th Century Grand Tour NEW ü £215

174 52 Tragedy and Triumph: The Story of  
Polar Exploration ü £215

175 52 What Does the History of the  
Labour Party tell us? NEW ü £230

176 53 Art in the Age of Baroque NEW ü £215

212 61 Let's Sing A Cappella NEW ü £230

214 62 The Blues Experience ü £215

215 62 Ukulele for Improvers ü £215

216 62 Richard Wagner and The Ring Cycle NEW ü £215

250 68 Promoting Arts and Crafts with  
Smartphone Video NEW ü £215

266 72 Practical Photography ü £215

279 75 Beginner Pilates ü £140

280 76 Master Your Memory NEW ü £220

282 76 Iyengar Yoga ü £215

283 76 Aztec Health and Ceremony ü £230

310 81 Conversational Arabic: First Steps ü £225

318 82 Spanish for Beginners ü £220

322 83 A Week of Foraging ü £240

338 85 Learn to Fly ü £1,295

347 86 Exploring Indian Cuisine NEW ü £305

354 87 Picking Winners: An Introduction  
to Financial Investment ü £215

358 87 Family History: The Next Steps ü £215

365 88 Bridge for Improvers: Level 3 ü £225

385 90 Tennis ü £215

392 90 Fly Fishing on a Summer's Afternoon ü £365

396 90 Badminton ü £220

398 91 Mountain Biking for Beginners: Guided Rides ü £235

401 91 Horse Riding: Beginners and Improvers ü £430

612 23 Colour, Light and the Landscape: Painting in 
Acrylics NEW ü £255

618 88 Basic Bike Maintenance NEW ü £255

CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

210 61 Piano and Piano Duets: Intermediate NEW ü £215

211 61 Beethoven 250: A Colossus Astride  
Two Centuries NEW ü £225

241 67 Circle Dance: Dancing the Circle of Life ü £215

254 71 Fun with Fundamental Physics NEW ü £215

259 71 Computing: Getting the Most From  
Your Windows Computer ü £215

264 72 Make Your Photos Pop! NEW ü £215

271 75 Fit Camp ü £220

275 75 Following the Dream ü £215

276 75 Weight Loss and Psychological Wellbeing ü £235

277 75 Yoga for Mobility ü £140

278 75 Beginner Pilates ü £140

305 81 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

309 81 Destination Italy: Italian for Complete Beginners ü £220

320 82 Birdwatch ü £240

321 82 Wild Medicine: Traditional Herbal Remedies  
from the Hedgerows NEW ü £240

334 85 Wiltshire from the Air ü £890

344 86 Nutritional Cooking with Love Food ü £290

346 86 Exploring Thai Cuisine ü £305

357 87 Family History for Beginners ü £225

359 87 Cracking Cryptic Crosswords: A Fun Workshop 
for Beginners ü £245

363 88 Bridge for the Beginner: Level 1 ü £225

371 89 Swim and Gym ü £220

375 89 Outdoor Adventures ü £225

379 89 On Target ü £250

382 90 Golf Handicap ü £370

384 90 Tennis ü £215

604 76 Master Your Memory NEW ü £220

17 21 Architectural Sketchbook ü £275

48 27 Printing for Beginners: Drypoint,  
Collagraph and Gum NEW ü £240

55 28 Mosaic Magic NEW ü £265

67 31 Spoon Carving: How To Make Unique Utensils ü £255

78 34 Recycled Paper Furniture NEW ü £275

80 34 Jewellery Making for Beginners and Improvers ü £265

88 35 Introduction to Hand Spinning ü £215

97 37 Bookbinding for All: Creative Handmade Books ü £235

110 39 White Horses, Hill Forts and Ridgeway Walks ü £240

112 39 Visiting Wiltshire Nature Reserves ü £240
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CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

WEEK 4
14 21 Radiant Watercolours ü £480

15 21 Next Steps in Botanical Painting ü £470

20 22 Painting Buildings in a Relaxed Style  
for Beginners NEW ü £485

24 22 Oils: Fast and Loose ü £460

33 24 Capturing the Landscape in Pastel  
and Watercolour NEW ü £535

72 32 Willow Animal Sculpture NEW ü £500

16 21 Ink and Watercolour NEW ü £245

29 23 Abstract Painting NEW ü £250

43 26 Travel Sketching for Everyone NEW ü £275

52 28 Woodblock Printing with  
Watercolours for Beginners NEW ü £235

63 30 Enjoy the Potter's Wheel NEW ü £265

74 32 Glass and Wire Sculpture NEW ü £265

85 35 Exploring the Creative World of  
Cast Resin Jewellery ü £265

92 36 Traditional Scandinavian Crafts NEW ü £235

94 36 Macramé NEW ü £240

107 39 Wiltshire Walks ü £240

111 39 White Horses, Hill Forts and Ridgeway Walks ü £240

125 43 Art on the Edge ü £215

148 48 Thinking Outside the Box NEW ü £225

149 48 Creative Writing: Poetry ü £220

150 48 Discovering Shakespeare: King Lear NEW ü £215

151 48 The English Country House in Literature ü £215

169 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

178 53 Discovering Marlborough's History NEW ü £220

199 58 Lancastrians, Yorkists and the Emerging Tudors: 
England and its Rulers 1399 to 1509 NEW ü £215

200 58 John Stuart Mill: A Thinker for Our Times ü £215

201 58 Art of America NEW ü £215

234 66 Let's Play Jazz ü £215

235 66 African Drumming NEW ü £215

236 66 Harp of the British Isles NEW ü £215

237 66 An Introduction to Understanding Classical Music: 
Baroque to 20th Century ü £215

247 68 Dance Through the Musicals NEW ü £215

257 71 Sustainability in Daily Life ü £230

262 72 Computing for Apple Mac: I've Started,  
but What Do I Do Now? ü £215

269 73 An Eye for a Good Picture ü £220

274 75 Fit Camp ü £220

285 76 What to Eat or Not to Eat? That is the Question ü £235

300 78 The 18 Stance Tai Chi Qigong ü £215

301 79 Yoga: Going Deeper ü £215

302 79 Relaxation, Meditation and Mindfulness ü £175

308 81 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

316 81 Refresh your French ü £220

317 82 Latin: Yesterday, Today and Forever ü £215

328 84 An Introduction to Bee Keeping ü £220

337 85 Wiltshire from the Air ü £890

352 87 Recipes and Stories from Lebanon NEW ü £275

360 87 Cracking Cryptic Crosswords:  
A Fun Workshop for Beginners ü £245

361 88 Declutter for Good with the  
Konmarie Method™ NEW ü £215

369 89 Build up your Bridge: Level 4 ü £225

374 89 Swim and Gym ü £220

381 89 On Target ü £250

390 90 Tennis ü £215

44 26 Travel Sketching Your Journey NEW ü £275

59 30 Mosaic Art ü £255

62 30 The Magic of Polymer Clay: Fabulous  
Fabric Inspirations NEW ü £240

64 31 Create with Clay NEW ü £265

75 32 Dabbling with Wood ü £250

86 35 Adventures in Resin Metal ü £265

95 36 Have a Stab at Needle Felting:  
Countryside Creatures ü £245

96 37 Jacobean Crewelwork with Gold:  
Elizabethan Autumn Leaf NEW ü £250

100 37 Bookbinding for All:  
Four More Handmade Books NEW ü £235

126 43 Getting to Know the North Wessex Downs ü £270

127 43 Archaeology of Roman Britain NEW ü £215

152 49 More Fun with Creative Writing ü £220

153 49 Becoming Modern: Literature of Fin de  
Siècle and Modernism NEW ü £215

154 49 How to Write a Picture Book ü £215

170 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

202 58 Spying in Cold War East Germany ü £215

203 59 Edwardian Britain NEW ü £215

204 59 The Best Leaders We Never Had NEW ü £215

205 59 Between the Wars NEW ü £215

206 59 The Amish: A Fascinating American Phenomenon ü £220

213 61 Let's Sing A Cappella NEW ü £230

238 66 Music Keyboard Skills for Beginners ü £225

239 67 Celtic Harp for Beginners ü £245

240 67 A Guide to Classical Music in the 20th  
and 21st Centuries NEW ü £215

248 68 Welcome to the World of Latin ü £215

253 69 Telling Community Stories with  
Smartphone Video NEW ü £215

258 71 Wild Science: Understanding Nature ü £240

263 72 Social Media for the Terrified NEW ü £230

270 73 Switching off Automatic ü £220

297 78 A Practical Guide to Self-Defence ü £215

303 79 The Importance of Self-Care ü £215

304 79 Becoming Fit for Life: A Nutritional Perspective ü £215

314 81 Improve your Pronunciation NEW ü £215

329 84 Nordic Walking Wiltshire ü £240

332 85 Metal Detecting: Discover History  
Beneath Your Feet ü £240

333 85 The Bronze National Navigation Award NEW ü £255

341 85 Learn to Fly ü £1,295

353 87 Recipes and Stories from Lebanon NEW ü £275

370 89 Build up your Bridge: Level 4 ü £225

378 89 Outdoor Adventures ü £225

391 90 Tennis ü £215

395 90 Fly Fishing on a Summer's Afternoon ü £365

610 59 A Practical Approach to Animal Welfare NEW ü £215

CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

WEEK 3
9 20 Botanical Painting for Beginners ü £470

10 20 An Adventure in Watercolour NEW ü £495

11 20 Seas the Day: Painting Seascapes  
in Watercolour NEW ü £490

19 22 Painting and Drawing Buildings  
for Beginners NEW ü £485

23 22 Oils: Fast and Loose ü £460

32 24 Atmospheric Landscapes and Seascapes  
in Pastel NEW ü £480

38 26 Drawing Animals with Graphite Pencil NEW ü £450

51 27 Woodblock Printing with Watercolours ü £460

60 30 Kiln Formed Glass for Intermediates ü £540

73 32 Casting in Bronze: The Easy Way ü £500

121 42 Cathedrals and Major Churches Close Up  
and In Detail NEW ü £595

12 20 Painting Skies in Watercolour NEW ü £255

28 23 Abstract Painting NEW ü £250

61 30 Mosaic Wildlife: Feathers or Fur NEW ü £245

71 32 Willow Animal Sculpture NEW ü £285

76 32 Weaving Chair Seats: Designs  
and Techniques NEW ü £240

83 34 Beginners Homeware in Jesmonite NEW ü £265

91 36 Traditional Scandinavian Crafts NEW ü £235

106 39 Wiltshire Walks ü £240

122 42 The English Village: Walks Through a Dozen 
Wiltshire Villages ü £240

141 47 Writing Biography and Autobiography NEW ü £215

142 47 Poetry Appreciation:  
The Nation's Favourite NEW ü £215

143 47 Classical Mythology and Ovid's Metamorphoses: 
Lands of Myths and Legends NEW ü £215

167 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

188 55 Plantagenet England: The Age of Chivalry ü £215

189 55 Another World: Work, Life and Culture of Rural 
England 1815 to 1914 NEW ü £215

190 55 Virtue Ethics and the Wartime Generation  
of Philosophers NEW ü £215

192 55 Controversies and Issues in United States Politics 
and Society in the Age of Trump ü £215

193 56 A Bigger Picture NEW ü £215

226 63 Find Your Voice ü £220

227 64 Blues and Rock Guitar ü £215

228 64 Samba Drumming ü £215

229 64 At the Piano with the Schumanns and  
their Circle NEW ü £215

245 68 Ballet for Fitness ü £215

252 69 Introduction to Photography and Video with 
iPhone and iPad ü £220

261 72 Computing for Microsoft Windows: I’ve Started, 
but What Do I Do Now? ü £215

273 75 Fit Camp ü £220

291 77 Qigong for Health and Vitality ü £215

292 77 Create and Keep up a Yoga Self-Practice NEW ü £215

293 78 The Oriental Approach to Diagnosis and Health ü £235

307 81 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

325 84 This Farming Life ü £240

327 84 An Introduction to Bee Keeping ü £220

331 85 Metal Detecting: Discover History Beneath Your 
Feet ü £240

336 85 Wiltshire from the Air ü £890

342 85 An Introduction to Dog Agility ü £225

351 86 Classic Japanese Cooking ü £280

362 88 Counselling Skills: An Introduction to Helping 
Yourself and Others NEW ü £215

368 89 Develop your Bridge: Level 5 ü £225

373 89 Swim and Gym ü £220

377 89 Outdoor Adventures ü £225

383 90 Golf Handicap ü £370

388 90 Tennis ü £215

620 71 Inside the Mind of a Murderer NEW ü £245

13 21 Art on the Move ü £265

42 26 Drawing and Painting on the iPad for Beginners ü £220

46 27 Glorious Gothic Calligraphy NEW ü £240

77 34 Hand Caning for Chairs: The Seven-Step  
Method NEW ü £240

84 35 Make African Beadwork Jewellery NEW ü £255

93 36 Introduction to Wet Felt Making NEW ü £235

99 37 Contemporary Bookbinding:  
Bespoke Albums NEW ü £225

123 42 Walking Wansdyke ü £255

124 43 More Digging up the Past: Archaeology  
Out and About ü £235

144 47 Writing the Novel ü £215

145 47 A Deep Dive Into the Roots of  
the English Language NEW ü £230

146 48 All's Well That Ends Well NEW ü £225

168 52 You the Jury: A Sixth Selection of Cases NEW ü £235

195 56 World War Two: 1939 to 1940 NEW ü £215

196 56 The Search for Political Stability in Britain and 
Ireland: 1660 to 1720 NEW ü £215

197 56 Contemporary British Political Themes and Issues: 
2015 to 2021 ü £215

198 56 The Art of Rivalry and Friendship NEW ü £215

222 63 Beginners Piano ü £230

230 64 An Introduction to Songwriting NEW ü £230

232 64 Singing for Pleasure ü £230

233 66 An Introduction to Classical Music  
by British Composers NEW ü £215

242 67 Samba Dance NEW ü £225

246 68 Beginners Ballroom Dancing ü £215

268 73 Exploring Photography Genres ü £235

296 78 A Practical Guide to Self-Defence ü £215

298 78 De-Stress with Yoga, Mindfulness  
and Meditation NEW ü £215

299 78 Ayurvedic Medicine Made Simple ü £215

313 81 Improve your Pronunciation NEW ü £215

315 81 Refresh your French ü £220

326 84 Getting into Nordic Walking ü £250

340 85 Learn to Fly ü £1,295

343 85 An Introduction to Dog Agility ü £225

349 86 Family Teppanyaki and Beyond ü £280

364 88 Bridge for the Beginner: Level 1 ü £225

389 90 Tennis ü £215

394 90 Fly Fishing on a Summer's Afternoon ü £365

400 91 Mountain Biking for Beginners: Guided Rides ü £235

600 26 Travel Sketching for your Journey NEW ü £275

616 58 The Motor Car: A Closer Look at its History 
Through Five Manufacturers NEW ü £235

KEY: FULL DAY = Full Day course,  AM = Morning course,  PM = Afternoon course 
Courses run: Monday to Friday 
Course timings: Mornings 9.15am – 12.15pm. Afternoons 1.45pm – 4.30pm. Full day 9.15am – 4.30pm
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518 105 Mixed Media for Young Artists ü £230

450 105 On Target ü £250

462 106 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

503 105 Tennis ü £215

511 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

519 105 Mixed Media for Young Artists ü £230

520 106 Creating with Mosaics NEW ü £255

522 106
Around the World in Five Cuisines: Brazilian,  
Thai, Moroccan, South African and a  
Great British Bake Off NEW

ü £270

524 106 Cricket for Beginners NEW ü £225

526 106 Yoga for Young Adventurers ü £215

527 106 Lights, Camera, Action ü £215

528 108 Crochet Your Own Amigurumi Pets NEW ü £240

WEEK 2
406 103 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

410 103 Fly Fishing ü £340

414 103 Young Clayshot ü £405

422 103 Martial Arts for All ü £215

426 104 Dance Fusion ü £220

494 103 Multi-Sport ü £225

498 104 Horse Riding: Beginners and Improvers ü £390

504 105 Tennis ü £215

512 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

530 108 Mixed Media and Imagination ü £235

531 108 Gruesome Grub and Gory Stories NEW ü £225

532 108 Bringing Scripts to Life NEW ü £225

601 108 Infinity Spy Agency NEW ü £255

451 105 On Target ü £250

463 106 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

477 108 Football ü £230

505 105 Tennis ü £215

513 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

533 108 Photograph like the Professionals ü £245

535 109 Stay Alive Survival ü £215

537 109 Beginners Harp ü £260

538 109 Colour Tastic ü £245

539 109 Around the World in Five Cuisines: French, 
Chinese, Caribbean, American and English High Tea ü £270

623 109 Building Resilience to Thrive in Life NEW ü £230

WEEK 3
540 109 Summer Pony Camp ü £480

407 103 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

411 103 Fly Fishing ü £340

415 103 Young Clayshot ü £405

423 103 Martial Arts for All ü £215

427 104 Dance Fusion ü £220

431 104 Drama and Performance Skills for Young People ü £215

484 109 Introduction to Water Polo ü £215

495 103 Multi-Sport ü £225

500 104 Adventures in Clay ü £240

506 105 Tennis ü £215

514 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

542 110 STEM Robotic Coding: Build and  
Learn Robotic Projects NEW ü £240

602 108 Infinity Spy Agency NEW ü £255
615 110 Glorious Gothic Calligraphy NEW ü £215

452 105 On Target ü £250

464 106 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

478 108 Football ü £230

507 105 Tennis ü £215

515 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

521 106 Creating with Mosaics NEW ü £255

534 108 Photograph like the Professionals ü £245

536 109 Stay Alive Survival ü £215

544 110 Around the World in Five Cuisines: Italian,  
Japanese, Mexican, Greek and Indian ü £270

545 110 Song-Writing Fun NEW ü £220

546 110 Let's Get Inky NEW ü £245

WEEK 4
541 109 Summer Pony Camp ü £480

408 103 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

412 103 Fly Fishing ü £340

416 103 Young Clayshot ü £405

424 103 Martial Arts for All ü £215

485 109 Introduction to Water Polo ü £215

490 110 Urban Dance: Street and Dancehall ü £215

496 103 Multi-Sport ü £225

508 105 Tennis ü £215

516 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

543 110 STEM Robotic Coding: Build and  
Learn Robotic Projects NEW ü £240

547 111 A Stellar Performance ü £225

548 111 Graffiti-Style Arts Week ü £230

603 108 Infinity Spy Agency NEW ü £255

453 105 On Target ü £250

465 106 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

509 105 Tennis ü £215

517 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

523 106
Around the World in Five Cuisines: Brazilian,  
Thai, Moroccan, South African and a  
Great British Bake Off NEW

ü £270

525 106 Cricket for Beginners NEW ü £225

529 108 Crochet Your Own Amigurumi Pets NEW ü £240

549 111 African Drumming NEW ü £215

550 111 Henna Art for Beginners NEW ü £235

551 111 Summer School Musical ü £220

624 109 Building Resilience to Thrive in Life NEW ü £230

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITIES (6-9 year olds) 
WEEK 1
552 113 Children's Activities ü £365

WEEK 2
553 113 Children's Activities ü £365

WEEK 3
554 113 Children's Activities ü £365

WEEK 4
555 113 Children's Activities ü £365

JUNIOR TROOPERS (3-6 year olds)
WEEK 1
556 117 Junior Troopers ü £295

560 117 Junior Troopers ü £185

WEEK 2
557 117 Junior Troopers ü £295

561 117 Junior Troopers ü £185

WEEK 3
558 117 Junior Troopers ü £295

562 117 Junior Troopers ü £185

WEEK 4
559 117 Junior Troopers ü £295

563 117 Junior Troopers ü £185

CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

TEENAGERS (13-17 year olds) 
WEEK 1
405 93 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

409 93 Fly Fishing ü £340

413 93 Young Clayshot ü £405

417 93 Young Chefs' Academy ü £330

421 93 Martial Arts for All ü £215

425 93 Dance Fusion ü £220

428 94 Jewellery Making for Beginners ü £265

430 94 Drama and Performance Skills for Young People ü £215

433 94 Mosaic Magic NEW ü £265

434 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

435 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

442 95 Tennis ü £215

446 95 Pro-Ballers Basketball Camp ü £225

450 95 On Target ü £250

454 95 Big Art ü £225

458 95 Skills for Theatre and Performance NEW ü £225

462 96 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

466 96 Photograph like the Professionals ü £245

468 96 Stay Alive Survival ü £225

470 96 Journalism for Teenagers NEW ü £215

613 96 Learn to Play Polo NEW ü £895

617 96 Dungeons and Dragons NEW ü £225

WEEK 2
406 93 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

410 93 Fly Fishing ü £340

414 93 Young Clayshot ü £405

418 93 Young Chefs' Academy ü £330

422 93 Martial Arts for All ü £215

426 93 Dance Fusion ü £220

429 94 Jewellery Making for Beginners ü £265

436 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

471 97 Guided Cross-Country Mountain Biking ü £235

474 97 Making a Film ü £220

476 97 The Ambitious Artist ü £245

437 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

443 95 Tennis ü £215

WEEK 4
408 93 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

412 93 Fly Fishing ü £340

416 93 Young Clayshot ü £405

420 93 Young Chefs' Academy ü £330

424 93 Martial Arts for All ü £215

440 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

485 98 Introduction to Water Polo ü £215

487 98 Mixed Media Art ü £230

490 98 Urban Dance: Street and Dancehall ü £215

441 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

445 95 Tennis ü £215

449 95 Pro-Ballers Basketball Camp ü £225

453 95 On Target ü £250

457 95 Big Art ü £225

461 95 Skills for Theatre and Performance NEW ü £225

465 96 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

467 96 Photograph like the Professionals ü £245

469 96 Stay Alive Survival ü £225

489 98 Games and Animation Coding:  
Learn to Code Video Games NEW ü £225

491 99 Golf: Beginners and Improvers ü £260

492 99 Cooking for University: A Survival Guide ü £330

614 96 Learn to Play Polo NEW ü £895

YOUNG ADVENTURERS (9-12 year olds) 
WEEK 1
405 103 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

409 103 Fly Fishing ü £340

413 103 Young Clayshot ü £405

421 103 Martial Arts for All ü £215

425 104 Dance Fusion ü £220

430 104 Drama and Performance Skills for Young People ü £215

493 103 Multi-Sport ü £225

497 104 Horse Riding: Beginners and Improvers ü £390

499 104 Adventures in Clay ü £240

501 104 Poetry Writing and Performance Skills NEW ü £215

502 105 Tennis ü £215

510 105 Outdoor Adventurers ü £225

447 95 Pro-Ballers Basketball Camp ü £225

451 95 On Target ü £250

455 95 Big Art ü £225

459 95 Skills for Theatre and Performance NEW ü £225

463 96 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

477 97 Football ü £230

479 97 Fashion, Textiles and 3D Design ü £240

481 97 Music Technology: All You Need to Know ü £220

483 98 Horse Riding: Beginners and Improvers ü £400

621 98 Crime Scene Detectives NEW ü £245

WEEK 3
407 93 English as a Foreign Language ü £225

411 93 Fly Fishing ü £340

415 93 Young Clayshot ü £405

419 93 Young Chefs' Academy ü £330

423 93 Martial Arts for All ü £215

427 93 Dance Fusion ü £220

431 94 Drama and Performance Skills for Young People ü £215

432 94 Henna Art for Beginners NEW ü £235

438 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

472 97 Guided Cross-Country Mountain Biking ü £235

484 98 Introduction to Water Polo ü £215

486 98 Mixed Media Art ü £230

439 94 Teenage Outdoor Adventures ü £225

444 95 Tennis ü £215

448 95 Pro-Ballers Basketball Camp ü £225

452 95 On Target ü £250

456 95 Big Art ü £225

460 95 Skills for Theatre and Performance NEW ü £225

464 96 Fencing for Beginners ü £215

473 97 Guided Cross-Country Mountain Biking ü £235

475 97 Making a Film ü £220

478 97 Football ü £230

480 97 Fashion, Textiles and 3D Design ü £240

482 97 Music Technology: All You Need to Know ü £220

488 98 Games and Animation Coding: Learn to Code 
Video Games NEW ü £225

622 98 Crime Scene Detectives NEW ü £245

CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE CS PAGE COURSE NAME AM PM FULL DAY PRICE

KEY: FULL DAY = Full Day course,  AM = Morning course,  PM = Afternoon course 
Courses run: Monday to Friday 
Course timings: Mornings 9.15am – 12.15pm. Afternoons 1.45pm – 4.30pm. Full day 9.15am – 4.30pmAT A GLANCE COURSE GUIDE
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We want you to get the most from your course at the Marlborough College 
Summer School [MCSS]. Please read the statement below which sets out the 
agreement between course attendees and MCSS to ensure that you get the best 
from your visit to Marlborough College. 

Marlborough College Summer School will: 
•  provide an environment where you are respected and valued  

and can feel safe and secure 
• provide extra help as far as is reasonably possible 
• provide suitably qualified, experienced and supportive tutors 
•  let you know about opportunities for involvement in activities  

related to your course and at MCSS
•  provide opportunities for you to let us know what you think  

about the course and MCSS
• deal with any complaints efficiently and courteously 
• take positive action to promote equality and diversity 

If you have a complaint about your course or the Marlborough College Summer 
School, please contact the Summer School Office, Marlborough College,  
Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 1PA or email admin@summerschool.co.uk.

As an attendee of a Marlborough College Summer School course you are politely 
requested to: 
• attend punctually and regularly 
• pay any required fees when asked to do so 
• let MCSS know of any unavoidable absences from the course 
•  let MCSS know of anything, e.g. a health condition, which could affect your  

ability to participate in your course 
•  let MCSS know about any extra help you need to complete your course at the 

point of booking or contact MCSS prior to making a booking to liaise with them 
about any issues you think might pose a problem

When participating on Marlborough College Summer School courses and activities, 
the following behaviour is expected of all MCSS staff, tutors, course attendees  
and residents: 
•  act in a responsible way to safeguard your own health and safety and that of others 

in line with the MCSS Health and Safety Policy 
• respect the different backgrounds, experiences, religions and lifestyles of others 
• act in ways which do not discriminate against people of different backgrounds 
•  do not use language which could offend others, e.g. racist, sexist, homophobic, 

transphobic, ageist or language offensive to people with a disability or religious 
belief 

•  comply with any other policies of MCSS. These will be displayed in the  
Summer School office, if applicable

If you feel you have been treated with a lack of respect, been harassed or 
discriminated against, contact either your course tutor or the Marlborough College 
Director of Enterprise. They will investigate this for you.

Customer Charter 
Marlborough College Summer School
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Terms 
MCSS   Marlborough College Summer School
Privacy Policy  The Marlborough College Summer School 

Privacy Policy available to view at 
summerschool.co.uk

1. About You, Our Guest

By making a booking, either for yourself or another person or 
persons, through the Summer School website or by post you  
confirm that:
•you are at least eighteen years old;
• you have an appropriate level of spoken English  
relevant to the Course;

• you accept the MCSS Customer Charter.
2. How the Contract is formed between you and Marlborough 
College Summer School

2.1.  Your booking constitutes a request to us to reserve a place for 
you on a Course with a specific start date (Course 
Commencement Date). All bookings are subject to acceptance 
by us, and we will confirm such acceptance to you by  
sending you an email or postal confirmation verifying that a 
place has been reserved for you on the Course. The contract 
between us (Contract) will only be formed when we send you 
the Course Confirmation.

2.2.  The Contract will relate only to those Courses for which we 
have provided a Course Confirmation and the value of the 
Contract will be the sum of the total booking on the original 
confirmation.

3. Payment Terms

3.1.  A non-refundable deposit of £100 per person can be made at 
the time of booking with the balance payable by 1 June. 
Courses booked after 1 June must be paid for in full at the 
point of booking. 

3.2.  If these payments are not adhered to, MCSS have the right to 
cancel the relevant booking.

4. Cancellation Policy

4.1.  You may cancel any part of your booking at any time. To cancel 
a booking, you need to inform MCSS in writing. In the event that 
Covid-19 specifically means your plans need to change, you can 
request a refund on your booking at any time up to 30 June 
2021 without losing your deposit.

4.2. I f you cancel your booking before 30 June 2021 for non-
Covid-19 reasons, MCSS will withhold the deposit and pay any 
other monies back via the method in which you originally paid.

4.3.  If you cancel all, or any part, of your booking after 30 June, 
MCSS will withhold the whole amount.

4.4.  If MCSS cancels a Course before it commences, or up to and 
including the second session, you will be eligible for a full refund 
of the Course fee that you have paid, unless you would like to 
change to another Course. In this case, you will be refunded the 
difference if you move to a cheaper Course but you will need 
to pay the difference if you move to a more expensive Course.

4.5.  MCSS will refund any money received using the same method 
originally used when taking the booking.

4.6.  Where a fee is taken in cash, the fee will be refunded by 
cheque. A payment will be made within 30 days of you 
providing MCSS with a cancellation notice within the time 
periods described in the Cancellation Policy that attract a 
refund.

4.7.  MCSS would strongly advise insuring against cancellation as this 
is the only way of ensuring that your money is refunded in full if 
you cannot attend your Course.

4.8.  MCSS has the right to exclude a Customer from a Course  
on Health and Safety grounds if their spoken English is not  
of an acceptable standard. In such an instance, no refund  
will be given. 

4.9.  MCSS has the right to exclude a student if their behaviour is 
deemed unacceptable and/or contrary to the MCSS Customer 
Charter. In such an instance, no refund will be given.

5. Price and Payment

5.1.  You will be responsible for paying us all fees.
5.2.  All fees will be as quoted on site and in the brochure. Fees are 

liable to change at any time, but changes will not affect bookings 
in respect of which we have already sent a Confirmation Note.

5.3.  We are under no obligation to book you on a Course at an 
incorrect price, even after we have sent you a Course 
Confirmation, if the pricing error is obvious and could have 
reasonably been recognised by you as a misquoted price.

5.4.  All payments for Courses must be made at the time you make 
your booking, either by deposit or in full.

5.5.  A £10 administration charge may be incurred for a change of 
Course after we have sent a Confirmation Note. If you change 
to a less expensive Course the difference will not be refunded. 
You will need to pay the difference if you move to a more 
expensive course.

5.6.  Only one ticket per resident per Gala Performance is free. Extra 
tickets may be purchased at the advertised rate. Free tickets to 
Gala Entertainment for those booking accommodation can only 
be guaranteed if booked prior to 1 March.

6. Refunds Policy

6.1.  The £100 deposit is non-refundable by MCSS. The balance will 
be refunded by MCSS for cancellations notified prior to 30 June; 
otherwise it will be retained after this date. In the event that 
Covid-19 specifically means your plans need to change, you can 
request a refund on your booking at any time up to 30 June 
2021 without losing your deposit. 

6.2.  If we cancel a Course before the Course begins, or up to and 
including the second session (the second morning in the case of 
an ‘am’ Course, afternoon in the case of a ‘pm’ Course or day in 
the case of a full day Course), you will be eligible for a full 
refund of the Course fee.

6.3.  We will usually refund any money we receive from you within 
30 days of receiving your cancellation request providing it is in 
accordance with the provisions for refund eligibility described in 
the Cancellation Policy. The refund will be made using the same 
method you originally used to make your booking.

7. Marlborough College Summer School Liability

7.1.  MCSS liability for losses you suffer as a result of us breaking  
this agreement is strictly limited to a refund of the booking  
total only. 

7.2.  This clause does not limit in any way our liability resulting from 
any fraud or misrepresentation, or for death or personal injury 
caused by our negligence.

8. Written Communications

8.1.  Applicable laws require that some of the information or 
communications we send to you should be in writing. When  
using the website, you accept that communication with us will be 
mainly electronic. 

8.2.  MCSS will contact you by email or provide you with information 
by posting notices on our website. We will also send out 
confirmations by post (if you made your original booking by post) 
as well as the final confirmations, Guest Handbook and 
Entertainment Programme to all our customers who have 
booked, but no other postal communications will be made.

8.3.  For contractual purposes, those who have given us their email 
address agree to this electronic means of communication and 
you acknowledge that all contracts, notices, information and other 
communications that we provide to you electronically comply 
with any legal requirement that such communications be in 
writing. This condition does not affect your statutory rights.

9. Notices

9.1.  All notices given by you to us must be sent to Marlborough 
College Summer School, Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 1PA or  
to the email address admin@summerschool.co.uk. We may give 
notice to you at either the email or postal address you provide  
to us when making a booking.

9.2.  Notice will be deemed received and properly served immediately 
when posted on the Site, 24 hours after an email is sent or three 
days after the date of posting of any letter. 

9.3.  In proving the service of any notice, it will be sufficient to prove,  
in the case of a letter, that such letter was properly addressed, 
stamped and placed in the post and, in the case of an email  
that such email was sent to the specified email address of  
the addressee.

9.4.  It is the responsibility of the Customer to make sure MCSS have 
any change of email/postal address so their records are correct at 
all times.

10. Transfer of Rights and Obligations

10.1.  You may not transfer, assign, charge or otherwise dispose of a 
Contract, or any of your rights or obligations arising under it, 
without our prior written consent.

10.2.  We may transfer, assign, charge, sub-contract or otherwise 
dispose of a Contract, or any of our rights or obligations arising 
under it, at any time during the term of the Contract.

11. Events Outside Our Control

We will not be liable or responsible for any failure to perform, or 
delay in performance of, any of our obligations under a Contract 
that is caused by events outside our reasonable control including, 
without limitation, strikes, lock-outs and other industrial disputes, 
breakdown of systems or network access, Force Majeure, explosion 
or accident.

12. Severability

If any of these terms and conditions or any provisions of a Contract 
are determined by any competent authority to be invalid, unlawful 
or unenforceable to any extent, such term, condition or provision 
will to that extent be severed from the remaining terms, conditions 
and provisions which will continue to be valid to the fullest extent 
permitted by law.

13. Privacy

We process information about you in accordance with the MCSS 
Privacy Policy. By using the Site, you consent to such processing and 
you warrant that all data provided by you is accurate.

14. Disability

In order to discharge our obligations under the Disability 
Discrimination Act, customers with disabilities are asked to provide 
sufficient information about their disability at the time of booking to 
enable us to consider whether reasonable adjustments can be 
made to accommodate them.

15. Parental Approval Forms

15.1. MCSS will issue a Parental Approval Form for each child 
attending, which must be completed and returned prior to 
arrival. The information must include emergency contact details 
for all children under the age of 18 years. You understand that 
your child will not be able to attend MCSS without a Parental 
Approval Form.

15.2.  Failure to disclose any medical or psychological issue that 
could affect your child’s ability to participate fully, or may be  
to the detriment of another student’s enjoyment of MCSS, 
may result in them being removed from the Course. In this 
instance, MCSS is not obliged to reimburse any fees, in part  
or in full.

16. Photographs / Video

Official photographers and videographers will be at work during 
the event and MCSS reserve the right to use any photographs, film 
or video for their publications or for marketing purposes.

17. Insurance

17.1.  MCSS strongly advise insuring against cancellation as this is  
the only way of ensuring that your money is refunded if you 
cannot attend.

17.2.  MCSS cannot be responsible for the loss or damage of 
personal possessions and we strongly advise you to have 
appropriate cover during your stay.

18. Entire Agreement

18.1.  These terms and conditions and any document expressly 
referred to in them represent the entire agreement between 
us in relation to the subject matter of any Contract and 
supersede any prior agreement, understanding or arrangement 
between us, whether oral or in writing.

18.2.  We each acknowledge that in entering into a Contract, neither 
of us has relied on any representation, undertaking or promise 
given by the other or be implied from anything said or written 
in negotiations between us prior to such Contract except as 
expressly stated in these terms and conditions.

19. Our Right to Vary these Terms and Conditions

19.1.  MCSS have the right to revise and amend these terms and 
conditions from time to time to reflect changes in market 
conditions affecting our business, changes in technology, 
changes in payment methods, changes in relevant  
laws and regulatory requirements and changes in our  
system’s capabilities.

19.2.  You will be subject to the policies and terms and conditions 
in force at the time that you book Courses with us.

20. Law and Jurisdiction

20.1.  Contracts for the purchase of Courses through the Site and  
any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with them 
or their subject matter or formation (including non-contractual 
disputes or claims) will be governed by English law. 

20.2.  Any dispute or claim arising out of or in connection with such 
Contracts or their formation (including non-contractual 
disputes or claims) shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction 
of the courts of England.

Terms and Conditions 
Marlborough College Summer School
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1. DETAILS OF YOUR CHILD/WARD

Name:

Address:

Post Code:

Date of Birth: Booking Ref Number (office use only):

Age Group:                   Teenagers (13-17)        Young Adventurers (9-12)         Children’s Activities (6-9)         Junior Troopers (3-6)     (Please tick as appropriate)

Week(s) Attending:        Week 1           Week 2            Week 3           Week 4         (Please tick as appropriate)

2. IMPORTANT MEDICAL, DIETARY OR SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS INFORMATION

Please inform us of anything that we should know about your child/ward, including first language, medical conditions, medication, allergies, dietary requirements and special educational needs. 

Failure to disclose any medical or psychological issue that could affect your child’s ability to participate fully, or may be to the detriment of another student’s enjoyment of Summer School, may result 
in them being removed from the course.

3.CHILDCARE INFORMATION

Would you like your child/ward to be put in the same group as any of their friends?  
Please list their names and we will endeavour to place them together.  
Children tend to be placed with others of the same age.

Please complete the form below for your child/ward and return to Summer School with your Course Booking Form. Children are not permitted to attend Summer School courses  
without a fully completed and signed Parental Approval Form. For parents/guardians with more than one child attending, additional copies of this form can be downloaded online at  
summerschool.co.uk/downloads

This form is to be used for Postal Bookings Only. Bookings made online include a 
digital version of the Marlborough College Summer School Parental Approval Form.Parental Approval Form

Please let us know if there is anyone who is NOT allowed to have contact with, or to collect,  
your child/ward.

Please inform us of anyone, other than parents/guardians, who may be bringing or taking your child/
ward home.
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CONTACT DETAILS

Title: Forename: Surname:

Address:

Post Code:

Telephone: Mobile:

E-Mail:   Please add me to your email newsletter mailing list. We promise not to share your details with any third party. 

In case of Emergency  Name Telephone

First Contact

Name:

Relationship:

Home Tel: Work Tel: Mobile:

Courses attending at Summer School (if applicable):

Second Contact

Name:

Relationship:

Home Tel: Work Tel: Mobile:

Courses attending at Summer School (if applicable):

4.  YOUR CONTACT DETAILS

We need contact telephone numbers in case of an emergency. Please could you provide your Home, Work and Mobile numbers and those of anyone it might be appropriate to  
get in touch with should you be unavailable, especially if the child is staying with friends or relatives during the week.

5.  ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Child’s level of English, if not their first language:              Advanced            Intermediate            Beginner         (tick as appropriate)

Religion (this information is optional):

Doctor’s name and surgery telephone number:

6.  CONSENT REQUIRED (Please tick as appropriate)

A.   I/We consent to my child/ward being taken off site during Summer School for activities that 
may involve travelling by minibus. (This applies to Teenagers and Young Adventurers only)

      Yes            No  

B.   I/We consent to the possibility of Summer School taking photographs or film of my child/ward 
that may be used for publicity in the future. Please note that any photographs and/or videos 
that appear in Summer School publications (e.g. brochure, advertising) will have been taken by 
the official Summer School photographers and videographers only.

      Yes            No  

C.  I/We consent to pastoral staff applying sun cream to my child/ward if required.

      Yes            No  

D.   I/We approve medical treatment for our child/ward as is deemed necessary in an emergency 
on the advice of a qualified medical practitioner or registered nurse.

      Yes            No  

COURSES

Age Groups  A: 18-30  B: 31-45  C: 46-60  D: 61-75  E: 75+ (if under 18, please state Date of Birth)

Student Name Sex 
M/F

Age Group or D.O.B 
(see above)

Course Name Course 
No.

Week 
No.

AM/PM/FULL Alt. Course 
No.

Course Fee 
(£)

ACCOMMODATION

Student Name Room Category 
(see right)

House Preference 
(if known)

Week 
No.

Accommodation 
Fee (£) 

Old Marlburians  Did you attend Marlborough College as a pupil?

TOTAL (A) £

TOTAL (B) £

BOOKING REF

DATE RECEIVED

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

DON’T FORGET,  YOU CAN ALSO BOOK ONLINE AT SUMMERSCHOOL.CO.UK

Room categories are as follows:

Standard single 1 person (SR)
Single with wash basin (SRS)
Single with en suite (SRES)
Standard twin 2 people (TR)
Twin with wash basin (TRS)
Twin with en suite (TRES)
Standard family room 3+ people: adult price (FA)
Standard family room 3+ people: child price (FC)
Family room with wash basin: adult price (FAS)
Family room with wash basin: child price (FCS)
Family room with en suite: adult price (FAES)
Family room with en suite: child price (FCES)

Courses and Accommodation Booking Form

7.  DECLARATION

I hereby declare that the information I have provided is correct. I understand and agree that the failure to disclose any medical, psychological or educational issue that could affect my child’s/ward’s ability to 
participate fully, or may be to the detriment of another student’s enjoyment of Summer School, may result in them being removed from the course and that, in this instance, Marlborough College will not be 
obliged to reimburse any fees, in part or in full.

Signed: Name (please print): Relationship to Child: Date:
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1. I wish to pay IN FULL by: 

Cheque                                 Card                                     Bank Transfer

2. I wish to pay £100 DEPOSIT per person by: 

Cheque                                     Card                                     Bank Transfer

and the balance by 1 June 2021 by:  
Cheque                                     Card                                     Bank Transfer

(Please ensure that your card will be valid on this date as final payment will be automatically debited)

3.  I wish to pay for a child’s course in part or in full using Childcare Vouchers or  
HMRC tax free childcare scheme, Childcare Choices. 
Please email admin@summerschool.co.uk for details.

Rest assured that we will operate in line with government guidelines around social distancing and safety to 
ensure the wellbeing of all our guests and staff. Should Covid-19 restrictions remain in July and August 2021, 
please be aware that some operational procedures may be subject to change.

Please note that Gala tickets for residential customers can only be 
guaranteed if booked before 1 March 2021.

Date Week Gala Performance Number of FREE Tickets 
(Residents only)

Number of Full 
Price Tickets

Total Number of 
Tickets required

Ticket 
Price

Total Costs

Tuesday 13 July 1 Only Men Aloud £20
Friday 16 July 1 The Locrian Ensemble: Last Night of the Marlborough Proms £25
Tuesday 20 July 2 An Evening with Janet Street-Porter £20
Friday 23 July 2 Andy Abraham’s Nat King Cole Show £25
Tuesday 27 July 3 Illyria’s Production of Dr Dolittle Part 2 (N.B. Under 18s go free) £20
Friday 30 July 3 The ELO Experience £25
Tuesday 3 August 4 An Evening with Kate Adie £20
Friday 6 August 4 The Rocket Man: A Tribute to Sir Elton John £25

TOTAL PAYMENT: £

1. I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Marlborough College Summer School

2. Please debit my Credit / Debit Card with the following amount                         £

Mastercard Visa Credit Visa Debit

Card Number

Expiry Date / Personal Security Code

  Cardholder’s Signature

ENTERTAINMENT BOOKING

Your Personal Security Code is the unique 3-digit 
number printed on the signature strip on the back 
of your debit/credit card.
Some card issuers refer to this number as
the ‘Card Security Code’.

CONTACT DETAILS

Title: Forename: Surname:

Address:

Post Code:

Telephone: Mobile:

E-Mail:   Please add me to your email newsletter mailing list. We promise not to share your details with any third party. 

Please tick as appropriate:

Resident 
Booking Ref. No.

  (if known)
Non Resident

General Public

If you are attending Summer School, you may pay for your tickets with your final instalment on 
Tuesday 1 June 2021. The deposit of £100 payable on your courses/accommodation booking form 
will reserve your Gala Performance tickets and the cost will be included on your confirmation of 
booking. Tickets will not be dispatched before Summer School starts. Tickets can be collected from 
the Summer School office from Sunday 11 July 2021 or on the door of the performance.

Marlborough College Enterprise Ltd. Company Registered Number: 2967713. 
All prices are inclusive of VAT.  VAT Registration No: 639537992.

Gala Performance Booking Form 

1. I enclose a cheque for £ made payable to Marlborough College Summer School

2. Please debit my Credit / Debit Card with the following amount £

Mastercard Visa Credit Visa Debit

Card Number

Expiry Date / Personal Security Code

  Cardholder’s Signature

3. If you wish to pay by Bank Transfer, please email admin@summerschool.co.uk.

BOOKING – STAGE 3 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Your Personal Security Code is the unique 3-digit 
number printed on the signature strip on the back of 
your debit/credit card. Some card issuers refer to this 
number as the ‘Card Security Code’.

Disabled Parking:

If you are a registered Blue Badge holder and require a disabled parking space at Summer School, 
please send in a copy of your Blue Badge, car registration and booking reference number after 
confirmation of booking is received.

Please let us know if there is any other information that you feel we should know, for example 
if you suffer from any disabilities, allergies or medical conditions. Young people under 18 will be 
required to have a completed separate parental approval form. This can also be downloaded from 
summerschool.co.uk/downloads.

Name

I/We have read and understood the Terms and Conditions as stated in the brochure and I accept them on behalf of myself and my party. I/We also acknowledge that the Summer School reserves the right to cancel and change tutors should 
the necessity arise. I/We wish to become members of the Marlborough College Social Club which entitles me/us to use the bar facilities during the Summer School period.
I/We note that on the basis of this booking, Summer School will send me/us a brochure for the 2022 programme unless I/We instruct otherwise.

BOOKING – STAGE 1

Total cost of courses (A)

Total cost of accommodation (B)

SUBTOTAL £

Coach Transfers:

From: Victoria Coach Station                  Swindon Station

To: Victoria Coach Station                      Swindon Station

Victoria - Single £40   Return £75 

Swindon - Single £20   Return £35

Residents attending half day course only: £100 surcharge

TOTAL PAYMENT  £

BOOKING – STAGE 2

DON’T FORGET,  YOU CAN ALSO BOOK ONLINE AT SUMMERSCHOOL.CO.UK
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Tel: 01672 892388

Email: admin@summerschool.co.uk

Web: summerschool.co.uk

 Marlborough College Summer School

 @MCol_Summer

 marlboroughsummerschool

The provisional dates for Summer School 2022 are 10 July to 6 August.

Marlborough College is a Registered Charity No. 309486 incorporated by Royal Charter to provide Education.

All information provided within this brochure is, to the best of our knowledge, correct at the time of going to press (November 2020). However, 
Marlborough College Enterprises Limited reserves the right to correct or amend any aspect of the Summer School in the event of circumstances 
when such changes are deemed necessary. 

Picture credits and photography

Marlborough College images are supplied by the official Summer School photographer; Pete Davies Photography, The Studio, 35 High Street, 
Marlborough, Wiltshire, SN8 1LW. Tel: 01672 513452, Web: www.petedaviesphotography.co.uk
Thank you to VisitWiltshire (visitwiltshire.co.uk) and Great West Way (greatwestway.co.uk) for kindly providing the following photos; Marlborough 
Downs and St Peter’s Church, Marlborough on page 14, Savernake Forest and Avebury Stone Circle on page 15, Longleat Safari Park, Lacock 
Abbey and Stonehenge on page 16, Great Western Railway on page 17, St Mary’s Church, Calne on page 39, The Roman Baths on page 43 and 
Wiltshire Walks on page 82.
Thanks also to Dawn Whitehall at Marlborough Town Council for permission to use her photo of Hughenden Yard, Marlborough and  
The Merchant’s House for use of their illustration on page 15. 
The photo of Kate Adie on page 13 was taken by Ken Lennox. 
Official Summer School photographers and videographers will be working during Summer School and we reserve the right to use any 
photographs for our publications and/or marketing material. 




